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Introduction
The topic of this dissertation is the valuation and hedging of so-called exotic
contingent claims. We use the term exotic in the same way as in Musiela
and Rutkowski (1997), i.e., every contingent claim which is not standard
European or American is considered exotic. The topic is approached with
the by now widely accepted technique termed arbitrage pricing. Arbitrage
pricing was initiated in the highly celebrated works of Black and Scholes
(1973) and Merton (1973). Later extensions, which this dissertation relies
heavily on, were made by Harrison and Kreps (1979) and Harrison and Pliska
(1981).
The results of Harrison and Kreps (1979) and Harrison and Pliska (1981)
roughly state that the market value of a financial asset is the expected
deflated cash flow under an equivalent martingale probability measure Q,
where the deflator is the money market account that accrues the short-term
interest rate. It has become customary to denote this probability measure
with the somewhat unfortunate terms the equivalent martingale measure Q
and the risk-neutral measure. This is by now standard terminology, from
which we shall not deviate. However, as shown by Geman, El Karoui, and
Rochet (1995), there is not only one, but several equivalent martingale mea-
sures; each associated with its own deflator. A deflator also goes under
the name numeraire. Throughout the dissertation we use several equivalent
probability measures with their respective numeraires. Each probability
measure is carefully chosen to help solve the problem at hand.
In a general equilibrium model the market values of stocks and bonds,
assets often referred to as primary traded assets, are typically endogenously
determined by the preferences of the agents in the economy and by un-
derlying technology factors. In a model where arbitrage pricing is used,
the market values of these primary traded assets are exogenously given by
stochastic processes, and the model is therefore only a partial equilibrium
model.
Arbitrage pricing has proved to be very fruitful, not only in theory, but
also in practical applications. This, not despite, but perhaps because of the
lack of generality compared to the general equilibrium models. Modelling the
investors' preferences is a non-trivial exercise that is superfluous when using
arbitrage pricing. The insight that was brought to the financial markets
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about the possibility to value financial derivatives without any knowledge
about investor preferences and risk premiums has sometimes been credited
for much of the rapid innovation that has taken place in the financial markets
during the last 20-30 years. For there is no doubt that, especially within
the fixed income and derivative markets, where several ideas from arbitrage
pricing have been implemented, the changes have been dramatically over
this time period. To cite Duffie (1996) "On the applied side, markets have
experienced an explosion of new valuation techniques, hedging applications,
and security innovation, much of this based on the Black-Scholes and related
arbitrage models."
The works of Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) were mainly
done under the assumption of constant or deterministic interest rates, al-
though stochastic interest rates were considered by Merton (1973). At the
time, this was perhaps not such an unreasonable assumption, since both
interest rates and currency exchange rates had been under strict regulation
in most parts of the world. However, as financial markets have been dereg-
ulated, also interest rate risk has become important. Stochastic models for
interest rates are therefore needed. This dissertation relies heavily on the
general term structure model by Heath, Jarrow, and Morton (1992) and the
extensions made by Amin and Jarrow (1992). This is a fairly general frame-
work in the sense that it allows several different specifications of the "input"
in the model, e.g., volatility structures for interest rates and for the return
on risky assets. To obtain more explicit results in terms of closed form so-
lutions, we will mainly work within a Gaussian Heath, Jarrow, and Morton
framework. By no means will it be asserted that this is a realistic model; it
is only chosen for its analytical tractability. However, also a non-Gaussian
model will be touched upon.
The dissertation is not concerned with the question, though important
it may be, "Should economic agents expose themselves to the risk inherent
in the claims analysed in this dissertation?" Nor is it concerned with the
question, given that the above question was answered by a "Yes", "What is
the optimal exposure to these claims?" Instead we take the perhaps some-
what arrogant approach and say "If there is a demand for the claims, it
must be so because there is a need", and, thus, knowledge of such claims is
important.
The above has been an attempt to give the reader some insight about
the framework in which this dissertation is written within. The dissertation
is divided into six main chapters and three appendices. Each chapter is
written as a self-contained paper and can be read in the order favoured by
the reader. The appendices contain material that we have not found suitable
to include in the main chapters.
Several exotic contingent claims are analysed throughout the disserta-
tion. However, two claims have received more attention than the others,
namely a compound option and a multi-period rate of return guarantee. The
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rest of this introduction gives a short overview of some of the literature re-
lated to the analysis done in the dissertation. A closer description of the
different parts of the dissertation is also given.
A Short Overview of some of the Existing Literature A compound
contingent claim is a contingent claim where the underlying asset also is a
contingent claim. Geske (1977) was the first to analyse this type of claim.
He considered a risky coupon-bearing bond where the bondholders have
the possibility to default on the coupon payments. Geske (1979) used the
same approach to value an option on a stock, or more precisely, an option
on the equity of a leveraged firm. It is well-known that the equity of a
leveraged firm can be viewed upon as a call option on the value of the firm;
hence, the option on the stock of a leveraged firm is a compound option.
The work on compound options was continued in Hodges and Selby (1987).
Fischer (1978) and Margrabe (1978) considered the option to exchange one
asset for another. Carr (1988) extended this to include the possibility to
exchange one asset for an (exchange) option, i.e., a compound exchange
option. He found several interesting applications for this kind of option.
Further generalisations were made by Geman et al. (1995) who analysed a
compound option under stochastic interest rates. Scaillet (1996) presented
pricing formulas for compound and exchange options on zero-coupon bonds,
coupon bonds, and yields in the framework of affine term structure models.
The analysis of rate of return guarantees, in particular in the form found
in various life insurance products, seems to have been initiated by the sem-
inal paper of Brennan and Schwartz (1976). They showed that a maturity
guarantee is the same as a portfolio of some risky asset and a put option on
this asset. This portfolio gives the investor, regardless of how low the return
on the asset becomes, a cash amount at the maturity of the option that can
never fall below the exercise price of the option; therefore the name maturity
guarantee. Brennan and Schwartz (1976), among other things, calculated
the market value of the guarantee and derived hedging strategies.
There have been several extensions and modifications of the results and
the assumptions made by Brennan and Schwartz (1976). Just mentioning a
few, and without going into details, Brennan and Schwartz (1979) investi-
gated the usefulness of the hedging strategies for the guarantee derived by
Brennan and Schwartz (1976) when the hedge portfolio can no longer be
continuously rebalanced and transaction costs are present. They found the
hedging strategies to give a considerable reduction in the risk exposure from
the guarantee. A similar analysis was performed by Boyle and Hardy (1997).
In addition to approach the analysis of the guarantee by ideas from finan-
cial economics, they also used a simulation model from actuarial sciences to
value the guarantee. Grosen and Jørgensen (1997) opened for the possibility
of early exercise of the guarantee. In financial terms the guarantee is then
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of American type and can be analysed as an optimal stopping problem. The
added flexibility that comes from the possibility of early exercise is termed
the surrender option. Stochastic interest rates were introduced by Bacinello
and Ortu (1993) and Bacinello and Ortu (1994). Guarantees are typically
embedded in life and pension insurance contracts where the premiums are
paid periodically. Both Bacinello and Ortu (1994) and Nielsen and Sand-
mann (1995) analysed guarantees with periodical premiums under stochastic
interest rates. It should be mentioned that periodical premiums also were
analysed by Brennan and Schwartz (1976).
Many contracts have annual guarantees embedded, i.e., a minimum guar-
anteed rate ofreturn each year, also known as a multi-period (rate ofreturn)
guarantee. This guarantee seems first to have been analysed by Hipp (1996).
Persson and Aase (1997) and Miltersen and Persson (1999) extended the
analysis in important ways, in particular by introducing stochastic interest
rates, something that complicated the analysis quite a bit. For a compre-
hensive treatment of both maturity and multi-period guarantees, see Tiong
(2000). Tiong (2000) also considered different levels of participation. A level
of participation r means that the return on the risky asset, on which, in the
case of a maturity guarantee, the put option is written, is a fraction r of
the return on some risky asset, typically a portfolio. The portfolio could for
instance be an insurance company's investment portfolio, i.e., the debit side
of the balance sheet.
Real-world life and pension insurance contracts often have guarantees
that are more involved than both the maturity and the multi-period guar-
antee, and there may even be several guarantee elements included in a con-
tract. The terms of the contracts will typically differ in different countries
so a "unified" analysis of life and pension insurance contracts is not likely to
be possible. Some recent studies which tried to build more realistic models
of these contracts were Grosen and Jørgensen (2000), Miltersen and Persson
(2002), and Hansen and Miltersen (2002). These articles took into con-
sideration that the distribution of the return on the insurer's investment
portfolio between the insurer and the insured may be rather involved and is
determined by different legislation and practice in the country in which the
contract is issued. Different company policies may also influence on how the
return is distributed.
Some other recent work on financial guarantees and related issues in-
cludes Hansen (2002b), Hansen (2002a), Steffensen (2001), Bacinello (2002),
and Nielsen and Sandmann (2002).
Contents of the Dissertation The compound option is a well-known
claim that was first analysed in the literature some 25 years ago. About
20 years went by before the multi-period guarantee was given any attention
in the literature. We therefore expect the multi-period guarantee to be less
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well-known than the compound option.
Both these claims are analysed in the first chapter. The analysis at-
tempts to show that they can both be obtained as a special case of a more
general compound contingent claim. In this chapter we also indicate that
an established result in the literature may be flawed.
Chapter 2 - 5 are devoted to analysing rate of return guarantees and the
use of these guarantees. Rate of return guarantees are typically embedded
in life and pension insurance contracts. Not only the pricing of these guar-
antees is considered, but also hedging issues. The huge amount of risk these
guarantees impose on life insurance companies and pension funds make a
sound analysis of the guarantees an important issue. Especially since the
pricing of rate of return guarantees does not seem to be very well conducted
in practice (see Donselaar (1999)). When we also know that there is a close
relationship between pricing and hedging, we may suspect that the lack of
pricing may also cause a lack in the risk management. We have also seen
life insurance companies that have gone into bankruptcy because they were
unable to fulfil liabilities imposed by rate of return guarantees (e.g., Nissan
Mutual Life).
The last chapter is concerned with a more, in the finance literature,
traditional contingent claim, i.e., a compound option. It builds on the ob-
servation in chapter 1 that a closed form solution for the market value of
a compound option is not easily obtainable under stochastic interest rates.
This chapter deviates from the others in that the focus is on numerical
methods, whereas the focus in the other chapters is on the derivation of
closed form solutions and hedging strategies. The increasingly complexity
of both the theoretical models and the claims that are traded in the markets,
make the use of numerical methods a necessity in many situations. Also,
the steadily increasing speed of computers makes numerical methods more
suitable than ever before.
A more detailed description of the chapters follows below.
Chapter 1: 'Compound Contingent Claims' The main focus in this
chapter is on a compound contingent claim. By a compound contingent
claim we mean a contingent claim that is written on another contingent
claim. The traditional example of such a claim is a call option written on a
call option, see e.g., Geske (1979). A multi-period guarantee is an asset that
secures that the holder receives the maximum of the return on the underlying
asset and some minimum guaranteed rate of return within each period, see
e.g., Miltersen and Persson (1999). Below, in the description of chapter
2, we argue that the multi-period rate of return guarantee has "...a sort
of compounding effect..." In this chapter we try to "de-mystify" the multi-
period guarantee by comparing it to the more familiar compound option.
We look at the special case of a two-period guarantee, and we show that
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it, just as the compound option, can be treated as a compound contingent
claim. To show this, two general contingent claims are constructed. The
first is a simple contingent claim, i.e., a contingent claim that is written on
one or several primary traded assets. The second is a compound contingent
claim that is written on the simple claim. The first claim is constructed
so that it has the necessary generality to capture both a call option and
a maturity guarantee as special cases, while the second has the necessary
generality to capture a compound option and a two-period guarantee as
special cases. These claims put us in a position where we are able to point
out similarities and differences between the different claims.
It turns out that also a wide range of other claims can be seen to be
special cases of the two general claims. An attempt to indicate for whom
of these the market value can be obtained in closed form solution is given.
Some of these are recognised as more or less well-known claims previously
analysed in the literature, while other seems more obscure and not very
practical applicable.
Geman et al. (1995) presented a closed form solution for the market
value of a compound option under stochastic interest rates. Though their
result may at first seem appealing, we argue, given the exercise set for the
compound option, that their result seems flawed and that obtaining a closed
form solution is likely to be non-trivial.
In the end of the chapter some special cases are explained.
Chapter 2: 'Pricing of Multi-period Rate of Return Guarantees"!
The work in this chapter is mostly inspired by Miltersen and Persson (1999),
but also the results in Hipp (1996) and Persson and Aase (1997) have been
motivating for this chapter.
Based on the observation that the guarantees embedded in life insurance
contracts often are fundamentally different from the maturity guarantees
embedded in the unit-linked life insurance contracts analysed by Brennan
and Schwartz (1976), Hipp (1996) analysed a multi-period rate of return
guarantee. Instead of a guarantee on the average return over the whole
contract-period, as for the maturity guarantee, the multi-period rate of re-
turn guarantee is a guarantee on the average return within each of at least
two sub-periods. This leads to a sort of compounding effect for the multi-
period guarantee that is not present in the maturity guarantee. Hipp (1996)
analysed this kind of guarantee within the framework of Black and Scholes
(1973). Because of the independence between the return in the different
periods (under deterministic interest rates and under the equivalent martin-
gale measure Q), the market value of the guarantee is reduced to a rather
nice expression. Persson and Aase (1997) and Miltersen and Persson (1999)
lAn earlier version of this chapter was presented at the Nordic Symposium on Contin-
gent Claims in Stockholm in 2001.
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generalised the analysis of the multi-period rate of return guarantee to also
include stochastic interest rates. However, they only considered guarantees
lasting for two periods (Persson and Aase (1997) presented an approxima-
tion for the market value of the multi-period guarantee). The challenge of
imposing stochastic interest rates lies in the fact that the returns in the
different periods are no longer independent. This basically follows since we
assume that interest rates follow a continuous process and e.g., high interest
rates at the end of one period are therefore followedby high interest rates in
the beginning of the next period. Because of this extra source of uncertainty,
both Persson and Aase (1997) and Miltersen and Persson (1999) found the
market value of the guarantee under stochastic interest rates to be expressed
by the bivariate normal probability distribution, while Hipp (1996) found it
to be expressed by the corresponding univariate distribution.
In this chapter we show how to value a multi-period rate of return guar-
antee under stochastic interest rates consisting of any number of periods.
We find the expression for the market value of the guarantee to be given
as a function of the multivariate normal probability distribution. Unfortu-
nately, although we are able to obtain the market value of the guarantee
in closed form solution, evaluating the expression for the market value can
actually be quite time consuming. As most cumulative probability distribu-
tions, also this one has to be approximated by some numerical integration
routine. Although estimating one probability is very fast, the structure of
the problem is such that for a guarantee with, say, 30 sub-periods, more
than one billion probabilities have to be calculated, reducing the practical
usefulness of the results. However, we believe that our results in fact do give
a lot of useful information about the structure of such guarantees, and then
in particular with respect to hedging issues.
Chapter 3: 'Hedging of Multi-period Rate of Return Guarantees'P
This chapter is based on my Master thesis from 1999.3 Also this chapter
relies heavily on Miltersen and Persson (1999), Hipp (1996), and Persson
and Aase (1997). In contrast to chapter 2, this chapter tries to establish
hedging strategies for multi-period rate of return guarantees. The hedg-
ing strategies are both derived under the assumption of deterministic and
stochastic interest rates. Compared to the hedging strategy for a traditional
European option and a maturity guarantee, we find these strategies to be
quite different.
For instance, a European call option can be hedged by trading in the
underlying asset and a zero-coupon bond. The functions determining the
2Earlier versions of this chapter were presented at the FIBE conference in Bergen in
2000, at the IO'th International AFIR conference in Tromsø in 2000, and at the Nordic
Symposium on Contingent Claims in Stockholm in 2001.
3The thesis was named 'Hedging av Finansielle Derivater i en Black&Scholes/ Am-
in&Jarrow model'.
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number of units of these two assets to include in the hedging strategy are
continuous through time. For multi-period guarantees, we find that these
functions may be discontinuous, or more precisely, the hedging strategies
are determined by different functions in different periods. This may cause
a discontinuity in the number of each asset as we go from one period to
another. We first show that the hedge portfolio, under stochastic interest
rates, can consist of the underlying asset and a whole portfolio of zero-
coupon bonds. There are both long and short positions in the bond portfolio.
If the guarantee is not binding at the end of a period, the market value
of the bond portfolio is zero. The bond portfolio will typically consist of
fewer bonds in later periods than in earlier periods. This reflects the more
complex structure of multi-period guarantees under stochastic interest rates
than under deterministic interest rates where only one zero-coupon bond is
needed. We also show, in the special case of a one-factor model for the short-
term interest rate, that a portfolio containing the money market account and
one zero-coupon bond can replace the bond portfolio. Thus, the first hedging
strategies we derive are fairly general in the sense that they in principle also
apply to multi-factor term structure models.
The hedging strategies are illustrated with several numerical examples.
Chapter 4: 'Relative Guarantees' The guarantees analysed in chapter
2 are often called absolute guarantees since the minimum guaranteed rate of
return is denoted as an absolute, or a fixed, number. In some applications
the minimum guaranteed rate of return is stochastic, and then typically
equal to the return on some reference portfolio. These guarantees are often
called relative guarantees, and the valuation of such guarantees is the topic
of this chapter.
For instance, Argentina, Chile, and Poland have pension plans where
relative guarantees are embedded. However, these guarantees are rather
complicated and may not be easily valued in closed form.
A wide range of different kinds of relative guarantees is considered in this
chapter, hereunder both maturity and multi-period guarantees. Although
one may expect a guarantee with a stochastic minimum guaranteed rate of
return to be more complicated than the corresponding guarantee with a de-
terministic minimum guaranteed rate of return, we find this not necessarily
to be the case. For a multi-period guarantee, the reason for this is simply
that (again under the equivalent martingale measure Q) the excess returns
(note that the excess returns can be both positive and negative) over the
short- term interest rate across the different periods, both for the underlying
asset, the reference portfolio, and also between the underlying asset and the
reference portfolio, are uncorrelated. This simplifies matters considerably.
We further analyse less standard and more complicated guarantees where
the minimum guaranteed rate of return is a function of the return on the
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reference portfolio. The chapter is ended with an attempt so analyse the
guarantee embedded in pension contracts in Chile. The descriptions of this
guarantee that we have found in the literature do in fact differ quite consid-
erably. Therefore, we analyse three different types of guarantees which all
are related to the Chilean guarantee. However, each of these must be seen
as a simplification of the real-world guarantee.
In the first of these, the stochastic minimum guaranteed rate of return
is given as the minimum of two different functions of the return on the
reference portfolio. The results we derive for this guarantee can also be
used to extend the analysis of Stulz (1982) and Johnson (1987) on options
written on the maximum or the minimum of two (or several) risky assets to
a stochastic interest rate framework. The last two are based on the average
return on the reference portfolio. The first is a maturity guarantee while
the second is a two-period guarantee.
Although the guarantees we consider in this chapter are idealised and
simplified compared to real-world guarantees, we hope that some new insight
on relative guarantees is obtained by the analysis performed.
Chapter 5: 'Defined Contribution and Defined Benefit Based Pen-
sion Plans,4 As of January 2001 a new law, opening for the use of contri-
bution based pension plans, was passed in Norway. With this law in mind,
this chapter attempts to present a way for the employees to value their
participation in a pension plan.
A seemingly common way of arranging such pension plans, is to let
the return on the employees' pension accounts be a given fraction of the
return the pension fund obtains on its investment portfolio. As mentioned,
this fraction is termed level of participation. To reduce the risk for the
employees, rate of return guarantees may be embedded. Assuming such a
structure of the pension plan, we propose several pension plans, both with
and without guarantees. We show how these pension plans can be valued
using the same techniques as in the previous chapters, i.e., by arbitrage
pricing. Especially, we find that the use of forward-start guarantees makes
it possible to incorporate periodical premium and pension payments in a
straightforward manner.
An important aspect of both life and pension insurance is mortality risk.
A by now standard procedure for dealing with mortality risk in the presence
of financial risk is to assume that these two risks are independent. This seems
like a reasonable assumption. Another assumption that is important in much
of the theory in the actuarial sciences is that the insurer (here the pension
fund) is risk neutral with respect to mortality risk. The rational for this
4Earlier versions of this chapter were presented at the FIBE conference in Bergen in
2001 and at the International Symposium on Financialllisk Exposure in Life and Pension
Insurance in Bergen in 2001.
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,assumption is that the insurer can diversify mortality risk by issuing many
(in theory infinitely many) similar policies. Although our main interest is
to value pension plans as seen from the employees' point of view, we argue
that this may also be a reasonable assumption in our setting.
A criticism that has been raised against defined contribution based pen-
sion plans is that they expose the employees to too much risk. We show,
using a numerical example based on Monte Carlo simulation, that these
contracts indeed expose the employees to a considerable amount of risk. For
comparison, we also give a short analysis of defined benefit based pension
plans. This analysis shows that these two kinds of pension plans, at least
when it comes to risk, are totally different. In our simplified models the fi-
nancial risk is born by the employees in a defined contribution based pension
plan, while the employers bear this risk in a defined benefit based pension
plan.
The main purpose of this chapter is to show a practical situation where
the guarantees in the previous chapters and similar guarantees can be ap-
plied. The chapter deviates from the others in that we most of the time
assume deterministic interest rates. The main reason for this assumption is
based on a wish to focus on the simple structure of the proposed pension
plans. This simple structure is likely to be overshadowed by the extensive
notation required under stochastic interest rates.
This chapter ends the analysis of rate of return guarantees.
Chapter 6: 'Numerical Evaluation of Compound Options' This
chapter is a joint work with Arne-Christian Lund and was written after a
joint participation on the course 'Monte Carlo Methods in Financial Engi-
neering' given by Professor Paul Glasserman at the University of Aarhus in
the spring of 200l.
In this chapter the focus is on calculating the market value of a compound
option under stochastic interest rates. A compound option has previously
been valued under deterministic interest rates by Geske (1977) and Geske
(1979) and with some extensions made by Hodges and Selby (1987). We limit
our analysis to a call option written on a call option that again is written
on a stock. Based on the results in chapter 1, there does not seem to exist
any known closed form solution for the market value of this claim under
stochastic interest rates, and the valuation problem is therefore approached
by numerical methods, or more precisely, by Monte Carlo simulation.
In general, simulation within the Heath, Jarrow, and Morton framework
requires the whole term structure over the life of the contingent claim to
be simulated. In addition, the stochastic differential equations describing
the economy will typically have to be discretisised. We present a unified
and arbitrage-free way to discretisise the stochastic differential equations.
In the continuous case a restriction on the drift of the forward rates is
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imposed to avoid arbitrage opportunities. We derive a discrete time analogy
for the drift restriction that also is arbitrage-free. A similar result can be
found in Andersen (1997). Armed with these results and variance reduction
techniques, the compound option is valued.
The discretisation of the stochastic differential equations will typically
lead to bias in the estimates of the market value. It seems like the estimates
tend to be too high, but by increasing the number of time steps, this problem
is as good as eliminated. One of the variance reduction techniques, the
control variate method, in addition to give a very significant reduction in
the variance, also has the nice feature that it eliminates the problem with
discretisation bias.
Working within a Gaussian Heath, Jarrow, and Morton framework, we
show that it is not necessary to perform any discretisation of the stochastic
differential equations. Using so-called exact simulation the compound option
can be valued without generating the whole path followed by the underlying
asset price and the interest rates; only the terminal payoffs are needed. This
increases the computational speed quite considerably and the problem with
discretisation bias is eliminated.
Needless to say, the results in this chapter may have applications far
wider than for just the compound option analysed here.
Notation As mentioned, each chapter is written as a self-contained paper.
This has caused some overlap, especially in the description of the economic
model since basically the same economic model is used in each chapter.
However, even though some effort has been put hereon, the notation in the
different chapters do differ.
Most of the time we let the volatility functions for the forward rates and
for the return on some risky asset be vector valued.P As an example, let
(some more intuition and explanations for these expressions are given in the
main chapters of the dissertation, see e.g., page 15 and 16)
it ( )d _ (I~O'h(V'U)du)aj V,U u- tv Iv ah (v,u)du
and
5For some N x I-dimensional vector x = (Xl, X2, ... , Xk), the (Euclidean) norm is given
by (see e.g., Rudin (1976) p. 16)
k ll (~2) '2[x] = (X . x)"2 = L.. Xi .
i=l
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be the volatility functions for the instantaneous forward rates and for the
return on the risky asset, respectively. It can then be shown that the variance
of the return on the risky asset, under the equivalent martingale measure
Q, is given by (see e.g., Musiela and Rutkowski (1997) p. 359)
r r 2CT~t= Jo ICTS(V) + Jv CTf(V,u)dul dv,
or, alternatively
CTlt lt ((it CTh(v, u)du)2 + CT~l(v) + (it CTh(v,u)du)2 + CT~2(V)
+2(CTS1(V) it CTh(v,u)du+CTs2(v) it CTh(v, u)du) )dV.
Throughout the dissertation we write this as
CT~t l
t (it CTf(V, u)dufdv
+2l
t
CTS(V) it CTf(V, u)dudv + lt CT~(v)dv,
although this is a slightly abuse of notation since we do not distinguish
between vectors and scalars.
Software This dissertation is typeset in :g\TEX. Most of the numerical
calculations are done using Ox (see Doornik (1999)), but also Fortran 77,
Visual Basic, and Excel have been used. And, not to forget, my Citizen
scientific calculator SR35 has also been used.
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Chapter 1
Compound Contingent
Claims
Abstract
This chapter explores similarities and differences between a com-
pound option and a two-period guarantee. A generalised com-
pound contingent claim that captures these two claims as special
cases is constructed. The underlying asset of the compound con-
tingent claim is a generalised simple contingent claim. Similar
parities as the put-call parity are derived for both these claims.
Also several other claims captured by the two general claims are
revealed. We also show that the "derivation of a closed form solu-
tion for the market value of a compound option under stochastic
interest rates is likely to be non-trivial, if possible at all.
Keywords and phrases: Compound option, multi-period guaran-
tee, Heath, Jarrow, and Morton term structure model of interest
rates.
1.1 Introduction
Many seemingly different assets may in fact be more similar than they first
appear. In this chapter our main goal is to point out similarities between
a compound option and a multi-period guarantee. Once the similarities are
pointed out, also some of the differences will be displayed.
Compound options were first analysed by Geske (1977) and Geske (1979).
A compound option is an option with another option as the underlying
asset. We limit our analysis to a call option written on a call option. The
underlying option is assumed written on a stock.
A multi-period guarantee is an asset that secures that the holder gets
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the maximum of the return on the underlying asset and some minimum
guaranteed rate of return within each period. In this chapter we focus, for
simplicity, on a two-period guarantee, see e.g., Miltersen and Persson (1999).
We assume that the underlying return of the guarantee is the return on the
stock in which the call option above is written on. It is straightforward
to generalise to a compound option that is written on another compound
option and so on. Also, generalising to guarantees lasting for more than
two periods is straightforward. However, these generalisations will make the
intuition harder to grasp and will not be necessary for our purposes.
To explore the similarities between these two claims, a general compound
contingent claim capturing both claims as special cases is constructed. To
this end we start by constructing a generalised simple contingent claim,
i.e., a claim that is written on primary traded assets such as stocks and
bonds, not other contingent claims. This asset has the necessary generality
to capture both a call option and a maturity guarantee! as special cases. To
construct the generalised compound contingent claim, we assume that there
exists a contingent claim written on the simple contingent claim described
above. This asset captures both the compound option and the two-period
guarantee as special cases. It puts us in a position where we can easily
see similarities between these two claims. It is our hope, since we have not
found any connections in the literature between the compound option, which
was first analysed in the literature some 25 years ago, and the relatively
newly analysed two-period guarantee, that this will shed some new light into
these two claims. Our analysis may also give an alternative introduction to
the theory of multi-period guarantees for the reader familiar to compound
options and vice versa.
Using different specifications for the two claims we construct, we find
that the claims also capture several other claims as special cases, not just
the call option, the maturity guarantee, the compound option, and the two-
period guarantee. Several of these are trivial in the sense that their payoffs
do not represent real-world contingent claims and can even be constants.
Some of the possible specifications lead to claims where we are not able to
derive closed form solutions for the market value. However, based on more
or less well-known results relevant for option pricing, we have pointed out
for what specifications we have been able to obtain closed form solutions.
An important difference between our framework and that of Geske (1977)
and Geske (1979) is that we work under stochastic interest rates. Although
this is in principle a trivial extension, it is interesting to notice that a closed
form solution for the market value of a compound option as analysed by
Geske (1979), i.e., a call option on a standard Black and Scholes call option,
is not trivially obtainable, if obtainable at all. This is caused by difficulties
concerning the exercise probability for the compound option.
lA maturity guarantee is effectively the same as a one-period guarantee.
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From the put-call parity we know that there is a close relationship be-
tween a call option and a put option. The put option has a "mirror imaged"
payoff structure of what the call option has and vice versa. We therefore
denote the put option the mirror claim for the call option. By defining the
mirror claims for the two generalised claims, we show how to derive parities
for these claims. This is an issue also addressed in Haug (2002).
We have also picked five specifications of the generalised compound con-
tingent claim and given them a more thorough analysis.
The chapter is organised as follows: In section l.2 we give a description
of our economic model and some preliminaries. In section 1.3 a short com-
parison of a call option and a maturity guarantee is given. In section 1.4 we
construct a generalised contingent claim. In section 1.5 a short comparison
of a compound option and a two-period guarantee is given. In section 1.6
we construct a generalised compound contingent claim that is written on
the general contingent claim constructed in section 1.4. In section 1.7 some
claims that are special cases of the general compound contingent claim are
given a thorough analysis. The chapter is ended in section 1.8 with some
concluding remarks.
1.2 The Economic Model and Preliminaries
We assume a continuous trading economy on the time interval [O,Tj, for
some fixed horizon T > O,and with no transaction costs. A filtered proba-
bility space (O, F, IF,P) is fixed, where O is the state space, F is a a-algebra,
IF= {Ft, O:::;t :::;T} is a filtration where FT = F and Fo = {Ø, O}, where
ø is the empty set, and P is a probability measure. The a-algebra is gener-
ated by ad-dimensional, d 2: 1, Brownian motion, Wt. We further assume a
complete market, i.e., there exists one unique equivalent martingale measure
Q, see e.g., Harrison and Kreps (1979).
Following the model of Heath et al. (1992), the instantaneous continu-
ously compounded forward rate at time s as seen from time t, t :::;s :::;T,
under the equivalent martingale measure Q, is given by
where af (t, s) is the volatility function for the instantaneous continuously
compounded forward rate at time s as seen from time t, satisfying some
technical regularity conditions, see Heath et al. (1992). The short-term in-
terest rate is obtained by setting s equal to t, i.e., rt = f(t, t). The volatility
function is assumed deterministic, implying Gaussian interest rates. Under
deterministic interest rates we formally set af(v,u) = O. We also assume
that there is a continuum of bonds that trade in the market.
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We let the market value of the non-dividend paying primary traded se-
curities i, s; be given under the equivalent martingale measure Q by the
equation/
si = Sb + fot rv~dv + fot O"si(v)S~dWv,
where rtSt satisfies the integrability condition J~ IrvStldv < 00 almost surely
for all t. Here O"Si (t) is the volatility function for the return on asset i and
satisfies the square integrability condition E[ J~(O"Si(V)St)2dv] < 00 (for
further details on integrability conditions, see e.g., Duffie (1996)). Also this
volatility function is assumed to be a deterministic function of time. This
class of assets will be referred to as stocks. For simplicity, when only one
stock is present, we write sl = St.
We also assume that there exists an instantaneously risk-free asset, a
money market account, that accrues interest according to the short-term
interest rate, yielding a time t market value of
Mt = Mo + it rvMvdv, Mo= 1, (1.1)
where rtMt satisfies the integrability condition J~ IrvMvldv < 00 almost
surely for all t. The return on the money market account, under the equiva-
lent martingale measure Q, over the time period from time Tl to T2 is given
by (see e.g., Miltersen and Persson (1999))
where F(O, Tl, T2) is the time ° forward price for delivery at time Tl of a
zero-coupon bond maturing at time T2 and is given by
where P(O, t) is the time zero market value of a zero-coupon bond maturing
at time t > O. Here 0"(32 is the variance of the return on the money- T2-T!
market account over the time period from time Tl to T2 and is given by
0"~T2-T! = [T!( [
T2
0"f(V,u)du)2dv+ [T2(l
T2
0"f(v,U)du)2dvlo t: lT! v
2In this chapter it is sufficient that i E {l, 2, ... , 6}.
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and cT2-Tl,n is the covariance between the return on the money market
account over the time period from time ° to Tl and from time Tl to T2 and
is given by
The return on the stock under the equivalent martingale measure Q over
the same time interval is given by
with variance
1.3 Options and Guarantees
Let us start by considering a standard call option and a maturity guarantee.
The terminal time T payoff for the call option is given by max(ST - X, O)for
some exercise price X E (0,00), while the terminal payoff for the maturity
guarantee is given by max(ST, X), or, equivalently, max(ST-X,O)+X. As
we can see, there is a close relationship between these two claims.
The call option gives the owner the right to receive one unit of the stock
by at the same time delivering X units of account, or, since the face value
of a zero-coupon bond is equal to one, X units of the face value of a zero-
coupon bond. From Merton (1973) we know that the market value of the
call option at time t < T is given by
(1.3)
where
l ( St ) + l 2n P(t,T)X '1IJ6T_t
IJ6T_t
<1>(-) is the cumulative normal probability distribution, and IJJ
T
_
t
follows
from (1.2).
First we notice that the option only will be exercised if the condition
ST > X is satisfied. The market value at time t can be interpreted as
consisting of two parts; the first, St<I>(dl), is the time t market value of the
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stock multiplied by the probability of receiving the stock at time T. This
probability is under the equivalent probability measure where the stock price
is used as numeraire. The second, P(t, T)X<P(d2), is the time t market value
of delivering X units of the face value of a zero-coupon bond multiplied by
the probability (under the equivalent probability measure where the bond
price, P(t, T), is used as a numeraire, i.e., the forward probability measure,
see e.g., Jamshidian (1989)) that the face valued has to be delivered.
Using the symmetry properties of the normal probability distribution, it
follows from (1.3) that the time t market value of the maturity guarantee is
given by
From the above we conclude that the main difference between a call
option and a maturity guarantee is that the call option gives the holder the
choice between receiving one unit of the stock by delivering X units of the
face value of a zero-coupon bond or nothing, while the maturity guarantee
gives the holder the right to choose between receiving one unit of the stock
or X units of the face value of a zero-coupon bond at no cost. Intuitively,
we can think of it as being free to "exercise" the maturity guarantee while
it is costly to exercise the call option. However, this is paid for up front
since the maturity guarantee has a higher initial market value than the call
option.
1.4 A Generalised Simple Contingent Claim
Let us now construct a generalised contingent claim that captures the two
claims analysed above as special cases. We denote this a simple contingent
claim. By a simple contingent claim we mean a contingent claim that is
only a function of primary traded assets such as stocks and bonds, not other
contingent claims.
There are many different ways in which such a simple contingent claim
can be constructed. We let the final time T payoff be given by
tn: =max(AT - BT,eT)· (1.4)
We further let each of AT, BT, and Cr be equal to one of the following:
1. zero,
2. a strictly positive constant, or
3. a positive valued random variable.
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By a "positive valued random variable" we mean a linear'' function of the
market value of a primary traded asset.
Though the claim in (1.4) may seem somewhat ad-hoc, it does in fact
do the job of describing a call option and a maturity guarantee. To obtain
a call option, let AT = ST, BT = X, and GT = O, i.e.,
gT = max(ST - X, O).
If instead BT = O and GT = X we have that
gT = max(ST, X),
and the maturity guarantee is obtained as a special case.
In general, the time O market value of the simple claim can be calculated
in the following way
go = EQ[e-i3Tmax(AT-BT,GT)]
= AOQ1(A) - BOQ2(A) +GoQa(A), (1.5)
where Aa == EQ[e-i3TAT], Ba == EQ[e-i3TBT], and Go == EQ[e-i3TGT].4
We define Qll Q2, and Qs by
dQl e-i3T AT=
EQ [e-i3T AT] ,dQ
dQ2 e-i3T BT=
EQ [e-i3T BT] ,dQ
and
dQs e-i3TGT=
EQ [e-i3TGT ldQ
Here A = {AT - BT > GT} and A is the complement to A.
For a constant AT we define Ql = QT, for BT constant Q2 = QT,
and finally for GT constant Qa = QT, where QT is the forward probability
S· ·1 l d fi e-f3T AT - O c A - O cf3T BT - Omeasure. mu ar y, we e ne EQ[e STAT] = lar T - 'EQ[e (:iTBT] =
-f3TC
for BT = O, and E;[e STZ,T] == Ofor GT = o. As an example, assume that
BT = O. (1.5) would then be reduced to AOQ1(A) + GoQa(A).
3A linear function is a function on the form y = ax for some non-zero constant a.
4Notice that these definitions are only used for notational simplicity and do not neces-
sarily mean that e-f3T AT, e-f3T BT, or e-f3TCT are Q-martingales. For instance, if AT is
a constant, say, A, it follows trivially that Ao f= A.
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So far we have considered two possible specifications of the claim in (1.4);
a call option and a maturity guarantee. However, also several other claims
can be constructed by choosing other specifications. A natural question that
then arises is the following: For what specifications of the claim in (1.4) do
there exist a closed form solution for the market value?
The usual definition of a closed form solution is that it is a (determinis-
tic) function that takes its arguments from a set of known parameter values
and returns a scalar; the market value. This means that there can be no un-
known parameters in the pricing formula such as future stock prices or level
of interest rates. All the arguments used at time t have to be Frmeasurable.
Even though, in a Gaussian setting, the cumulative normal probability dis-
tribution has to be approximated by some numerical integration routine,
we follow tradition and also denote an expression for the market value of a
claim containing a cumulative normal probability distribution a closed form
solution.
In total, it is possible to construct 33 = 27 different combinations for
the claim in (1.4), not all of which are equally interesting. In Table 1.1 -
1.3 we have showed the possible specifications. (AT = A means that AT
is a constant and AT = A that A is a random variable. The same also
applies for BT and GT, with the obvious change of notation. "*,, indicates
no obtainable closed form solution.)
The abbreviations in Table 1.1 - 1.3 define what the market value of the
different specifications of the general claim are equal to. They are defined
as follows:
a) = O.
b) = a constant.
c) = a positive valued random variable.
d) = a call option.
e) = a put option.
f) = an exchange option.
g) = a maturity guarantee.
h) = e) + b).
i) = d) + b).
j) = a spread option + b).
k) = the maximum of two assets.
l) = a spread option + b) - c).
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Table 1.1: Specifications for the simple claim 9 for GT = O.
AT =0 AT=A AT =A
a) b) c)
BT =0 max(O, O) max(A,O) max(A., O)
a) a) or b) cl)
BT=B max( -13, O) max(A. - 13,0) max(A. - 13,0)
a) e) f)
BT=B max( -13, O) max(A - 13,0) max(A. - 13,0)
Table 1.2: Specifications for the simple claim 9 for GT = C.
AT =0 AT=A AT=A
b) b) f)
BT =0 max(O, G) max(A.,G) max(A.,G)
b) b) i)
BT=B max(-B,G) max(A. - B,G) max(A. - B,G)
b) b) or h) j)*
BT = B max(-B,G) max(A. - B, G) max(A. - B,G)
Table 1.3: Specifications for the simple claim 9 for GT = 6.
AT =0 AT =A AT =A
c) g) f)
BT =0 max(O, G) max(A.,G) max(A.,G)
c) c) or g) m)*
BT=B max(-B,G) max(A. - B,G) max(A. - B,G)
c) 1)* n)*
BT = B max(-B,G) max(A. - B,G) max(A. - B, G)
m) = a spread option + c).
n) = an exchange option to deliver BT + GT to receive AT + c).
If two (or three) of AT, BT, and GT are equal (or are linear functions
of the same random variable), the definitions above may not apply because
the claim degenerates to another claim. Notice also that the spread option
is defined as a call on the spread.
1.4.1 A Parity for the Simple Contingent Claim
Using the put-call parity, the market value of a call option can be expressed
in terms of the market value of a put option, the underlying asset, and the
present value of the strike price. In this subsection we find a parity for the
simple contingent claim given in (1.4).
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Figure 1.1: The terminal payoff for a call and a put option with exercise price X.
Consider the call and the put option in Figure 1.1 with the market value
of the underlying asset on the x-axis and the terminal payoff on the y-axis.
When the market value of the underlying asset is greater than X, the payoff
of the call option is given by a 45°-line. Otherwise, the market value is given
by a horizontal line at y = O. Now, consider placing a vertical two-sided
mirror at x = X. Looking in the mirror from right to left, we see a 45~-line
rising away from us, i.e., the payoff of a put option when the market value
of the underlying asset is less than X. On the other hand, looking in the
mirror from left to right, we see a horizontalline at y = O going away from
us, i.e., the payoff of a put option when the market value of the underlying
asset is greater than X. Because the put option has this "mirror imaged"
payoff structure of the call option, we will in the following refer to the put
option as the mirror claim for the call option and vice versa.
Definition 1.1. For a claim with terminal payoff max(Zl, Z2) = (Zl -
Z2)+ + Z2, we define the mirror claim as the claim with terminal payoff
- min(Zl, Z2) = -(Zl - Z2)- - Z2 =max( -Zl, -Z2)'
The terminal time T market value of a call option written on a stock
with market value ST is given by max(ST - X, O). From Definition 1.1
we have that the market value of the corresponding put option is given by
- min(ST-X, O). Alternatively, the terminal market value of the put option
can be found by changing signs (i.e., by multiplying by minus one) inside
the max-operator in the expression for the terminal market value of the
5Let (Z)+ = max(Z, O) and (Z)- = min(Z, O), for some Z E JR.
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the terminal cash flow for the claim max(3ST -15, O.75ST)
and for the mirror claim max(15 - 3ST, -O.75ST).
call option. This gives the more familiar expression for the terminal market
value of the put option, i.e., max( -l·ST- (-l)X, -1·0) =max(X - ST, O).
Using Definition 1.1 on the simple claim, we find that the terminal mar-
ket value of the mirror claim is given by g;p = max(BT - AT, -CT). This
is illustrated in Figure 1.2 for the simple claim and the mirror claim for
AT = 3ST, BT = 15, and CT = 0.75ST.
Let gt and gr be the time t market value of the simple claim and the
mirror claim, respectively. Further, define At == EQ [e- It TvdvAT], B, ==
EQ [e- It TvdvBT], and c, == EQ [e- It TVdVCT].
Theorem 1.1. For the simple contingent claim, we have the following parity
gt = gr + At - Bt + Ct.
Proof. In the absence of arbitrage, this follows since both the left and the
right-hand side of the parity have the same terminal payoff. O
Another way to justify this interpretation of the mirror claim is the
following rewriting (using the terminal market values)
sr = max(AT - BT,CT)
= max(AT - BT - CT, O) + CT
max(BT - AT, -CT) + AT - BT + CT·
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1.5 Compound Option and Two-period Guarantee
Let us now consider two somewhat more complicated claims. First we con-
sider a compound option (see e.g., Geske (1979)), i.e., a call option with
another call option as the underlying asset. We assume that the compound
option can be exercised at time Tl at a cost of Xl and that the underlying
option is written on a stock and can be exercised at time T2 2: Tl at a cost
of X2. Let 7rt be the time t ::;Tl market value of the compound option. We
then have that
where 7rc is the underlying call option with time Tl market value 7rh. Thus,
the compound option can be interpreted in the same way as the call option;
it gives the holder the right to acquire one unit of the underlying asset by
delivering Xl units of the face value of a zero-coupon bond.
A two-period guarantee secures that the holder receives the maximum
of the return on some underlying asset and some minimum guaranteed rate
of return in each of the two periods. Assume that the minimum guaranteed
rate of return in period i, i E {1,2}, is given by gi. If the guarantee is
written on the return on the stock, the terminal payoff is given by
m ST ST7r 9 =max(_l e9l). max(_2 e92)
T2 S ' S'·O Tl
The expression max(?, e92) is the same payoff as that of a maturity guar-
Tl
antee over the time period from time Tl to T2 and where the initial amount
to accrue interest is normalised to one. The time Tl market value of the
two-period guarantee is therefore equal to
where 7r9is the maturity guarantee and 7r~1is the time Tl market value of
the maturity guarantee.
The interpretation of the two-period guarantee is somewhat different
than the interpretation of the maturity guarantee. The two-period guaran-
tee gives the holder the opportunity to choose between two different quanti-
ties (one of them FT1-measurable) of the underlying asset (i.e., the maturity
guarantee), whereas the maturity guarantee gave the holder the choice be-
tween one unit of the underlying asset and X. This choice can be made at
time Tl at no cost. Comparing this to the compound option, we see that
also the holder of the compound option can choose between two different
quantities of the underlying asset (i.e., the call option); one or zero units,
and if the holder chooses to receive one unit, it comes at a cost.
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If we instead think of the maturity guarantee as offering the holder the
choice between a stochastic (~) and a deterministic (eg) number of units of
account, where one unit of account is equal to 1, the two-period guarantee
is almost identical to the maturity guarantee. The main difference is that
for the two-period guarantee one unit of account is equal to 7r?l'
The above shows that also the two-period guarantee can be interpreted
as a compound contingent claim, just as the compound option can. This
feature does not seem to have been recognised in the existing literature
on multi-period guarantees. In the next section we construct a generalised
compound contingent claim that captures these two claims as special cases.
1.6 A Generalised Compound Contingent Claim
We will now, as for the simple contingent claim in section 1.4, construct a
generalised compound contingent claim that captures the compound option
and the two-period guarantee as special cases. By a compound contingent
claim we mean a contingent claim that is written on some other contingent
claim. In fact, we let the simple contingent claim in section 1.4 be the
underlying asset.
Consider now a claim with the following time Tl market value
(1.6)
where each of a, 'Y, and K is equal to either zero, a strictly positive constant,
or a positive valued random variable (i.e., the same possibilities as for Ar,
Br, and Gr in section 1.4). Again, the claim is somewhat ad-hoc; though
it has the necessary generality to capture the compound call option and the
two-period guarantee as special cases. To show this, let a = 1, K = Xl,
'Y = 0, and sr, = 7rh. This gives
and is equal to the time Tl market value of a compound call option. If
instead a = ~, K = 0, 'Y = egl, and grl = 7r?l' we get
and this is equal to the time Tl market value of a two-period guarantee.
Using the results in section 1.4, changing the maturity date for the simple
claim from time T to T2, and valuing the claim at time Tl instead of at time
0, the market value can be written as
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where A2 = A and .42 is the complement to A2. The time Omarket value
of the compound contingent claim can be written as
Define
o:Ao - EQ [e-!3Tlo:ATl],
o:Bo - EQ [e-!3Tl o:Bn ],
o:Co = EQ [e-!3Tl o:CTl ] ,
Ko = EQ[e-i3TlK],
'YAo = EQ [e-!3Tl'YATl]'
'YBo - EQ [e-!3Tl 'YBTl] ,
and
Define further the following Radon- Nikodym derivatives
dQ4 e-!3Tlo:ATl=
EQ [e-!3Tl o:An] ,dQ
dQ5 e-!3Tlo:BTl=
EQ [e-!3Tl o:BTl] ,dQ
dQ6 e-i3Tlo:CTl=
EQ [e-!3Tlo:CTl]'dQ
dQ7 e-i3TlK=
EQ [e-!3TlK] ,dQ
dQs e-i3Tl')' ATl=
EQ[e-!3Tl'YATl] ,dQ
dQ9 e- i3Tl 'YBTl=
EQ [e-!3Tl 'YBTl ] ,dQ
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and
=
In any of the cases where the denominator in the expressions for the Radon-
Nikodym derivatives equals zero, we define, as in section 1.4, the Radon-
Nikodym derivative to be equal to zero.
Combining the above, the time zero market value of the compound con-
tingent claim can be written as
fo(g) = aAoQ4(AI n A2) - aBoQ5(AI nA2) + aCoQ6(AI n A2)
-KOQ7(AI) + ')'AoQs(AI n A2) - ')'BOQ9(AI n A2)
(1.8)
where Al = {agTl - K 2 ')'gTl} and Al is the complement to AI.
To determine the market value of the compound contingent claim we
need to be able to determine the exercise probabilities, under the appro-
priate probability measures, for the claim under consideration. This is the
same as saying that we need to determine for what values of the underlying
asset(s) the claim will be exercised. For the compound contingent claim this
means that we must be able to determine for what value(s) of the underlying
asset(s) the following inequality holds with equality
(1.9)
We know from the discussion on page 20 that we must be able to determine
when (1.9) holds with equality based on the information available at time
zero.
As a first example, consider the compound option analysed by Geske
(1979), i.e., a call option on a call option under deterministic interest rates.
(1.9) then becomes (where dl and d2 are "adjusted" to time Tl)
(1.10)
where the left-hand side of the inequality in (1.10) now is the time Tl market
value of a call option maturing at time T2 > Tl. Since the call option is
strictly increasing in the market value of the underlying stock, it follows
by the intermediate value property" that there exists a stock price s* that
makes (1.10) hold with equality for all Xl E (0,00), and the probabilities
for the compound option being exercised can then be calculated.
Consider now the setting in this chapter, i.e., stochastic interest rates.
Then there is no longer one unique s* for each Xl, but several, each as a
6See e.g., Rudin (1976) Theorem 4.23.
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function of the FTl -measurable random variable P (Tl, T2). This complicates
matters quite considerably since there does not seem to exist any trivial
relationship between the stock price and the bond price that can be used
to determine the. exercise probabilities for the compound option. Hence,
a closed form solution for the market value of a compound option in a
stochastic interest rate framework does not seem to be easily obtainable.
Searching the literature, the only work on compound options and stochastic
interest rates that we have found is in Geman et al. (1995), but their analysis
seems flawed in that they assume that there exists a unique Fo-measurable
s*.
If the holder of the compound option instead of delivering Xl units of
the face value of a zero-coupon bond for exercising it at time Tl could deliver
Xl units of the zero-coupon bond maturing at time T2, i.e., XIP(TI,T2),
(1.10) could be simplified to (the only difference is that the maturity date
for the bond delivered is changed from time Tl to T2)
(1.11)
where RTl = P(~~,T2) can be interpreted as the market value of the under-
lying asset of a call option with zero interest rates (see e.g., Carr (1988)).
Again using the fact that a call option is strictly increasing in the market
value of the underlying asset, it follows that there exists a unique R* that
makes (1.11) hold with equality. Hence, the probabilities for the compound
option being exercised can then be calculated.
It seems like if the rewriting above (and similar ones) is possible, it
will also be sufficient for the derivation of a closed form solution, i.e., the
rewriting that makes it possible to calculate the exercise probabilities for the
compound option. However, since we have not tried every possible approach,
we cannot claim that it is necessary to be able to perform such a rewriting
for there to exist a closed form solution.
For what specifications of the compound contingent claim do there exist
a closed form solution? First, for g E {a),b),c)} (see Table 1.1 - 1.3) the
claim f (g) is not a compound contingent claim, but at best a contingent
claim, and we will therefore not give any attention to these specifications in
this section. Since there does not exist a closed form solution for the simple
claim when g E {j),l),m),n)}, we will not be able determine when (1.9)
holds with equality, hence, we are not able to find a closed form solution
for the market value of the compound contingent claim. It turns out that
g E {d),e),f),g),h),i),k)} are quite similar.
When the simple claim falls into the categories d), e), and g), the time
Tl market value can be written on the form
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for the categories f) and k)
and, finally, for the categories h) and i) as
From now on we define STI as the market value of the first asset and
P(TI, T2) and VTI as the market value of the second asset. Here j( is a
constant. 'PI and 'P2 will typically not be the same across the different spec-
ifications, but it will not be necessary to specify them any closer here. Using
the definitions and descriptions below, we have in Table 1.4 - 1.6 showed for
what specifications of the compound contingent claim in (1.6) the market
value can be obtained in closed form solution.
The abbreviations in Table 1.4 - 1.6 are defined as follows:
a') = o.
b') = a constant number of g.
c') = a constant number of call options on g.
d') = exchange K to receive a constant number of 9 - solvable if K is a
function of the second asset.
e') = a random number of g.
f') = a call option on a random number of g.
g') = exchange K to receive a random number of g. Solvable if et is a
function of the first asset and K is a function of the second asset.
h') = et > 'Y :::} a given number of the Geske (1979)-option + b'), otherwise
b').
i') = et ::; 'Y :::} b'), et > 'Y :::} d') + b') if K a function of the second asset,
otherwise not solvable.
j') = the maximum of a random and a constant number of g.
k') = the maximum of a random number of 9 subtracted a constant and a
constant number of g.
l') = the maximum of a random number of 9 subtracted a random variable
and a constant number of g.
m') = the maximum of a constant number of 9 subtracted a constant and
a random number of g.
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Table 1.4: Specifications for the claim f(g) for I = O.
a=O a=a a=a
a') b') e')
K=O max(O,O) max(a9Tl' O) max(a9Tl' O)
a') c')* f')*
K=1< max(-1<,O) max(Q9Tt - 1<,0) max(a9Tt - 1<,O)
a') d') g')
K=1< max(-1<,O) max(Q9Tt - 1<,0) max(a9Tt - ic,O)
Table 1.5: Specifications for the claim f(g) for I = 1.
a=O a=a a=a
b') b') j')
K=O max(O, "t9Tt) max(Q9Tt, "t9Tt) max(a9Tt, "t9Tt)
b') h') k')*
K=1< max(-1<,"t9Tt) max(Q9Tt - 1<,"t9Tt) max(a9Tt - 1<,"t9TJ
b') i') 1')*
K=1< max(-k,"t9Tt) max(Q9Tt - k,"t9Tt) max(a9Tt - k,"t9Tt)
Table 1.6: Specifications for the claim f(g) for I = i.
a=O a=a a-a
e') j') o')
K=O max(O,"t9Tt) max(Q9Tt,i9Tt ) max(a9Tt·, i9Tt)
e') m')* p')*
K=1< max(-1<,i9Tt) max(Q9Tt - 1<,i9TJ max(a9Tt - 1<,i9Tt)
e') n')* q')*
K=k max(-k,i9Tt) max(Q9Tt - k,i9Tt) max(a9Tt - k,i9Tt)
n') = the maximum of a constant number of g subtracted a random variable
and a random number of g.
o') = the maximum of two random numbers of g.
p') = the maximum of a random number of g subtracted a constant and a
random number of g.
q') = the maximum of a random number of g subtracted a random variable
and a random number of g.
As in section 1.4, the above may not apply if two or more of the variables
coincide or are linear functions of the market value of the same asset.
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1.6.1 A Parity for the Compound Contingent Claim
We will in this subsection derive a parity for the compound contingent claim.
The mirror claim for the compound contingent claim has the following
time Tl market value
We now define the following for t < Tl, Kt == EQ [e- It! TvdvK], exgt ==
EQ [e- It! TvdVexgT!], and "(gt == EQ [e- It! TvdV"(9T!].
Theorem 1.2. For the compound contingent claim, we have the following
parity for t ::;Tl
Proof. The left and the right-hand side of the parity have the same time Tl
market value, and the result follows therefore in the absence of arbitrage. O
1.7 Other Claims Captured by (1.6)
In this section we give a closer analysis of some of the claims captured by
the general claim in (1.6). The market values are found using the general
formula in (1.8). In the proofs we have for simplicity only taken into account
the terms in (1.8) that are non-zero.
1.7.1 A Compound Exchange Option
An exchange option seems first to have been analysed by Fischer (1978)
and Margrabe (1978). This is a contingent claim that gives the holder the
option to exchange a given number of units of one assets in return for one
unit of another asset, say, deliver X units of an asset with market value sf.
to receive one unit of an asset with market value S}. Carr (1988) analysed
a compound exchange option, i.e., an option to exchange a given number of
units of an asset to receive one unit of an exchange option.
Consider the following specification of (1.6): AT2 = S}2' BT2 = X2Sf.2,
CT2 = 0, ex = 1, K = XISf.!, and "(= o. This gives the same payoff as the
compound exchange option.
Proposition 1.1. (Carr (1988» The time Omarket value of an exchange
option on an exchange option is given by
fo(g) = S64>(d3, d4, p) - X2S54>(d3 - V(TI), d4 - v(T2), p)
-XIS54>(d3 - v(TI)),
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where
d3 = ln(~) + ~v2(Tl)V(Tl)
Sl l 2
d4 =
ln( X2~5 ) + 2"V (T2)
V(T2)
= V(Tl)P V(T2) ,
S6
Ro = S2'o
v2(Ti) = foTi ((}~l(V) - 2(}Sl(V)(}S2(V) +(}~2(v))dv,
<P(a, b,p) is the cumulative bivariate normal probability distribution evalu-
ated at the points a and b with correlation p, and R* is the critical ratio of
Sl#- that makes the time Tl market value of the underlying exchange option
Tl
equal to X l Sf
l
•
Proof. The market value can be found using (1.8). For the compound ex-
change option it follows that aAo = S6, aBo = X2SZ, and Ko = X1SZ.
The three probability measures Q4, Q5, and Q7 are defined by the Radon-
Nikodym derivatives
dQ4 _ -U~U;l (v)dv+ J~usdv)dWt!
dQ -e
and
dQ5 = dQ7 = -~J~u;2(v)dv+J~US2(V)dWt!
dQ dQ e .
From this we get that
fo(g) = S5Q4(Al nA2) - X2SgQ5(Al nA2) - X1SgQ7(Al),
where Ai = {1rn > X1SfJ, A2 = {ST2 > X2Sf2}, and 1rn is the time Tl
market value of the underlying exchange option. The result then follows. O
It is interesting to notice that the result in Proposition 1.1 that is derived
under stochastic interest rates is (if aSi (V) is time independent) identical
to the result in Carr (1988) where the result is derived under deterministic
interest rates. This is in line with the comment in Carr (1988) that "... there
is no presumption that the term structure of interest rates be flat or even
known."
Carr (1988) analysed several claims that can be shown to be special
cases of his formula and different interpretations of the compound exchange
option. All these claims and interpretations are of course also captured by
the claim in (1.6).
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1.7.2 An Option on a Maturity Guarantee
Another version of a compound contingent claim is the following (this is, to
the best of our knowledge, a claim that has not previously been analysed).
Assume that one at time Tl has the right to exchange X I units of a zero-
coupon bond maturing at time T2 for one unit of a maturity guarantee
maturing at time T2. The compound contingent claim in (1.6) and this
claim are seen to coincide when using the following specification: AT2 = ST2'
BT2 = 0, GT2 = X2, a = 1, K = XIP(TI, T2), and "(= o.
Proposition 1.2. The time O market value of an option to exchange Xl
units of a zero-coupon bond maturing at time T2 for one unit of a maturity
guarantee maturing at time T2 is given by
fo(g) = So<p(d5, d6, p) + X2P(O, T2)<p(d5 - (TRTl' -d6 + (T8T2'-p)
-XIP(O, T2)<P(d5 - (TRT ),
l
where
(TRTl
l ( So ) + I 2n X2P(0,T2) 2(T8T2
(T8T2
foTl (lT2 (Tf(V, u)du)2dv + 2 foTl (Ts(v) lT2 (Tf(v, u)dudv
+ foTl (T~(v)dv,
cov(ln(RTl),8T2) (TRTl_ __;___;_--,c..:...c..--=~ = __p =
Ro = P(g~2)' and R* is the critical ratio P(~~:T2) that makes the time Tl
market value of the maturity guarantee equal to XIP(TI, T2).
Proof. The time ° market value can be found using (1.8). For the ex-
change option on the maturity guarantee it follows that aAo = So, aGo =
X2P(O, T2), and Ko = XIP(O, T2). The probability measures Q4, Q6, and
Q7 are defined by the Radon-Nikodym derivatives
and
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respectively. It then follows that
fo(g} = SoQ4(lAlnA2) + X2P(0, T2)Q6(lA1n,,42) - XIP(O, T2)Q7(lAl)'
where Al = {RT1 > R*}, A2 = {ST2 > X2}, and .A2 is the complement to
A2·
Consider now the inequality (where dl and da are "adjusted" to time Tl)
(1.12)
The left-hand side of (1.12) is the time Tl market value of the underlying
maturity guarantee and the right-hand side is the time Tl exercise price for
the compound contingent claim. Dividing through by P(TI, T2), we get
(1.13)
That there exists an R* that makes (1.13) hold with equality follows since
the left-hand side of (1.13) can be thought of as the time Tl market value
of a maturity guarantee with Rn = P(;~~T2) being the market value of the
underlying asset and with zero interest rates. The market value of this
claim is strictly increasing in RTI and there does therefore exist a solution
to (1.13), i.e., a parameter R*.
The result then follows. O
1.7.3 Instantaneous Compound Contingent Claims
We now analyse a type of contingent claims that we have not found previ-
ously to been treated as compound contingent claims. For the assets we have
in mind here, the two exercise dates, Tl and T2, coincide and are termed T.
These claims do not exactly fit into our general claims. However, replacing
the max-operator in the expression for the simple claim by a min-operator,
things work out fine.
Consider first a capped call option, i.e., a contingent claim that gives the
final time T payoff
fr(g) = max(min(ST, X2) - Xl, O)
max( - max( -ST, -X2) - Xl, O),
(1.14)
where we assume that X2 ~ Xl > O. The expression in (1.14) can be
rewritten as
fr(g) = max(ST - Xl, max(ST - X2, O)) - max(ST - X2, O)
= max(ST - XI,O) - max(ST - X2,0),
since X2 ~ Xl. This is the difference between two call options, and from
section 1.4 we know that the market value is easily obtainable in closed form
solution (corresponds to the case denoted d) in Table 1.1 - 1.3).
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This compound contingent claim can be obtained as a special case of
(1.6) by using the following specification: AT = ST, BT = O, GT = X2,
Q: = 1, K = Xl, and "f = o.
Another compound contingent claim, though somewhat similar as the
one in (1.14), is a call option on the minimum of two assets and has been
analysed by Stulz (1982) and Johnson (1987). This claim has the terminal
payoff
fr(g) =max(min(Sf, Sf) - X, O).
The specification for the claim in (1.6) that corresponds to a call option
on the minimum of two assets is as follows: AT = Sf, BT = o, GT = Sf,
Q: = 1, K = X, and "f = O.
1.7.4 A Random Number of Call Options
We end this section by considering a claim that is captured by the general
claim in (1.6) but that is not a compound contingent claim. Assume that we
at time Tl will receive a random number of call options, more precisely STI
units. This could for instance be some sort of a bonus mechanism for the
employees. Instead of using more traditional stock options as an incentive,
we could strengthen the incentive by also making the number of call options
depend on the development in the stock price. This is a sort of a quanto
option, see e.g., Reiner (1992).
This claim is obtained by the following specification: AT2 = ST2' BT2 =
X, GT2 = O,Q: = STI' K = O,and y = o. What is the value of such a claim?
Proposition 1.3. The time Omarket value of the claim with time T2 payoff
STI max(ST2 - X, O) is given by
where
afJT2
ln( X pr8,T2)) + ~alT2 - afJT2-fJTI - cov(OT2-TI' OTI)
afJT2
d8
and
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Proof. From (1.8) it follows that
_ (SO)2 0"6TI
aAo - P(O, Tl) e
and
aBo = SoF(O,TI,T2)Xe-COV(bT2-TI,bTI).
The exercise set for this claim is given by A = {ST2 > X}. Using the
Radon-Nikodym derivatives
dQ4 STI ST2/MT2
dQ = [ ]EQ STIST2/MT2
and
it follows that the market value can be written as
fo(g) = (SO)2 e0"6TIQ4(A) - SoF(O, Tl, T2)Xe-COV(bT2-Tlhl)Q5(A).
P(O, Tl)
The result then follows. o
Another interpretation of this claim can be obtained by replacing a =
STI with a time T2 currency exchange rate, say, YT2' and then by interpreting
the call option as an option on a stock in a foreign economy. By arbitrage
arguments, it is easily seen that the time ° market value of such a claim is
equal to YOgO, where go now is the time ° market value of the call option
denoted in the foreign economy's currency.
1.8 Conclusions
We have in this chapter constructed two general contingent claims. The
first a simple claim that is written on primary traded assets. Among the
claims that were captured by this claim, special attention was given on a call
option and a maturity guarantee. The second was a compound contingent
claim that was written on the simple claim. First the focus was on the
similarities between a compound option and a two-period guarantee. The
analysis also showed that the market value of a compound option under
stochastic interest rates is not easily obtainable. In addition, also a few
of the other claims captured by the general compound contingent claim
were given a deeper analysis. Among these, the compound exchange option
analysed by Carr (1988) was rediscovered, but this time under stochastic
interest rates.
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Chapter 2
Pricing of Multi-period Rate
of Return Guarantees
Abstract
The basis for this chapter is the pricing of multi-period rate of
return guarantees. These guarantees can typically be found in
life insurance and pension contracts. We derive closed form so-
lutions, expressed by the cumulative multivariate normal proba-
bility distribution, for multi-period rate of return guarantees on
both a money market account and a stock. The guarantees of
Hipp (1996), Persson and Aase (1997), and Milterseri and Pers-
son (1999) are special cases of our results.
Keywords and phrases: Multi-period rate of return guarantees,
Heath, Jarrow, and Morton term structure model of interest
rates.
2.1 Introduction
Most financial investments are exposed to the risk of getting a low rate of
return. By including a minimum rate of return guarantee in a financial con-
tract, the risk of getting a low rate of return on the investment is eliminated,
although the rate of return is still risky.
One of the earliest treatments of guarantees is due to Brennan and
Schwartz (1976). They considered maturity guarantees, and they showed,
by using the framework and the results of Black and Scholes (1973), that
a maturity guarantee is equivalent to holding a European put option and
the underlying asset (or, equivalently, a risk-free investment and a European
call option). They also included mortality risk and extended the results to
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periodic premium payments. This is the same kind of guarantee that can
be found in index-linked bonds.
Hipp (1996) recognised that the guarantees included in many life insur-
ance contracts are not maturity guarantees, but annual, or multi-period,
guarantees. A multi-period guarantee secures a minimum rate of return in
each period. This turns out to be a totally different guarantee than the ma-
turity guarantee that can be interpreted as a one-period guarantee. Within
the framework of Black and Scholes (1973), Hipp (1996) derived a closed
form solution for the market value of a multi-period rate of return guar-
antee. For deterministic interest rates, the market value of a multi-period
guarantee is given by a fairly simple expression. Persson and Aase (1997)
investigated a two-period guarantee when interest rates are stochastic. They
found that the market value is given as a function of the cumulative bivari-
ate normal probability distribution. This work was continued by Miltersen
and Persson (1999) in a Heath, Jarrow, and Morton setting. They found the
market value of a two-period rate of return guarantee on both the short-term
interest rate and the stock return.'
This chapter generalises the analysis of Hipp (1996), which is performed
under deterministic interest rates, to a setting with stochastic interest rates.
The chapter also extends the two-period guarantees analysed by Persson
and Aase (1997) and Miltersen and Persson (1999) to guarantees lasting for
an arbitrarily number of periods.
Multi-period rate of return guarantees and similar guarantees have re-
ceived some criticism in the literature for being inefficient in the sense that
many investors are likely to prefer other payout structures that can be ob-
tained at the same cost. Dybvig (1988) showed, analysing several trading
strategies, including one with a related terminal payoff to the multi-period
guarantees analysed in this chapter, that by changing the final payout, the
investor can reduce his initial investment quite considerably and still find the
final payout to be equally valuable. Also Brennan (1993), though analysing
bonus mechanisms and in a somewhat other setting, found life insurance
contracts with bonus mechanisms to be inefficient.
Multi-period rate of return guarantees are typically found in life insur-
ance contracts. The narrow focus on the guarantees per se that we have
in this chapter does not take into account several important aspects of life
insurance contracts. Both legal requirements in different countries and dif-
ferent company policies will determine how returns are distributed between
the insurer and the insured. These distribution mechanisms may be fairly
involved, and life insurance contracts may therefore be embedded with sev-
eral option and guarantee elements (see e.g., Grosen and Jørgensen (2000),
lReffs (1998) considered an instantaneous rate of return guarantee where the invest-
ment, at all times in the contract-period, accrues the maximum of the short-term interest
rate and the minimum guaranteed rate of return.
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Hansen and Miltersen (2002), and Miltersen and Persson (2002)). Also, mor-
tality factors, periodical premiums, and the surrender optionf are important
aspects of life insurance contracts.
However, we believe that an isolated analysis of the guarantees is impor-
tant for several reasons. Based on the findings in Dybvig (1988) and on the
fact that numerical examples that are presented in this chapter suggest that
multi-period guarantees can be very expensive, it is important to isolate the
effect the guarantees have on the price of life insurance contracts. Since the
prices of the guarantees are hidden among all the other factors of the life
insurance contract, we think our analysis is important since it gives, more
or less, an explicit price on one expensive part of the life insurance con-
tract. Another reason, somewhat contradicting the above, is simply that it
has been claimed that the pricing among practitioners of guarantees embed-
ded in life insurance contracts often is insufficient. According to Donselaar
(1999), as much as 75% of the Dutch life insurers offered minimum rate of
return guarantees free of any charge.i' There has been severallife insurance
companies that have gone into bankruptcy because they were unable to fulfil
the liabilities imposed by minimum rate of return guarantees, see e.g., Briys
and de Varenne (1997). If the guarantees had been correctly priced, some
of these incidents could perhaps have been avoided. The high price we find
these guarantees to have should emphasis the importance of pricing them.
We think that this demonstrates that the pricing of minimum rate of return
guarantees is an important issue.
Since research seems to indicate that these guarantees are inefficient and
we find them to be very expensive, an important question is whether they
should be embedded in life insurance contracts or not. However, the answer
to such a question is outside the scope of this chapter and our focus will
only be on determining the market values of the guarantees.
An outline of the chapter goes as follows: In section 2.2 we give a descrip-
tion of the general framework we work within. In section 2.3 we calculate
the market value of multi-period rate of return guarantees. In section 2.4
we have implemented the pricing formulas and numerical examples using
realistic parameter values are presented. In section 2.5 we end the chapter
with some concluding remarks.
2.2 The Economic Model
We work within an extended Heath et al. (1992) model, also called an Amin
and Jarrow (1992) model. A description of this model can be found in an
2A surrender option is the right a policy holder has to terminate the policy prior to
maturity. This kind of problem can be analysed as an optimal stopping problem, or in
financial terms, as an American option. Grosen and Jørgensen (1997) found that the
market value of the surrender option can be quite significant.
3It seems unlikely that this is only a Dutch phenomena.
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advanced textbook in finance, see e.g., Musiela and Rutkowski (1997).
We assume that trading takes place on a continuous basis on the time
interval [O,Tj, for some fixed horizon T > O. A filtered probability space
(O, F, lF,P) is fixed, where O is the state space, F is a a-algebra, lF =
{Ft, O::; t ::;T} is a filtration where FT = F and Fo = {Ø, O}, where ø is
the empty set, and P is a probability measure. The a-algebra is generated
by ad-dimensional, d ~ 1, Brownian motion, Wt. 4
We assume, under the equivalent martingale measure Q, that the instan-
taneous continuously compounded forward rate at time s, as seen from time
t, f(t,s), O::; t::; s::; T, is given by
f(t, s) = f(O, s) + fot aj(v, s)18aj(v, u)dudv + fot aj(v, s)dWv, (2.1)
where sufficient regularity conditions for aj (t, s), O ::; t ::; s ::; T are given
in Heath et al. (1992).
The short-term interest rate Tt = f(t, t). We will throughout assume
that aj(t, s), is a deterministic function, a fact which implies Gaussian in-
terest rates. When considering deterministic interest rates we formally set
aj(t, s) = O.We also assume that there is a continuum of zero-coupon bonds
trading in the market.
We let the market value of a non-dividend paying stock, St, be given
under the equivalent martingale measure Q by the equation
St = So + fot TvSvdv + fot as(v)SvdWv, (2.2)
where TtSt satisfies the integrability condition J~ ITvSvldv < 00 almost surely
for all t ::; T. Here as(t) is a volatility function and satisfies the square
integrability condition E [J~(as(v)Sv)2dv] < 00 (for further details on in-
tegrability conditions, see e.g., Duffie (1996)).
The money market account is an asset where interest accrues according
to the short-term interest rate. The market value, M«, is given by
(2.3)
where TtMt satisfies the integrability condition J~ ITvMvldv < 00 almost
surely for all t ::;T.
From (2.2) and (2.3) we can see that the money market account, under
the equivalent martingale measure Q, is just a special case of the stock since
the money market account has no diffusion term.
4For the case with both stochastic interest rates and a stock, we require, in order to
avoid perfect correlation between the stock and the interest rates, that d > 1.
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In the rest of this chapter we divide the time into periods. Period n will
be the time interval between time tn-l and tn. The initial investment is
normalised to one.
Let the return on the money market account in period n, n E {I, 2, ... ,N},
under the equivalent martingale measure Q be given byi 1 ns; = Tvdv = -lnF(O,tn-l,tn) + 20"~n + LC(k-l),n
tn-l k=l
+tt O"f(V,U)dUdWv+ltn ltnO"f(v,U)dUdWv,Jo tn-l tn-l v
where
)
P(O, tn)
F(O, tm, tn = P(O, tm)
is the time ° forward price for delivery at time t-« of a zero-coupon bond
maturing at time t« 2: tm and P(O, t) is the time ° market value of a zero-
coupon bond maturing at time t 2: °with P(t,t) = 1 for all tE [0,TJ. Here
O"~nis the variance of the return on the money market account in period n
under the equivalent martingale measure Q and is given by
O"~n = ltn-1(1~:1O"f(v, u)du r dv + 1~:1(ltn O"f(v, u)du rdv
and
is the covariance between the return on the money market account under
the equivalent martingale measure Q in period m and n, 1 ::;m < n.
The time t-. market value of the money market account can also be
written as
The return on the stock under the equivalent martingale measure Q in
period n, nE {I, 2, ... ,N}, is given by
with variance
i r iO"t = O"~n+ 2 O"S(v) O"f(v,u)dudv + O"~(v)dv.tn-l v tn-l
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The time tn market value of the stock can be written as
The covariance between the return on the stock in period m and the
money market account in period n is given by Cm,n and the covariance be-
tween the return on the stock in period m and n is given by Cm,n. Using the
Ito isometry, we get
t rcm,n = cm,n + O"s(v) O"f(v,u)dudvtm-l tn-l
for n > m, r ltncn,n = O"~n+ tn_10"S(v) v O"f(v,u)dudv
for m = n, and
Cm,n = en,m
for n < m.
Cm,n = en,m +t: O"s(v)t O"f(v, u)dudv.
tm-l tn-l
2.3 Pricing Multi-period Rate of Return Guaran-
tees
Highly inspired by the results of Persson and Aase (1997) and Miltersen
and Persson (1999), we follow their approach rather closely when deriving
the pricing formulas for the multi-period rate of return guarantees. We find
closed form solutions for the initial market value of N-period guarantees,
N ~ 2, on the return on both the money market account and the stock.
The solutions are expressed by the multivariate normal probability distri-
bution. Setting N = 2, we obtain the results of Persson and Aase (1997)
and Miltersen and Persson (1999) as special cases. For the guarantee on the
stock return, the result of Hipp (1996) can be obtained as a special case by
setting O"f(t, s) = O.We start by considering the money market account.
2.3.1 Pricing the Guarantee on the Money Market Account
Let N be the total number of periods. The terminal time tN < T payoff for
the guarantee on the return on the money market account is given by the
random variable
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where a V b =max( a, b) and gi is the minimum guaranteed rate of return in
period i, i E {I, 2, ... ,N}. To find the initial market value of the guarantee
we have to find the expected deflated value of 7rf
N
under the equivalent
martingale measure. This is given by
7rg = EQ [e(gl-,8l)VO . e(g2-,82)VO ..... e(gN-,8N )Vo].
An N-period guarantee has two different possibilities in each period; (O)
the guarantee is not binding, and (1) the guarantee is binding. For an N-
period guarantee, this yields the possibility of in total 2N different "states"
of the world.
To evaluate the expectation in (2.4), we first define some vectors and
matrices. Let Cj, j E {I, 2, ... , 2N}, be an N x l-dimensional vector repre-
senting ane "state" of the world. The i'th element of Cj, i E {l, 2, ... ,N},
takes the value 1 when the guarantee is binding in the i'th period and O
otherwise. This, of course, yields 2N unique Cj 's, each having a unique
combination of O's and l's.5
Cj, j E {l, 2, ... ,2N}, is an N x N-dimensional symmetric matrix with
only non-zero elements on the diagonal. The diagonal of Cj is given by
2cj - 1, where 1 is a vector only containing ones, i.e., the i'th diagonal
element of ej takes the value 1 when the guarantee is binding in the i'th
period and minus one otherwise. The minimum guaranteed rate of return
in each period is given by the column vector g = (gl, 92, ... , 9N )'. The
expected return on the money market account under the equivalent mar-
tingale measure Q is given by A, an N x l-dimensional vector with i'th
element Ai = -F(O, ti-l, ti) + ~17~i + 2:1=1 C(k-l),i' E is the variance-
covariance matrix of the multivariate normal distributed random variables
f3 = (!3l'{h, ... ,!3N )'. aj is an N x l-dimensional vector, whose rational
follows from the proof of Proposition 2.1. The i'th element of aj is given by
(2.4)
(2.5)
where (ECj)i is the i'th element of the vector ECj, and is due to a property
for the multivariate normal probability distribution that is given in Lemma
2.1.
5To construct all 2N Cj 's, consider an N x 2N -dimensional matrix with 2N different
columns equal to Cj. In the first row, let the first 2N -1 elements equal 1, and the remaining
2N-1 elements equal O. In row two, let the first 2N-2 elements equal 1, the next 2N-2
elements equal O, the next 2N-2 elements equal l,and finally the last 2N-2 elements equal
O. Let this continue, so that the elements in row N are equal to 1, O, 1,... , 1, and O. The
first column then corresponds to the state where the guarantee is binding in each period,
and column 2N the state where the guarantee is never binding.
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Lemma 2.1. For multivariate normal distributed random variables X with
expectation 1', variance-covariance matrix V, and probability density func-
tion ¢(X; 1',V), we have that
. , ( , 1,
¢(X; 1',V) exp( -m X) = ¢(X; I' - Vm, V) exp -m I' + 2m Vm),
where m can be any column vector with the same dimension as X.
Proof. For the k-dimensional multivariate normal distributed random vari-
ables X, we have that
¢(X; 1',V)e-m'x
= (27r)-1/2kIVI-1/2e-1/2(X-I')'V-l(X-I')-m'X. (2.6)
Using the symmetry properties of V, it follows by straightforward calcula-
tions that (2.6) can be rewritten as
(27r)-1/2kIVI-1/2e -1/2(X-I'+Vm)'V-1 (X-I'+ Vm)-m' 1'+1/2m'Vm
1
= ¢(X; IL - Vm, V) exp( -m' I' + 2m'Vm).
o
Finally, aj = CjOj is an N x 1-dimensional vector.
The solution of the expectation in (2.4) is given in Proposition 2.l.
Proposition 2.1. The initial market value of an N -period guarantee on the
return on the money market account is given by
2N
7rg=L ecjg-cjA+~cj:ECj<I>(aj, cjECj),
j=l
where
<I>(a, V) is the cumulative multivariate normal probability distri-
bution evaluated at the points determined by the vector a and
with variance-covariance matrix v.
Proof. The proof follows the same lines as the proof in the appendix of Pers-
son and Aase (1997). We let the vector Cj, j E {l,2, ... , 2N}, represent a
unique state. We let 1cj be the indicator function for the state Cj, returning
the value 1 when Cj is true and Ootherwise. An expectation is a linear op-
erator, and we can therefore split the expectation in (2.4) into the expected
deflated payoff in each state, i.e.,
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For ease of exposition, we rewrite this as follows
7rg = J:~J:: ..'19~</J(f3, A, "E) exp(c~ (g - f3))d{3N'" dfhd{31
+1:1: ...i~</J(f3, A, "E) exp(c~(g - f3))d{3N'" d{32d{31
+ ... +191100 ... 100 </J(f3, A, "E) exp(C(N_l)(g - f3))d{3N'" d{32d{31-00 92 9N
+ 100 100 ... 100 </J(f3, A, "E) exp(c~(g - f3))d{3N'" d{32d{31.
91 92 9N
Using the property in Lemma 2.1, this can be rewritten as
Next, converting to standard multivariate random variables by using the
relation in (2.5), it follows that the limits of the integrals given by g, are
changed to {xj. Finally, by using standard symmetry properties for the
multivariate normal probability distribution, we find that the cumulative
multivariate normal probability distribution must be evaluated at the points
OJ = Cj{xj with variance-covariance matrix cj"ECj. The desired pricing
formula then follows.
o
2.3.2 Pricing the Guarantee on the Stock Return
The terminal time tN < T payoff for the guarantee on the stock return is
given by the random variable
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To find the initial market value of this guarantee, we have to find the ex-
pected deflated value of 7r?N under the equivalent martingale measure, i.e.,
We now introduce some new vectors and matrices. Cj, j E {I, 2, ... , 2N},
is a 2N x l-dimensional vector only containing -l's, D's, and l's. The first
N elements are equal to 1 and the remaining N elements are equal to Cj -1.
As in the previous subsection, the i'th element of Cj is equal to 1 when the
guarantee is binding in the i'th period and Ootherwise. It then follows that
the N +i'th element of Cj, i E {l, 2, ... ,N}, is equal to Owhen the guarantee
is binding in the i'th period and -1 otherwise. It is possible to construct
2N unique Cj's, each corresponding to a state of the world.
The minimum guaranteed rate ofreturn is given by the Nx l-dimensional
vector g = (gl,g2,." ,gN)'. A is a 2N x I-dimensional vector giving the
expectation of 13 = ({31,rh, ... , (3N, 61, 62, ... , 6N)' under the equivalent mar-
tingale measure. The expectation of the i'th 6 is given by AN+i = Ai - ~(T~.
'E is the variance-covariance matrix of the multivariate normal distributed
random variables 13. 'E8 is the variance-covariance matrix of the multi-
variate normal distributed random variables O = (61,62, ... ,6N)'. aj is a
2N x l-dimensional vector that gives the points to evaluate the cumula-
tive multivariate normal probability distribution at, and it is given by Cj&j,
where the i'th element of s, is given by
for i E {L 2, ... ,N} and
for i E {N + 1,N + 2, ... , 2N}. aJ is an N x l-dimensional vector with i'th
element, i E {l, 2, ... ,N}, equal to the N + i'th element of aj.
The solution of the expectation in (2.7) is given in Proposition 2.2.
Proposition 2.2. The initial market value of an N -period guarantee on the
return on the stock is given by
Proof. The proof partially follows from the proof for the guarantee on the
money market account.
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We let lCj be an indicator function returning the value 1 when ej is true
and Ootherwise. Again, using the linearity of the expectation operator, the
expectation in (2.7) can be written as
Let EQ[lcj] = Q(ej) be the probability under the equivalent martingale
measure Q for the state ej. It follows directly from Lemma 2.1 that we
can, for each j, construct a probability measure QCj equivalent to Q. QCj is
defined by
dQ e-cj/3cJ
-d-Q- = -e---C;--:A:-+--""'~ C-j-=I;-C-
J
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It then follows that
2N
7rg =L ecjg-cjA+~cj:ECj QCj (ej),
j=1
where the expectation of t3 under QCj is from Lemma 2.1 seen to be given
by
QCj (ej) is determined by the cumulative multivariate normal probability
distribution evaluated at the points determined by the vector aJ. The i'th
element of aJ, i E {N +1,N +2, ... ,2N}, follows after changing to standard
multivariate normal random variables under the probability measures QCj
and exploiting symmetry properties for the cumulative multivariate normal
probability distribution. We have that
gi - (AQc.)i
iij,i = J
(J'6i
where (AQc )i is the N + i'th element of the vector AQc. Since {3 has
J J
no upper or lower limit as the vector g for 6, it is easily seen that the
2N-dimensional multivariate normal cumulative probability distribution is
reduced to a cumulative N-dimensional multivariate normal probability dis-
tribution. Finally, using symmetry properties for the cumulative multivari-
ate normal probability distribution, we can proceed as for the money market
account, and it then follows that the distribution must be evaluated at the
points determined by the vector aJ. The desired pricing formula then fol-
lows.
o
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Example (N = 2): Let us consider the same guarantee as in Miltersen
and Persson (1999), i.e., N = 2, and the stock as the underlying asset. The
first guarantee lasts from time Oto 1, and the second from time 1 to 2. We
then have that Cl = (1 1)', C2 = (1 O)', C3 = (O 1)', and C4 = (O O)'.
We further have that
(
-1
C2 = O
A ( 1
C3 = O
~l ),
~ ),
~l ),
~ ).A ( 1C4 = O
The vector A under Q is given by
where
a~i = li a~(v)dv, i E {1,2},
i-l
and :E is given by
CI,2
a2rh
CI,2 + kl,2
a~2+ k3
a~l+ kl
CI,2 + kl,2
a2(lI
CI,2 + kl,2
where
and
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:E8 = ( 0'11 CI,2 ~ kl,2 ) .
Cl,2 + kl,2 0'82
Let 15= C1,2+k1,2. The exponent, cJlg - cJlA + -2lCJl:ECj,becomes
0"°10"°2
I - -I A- + l_I~_c·g - c. -c·.£.ICJ·=J J 2 J
O
92 + InF(O, 1,2) - 0'810'8215
91 + InP(O, 1)
91 + 92 + In P(O, 1) + In F(O, 1,2)
= 91 + 92 + lnP(O, 2)
for j = 1,
for j = 2,
for j = 3,
for j = 4.
Only considering i = 3,4, &j,i becomes
91+lnP(0,1)+!0"~ _ )
0"0 + 0'82P
l l
92+ln F(0,1,2)+ "2O"J .
0"°2
Inserting these expressions into the formula in Proposition 2.2, the formula
in Proposition 5.4 in Miltersen and Persson (1999) is obtained.
2.4 Implementation of the Pricing Formulas
The guarantees considered in this chapter are typically long lasting, and
the duration of the majority of the contracts are perhaps in the range from
20 to 40 years. For a guarantee lasting for 30 years there are more than
one billion (230) probabilities that have to be calculated (each given as a 30-
dimensional integral over the multivariate normal probability distributionj.P
Even though we have presented closed form solutions for the market values
6Fortran has a routine for calculating multivariate normal probabilities. A Fortran
77 routine can be found at http://www.sci.wsu.edu/math/faculty/genz/homepage where a
detailed description of the underlying method is given in Genz (1992).
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of the multi-period guarantees, evaluating the expressions are likely to be
very time consuming.
By specifying the volatility in the Heath, Jarrow, and Morton model as
(see e.g., Miltersen and Persson (1999))
(2.8)
the model of Vasicek (1977) is obtained. We assume that o"v = O" and "'v = '"
are constants. More precisely, when analysing the money market account
we use the specification in (2.8), and when analysing the guarantee on the
stock return, we.let
and
where 'P is a constant.
Using these specifications and inserting into the expressions for the vari-
ances and covariances in section 2.2, the following equations follow (note
that time t« = n, tn-l = n - 1, t-« = m, and tm-l = m-I)
Cm,n
and
2 2 20"0"s'P -~ 2
0"8 = 0"(3 + 2 ('" - 1+ e ) + O"s·
n n '"
- _ + O"O"s'P ( -~(n-m-l) _ 2 -~(n-m) + -~(n-m+l))Cmn-Cmn 2 e e e, , '"
for n > m,
- 2 O"O"S'P -~
en n = 0"(3 + --2-('" - 1+ e )
, n '"
for m = n, and
Cm,n = en,m,
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for n < m.
We now use the results in Proposition 2.1 and 2.2 to calculate the market
values of rate of return guarantees lasting from 2 - 5 periods. We assume
the following parameter values (we assume an initial flat term structure of
interest rates);
So = 1, 9 = In(1.04), as = 0.20, r = 0.05,
a = 0.03, K = 0.10, <p = -0.5.
The market values are reported in Table 2.1. In addition to calculat-
ing the market values of the guarantee on the return on the money market
account and on the stock under stochastic interest rates, we have also, for
comparison, included the market values of the guarantee on the return on the
stock under deterministic interest rates. As we can see, the market values
are fairly equal under both stochastic and deterministic interest rates. The
market values of the guarantee on the return on the money market account
are lower than for the guarantee on the stock return. This is a consequence
of the low variance of the return on the money market account.
Table 2.1: Market values of multi-period rate of return guarantees.
Proposition 2.1 Proposition 2.2 Proposition 2.2
af(t, s) = O
(deterministic
interest rates)
7rf3 7r8 7r8o o
N=2 1.0105 1.1493 1.1534
N=3 1.0216 1.2341 1.2388
N=4 1.0511 1.3286 1.3304
N=5 1.0643 1.4268 1.4288
As we can see from Table 2.1, these guarantees are rather expensive,
especially the guarantee on the stock return. For a guarantee that lasts for
five years, an investor has to pay, if he wants his investment to have an annual
minimum guaranteed rate of return of 3.92% (=ln(1.04)), an "insurance
premium" that amounts to almost 43% of the investment in the stock. This
seems very expensive, and most investors would probably not enter into such
a contract, but since most of these guarantees are embedded in life insurance
contracts, the typical customer may have problems uncovering the high price
he is paying for the guarantee (according to Donselaar (1999) many of the
customers are not paying for the guarantee).
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2.5 Conclusions
We have in this chapter derived closed form solutions for the market values
of multi-period rate of return guarantees. First we analysed a multi-period
guarantee on the short-term interest rate. Secondly we analysed a multi-
period guarantee on the return on a stock. We found the expressions for the
market values of these two guarantees to be quite similar, and we also found
the two-period guarantees analysed by Persson and Aase (1997) and Mil-
tersen and Persson (1999) to be special cases of our results. Also the result
of Hipp (1996) is a special case. Finally we gave some remarks on imple-
mentation of the pricing formulas, and showed, by using realistic parameter
values, numerical examples where the market values were calculated.
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Chapter 3
Hedging of Multi-period
Rate of Return Guarantees
Abstract
Multi-period guarantees are typically embedded in life insurance
contracts. These guarantees expose the life insurers to a con-
siderable amount of risk. In this chapter we show, by deriving
self-financing trading strategies, which hedge the market values
of multi-period guarantees, how the risk can be managed. We
find these strategies to be more complicated than the correspond-
ing strategies for traditional European options. First, for these
traditional options, the number of units of the underlying assets
to be included in the trading strategies is described by continu-
ous functions. For the multi-period guarantee we find that these
functions may be discontinuous and we also find them to differ in
the different periods. Second, for traditional options the trading
strategies often only consist of one zero-coupon bond, while for
the multi-period guarantee we typically find that a whole port-
folio of zero-coupon bonds is needed.
Keywords and phrases: Multi-period rate of return guarantees,
self-financing hedging strategies, Heath, Jarrow, and Morton
term structure model of interest rates.
3.1 Introduction
Life insurance companies were traditionally mainly exposed to mortality
risk, a risk they in principle could diversify by issuing a large number of
similar and statistically independent policies. However, as more exotic life
insurance policies have been offered, such as unit-linked life insurance con-
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tracts and policies with bonus mechanisms and minimum rate of return
guarantees, life insurance companies have also become exposed to financial
risk. The financial risk is non-diversifiable and is likely to affect many, if not
most, of the companies outstanding policies in the same direction. Although
being non-diversifiable, the financial risk is (at least to some extent) hedge-
able. Since the accumulated exposure to financial risk over all the policies
issued by a life insurance company can be large, it is important that this
risk is hedged so that the company is able to meet its obligations to the
policyholders.
Rate of return guarantees are known to impose a lot of financial risk
on life insurance companies. For instance, Nissan Mutual Life went into
bankruptcy because it was unable to meet the obligations imposed by the
minimum rate of return guarantees embedded in the policies it had issued,
see e.g., Grosen and Jørgensen (1997) and Briys and de Varenne (1997). At
the time when many of the rate of return guarantees were introduced, the
minimum guaranteed rate of return was so much lower than the return the
insurance companies would normally obtain on their investment portfolios
that their financial exposure was basically hedged by their investment port-
folios. However, in later years the return has decreased, leading to a need
for more advanced hedging strategies.
In this chapter we derive hedging strategies for multi-period minimum
rate of return guarantees, for short just multi-period guarantees. This is
a common type of guarantee to be included in life insurance contracts in
several countries. With this guarantee the insured is guaranteed a minimum
rate of return in each period, typically in each year, see e.g., Hipp (1996),
Persson and Aase (1997), and Miltersen and Persson (1999). The guarantee
will typically be on the return on the life insurance companies' investment
portfolios.
We derive hedging strategies for multi-period guarantees under both de-
terministic and stochastic interest rates, and we use both the return on a
stock and a money market account as a proxy for the return on the life in-
surance companies' investment portfolios. The hedging strategies we derive
are idealised in the sense that we assume the hedge portfolio can be continu-
ously rebalanced and no transaction costs are present. Also, the guarantees
we analyse are rather stylised and do only represent one aspect about life
insurance contracts.
The hedge portfolios for traditional European options such as call and
put options are known to only consist of long and short positions in the
underlying asset and a zero-coupon bond. Also, the number of units of
these two assets to include in the hedge portfolios is described by continuous
functions of time, or more precisely, by Ito processes. We show that the
hedging strategies for the multi-period guarantees are more complicated.
First, we find that the functions describing the number of units of the assets
to include in the hedge portfolios are discontinuous as we go from one period
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to the next. However, we also present a counter example where this is not
the case. Second, we find that the hedge portfolios may have to consist
of more than two assets under stochastic interest rates. The additional
assets, compared to the hedge portfolios for traditional European options,
are zero-coupon bonds with different time to maturity. In fact, we find that
to hedge a multi-period guarantee one may have to trade, in addition to the
underlying asset, a whole portfolio of bonds.
The size of the bond portfolio in terms of how many different zero-coupon
bonds that have to be included is determined by two factors:
1. the remaining number of periods until the guarantee matures
2. the number of factors determining the term structure.
Our main results are fairly general and apply to term structures that are
determined by any number of factors. We also show that in the special case
of a one-factor model that we may apply other hedging strategies. For these
strategies the bond portfolio is replaced by one bond and the money market
account.
The chapter is organised as follows: In section 3.2 we give a description of
the underlying economic model. In section 3.3 we derive hedging strategies
for multi-period guarantees, and the strategies are analysed. In subsection
3.3.4 we give several numerical examples showing the hedging strategies
for realistic scenarios of the financial market. In section 3.4 we present an
alternative approach for hedging the guarantees. Section 3.5 comments on
which strategy to use. Section 3.6 concludes. In addition, we have also
supplied an appendix with three sections.
3.2 The Economic Model
We work within an extended Heath et al. (1992) model, also called an Amin
and Jarrow (1992) model. A description of this model can be found in an
advanced textbook in finance, see e.g., Musiela and Rutkowski (1997).
We assume that trading takes place on a continuous basis on the time
interval [O, Tl, for some fixed horizon T > O. A filtered probability space
(O, .1", lF,P) is fixed, where O is the state space, .1" is a ø-algebra, lF =
{Ft, O::; t ::;T} is a filtration where FT = .1" and Fo = {Ø,O}, where ø is
the empty set, and P is a probability measure. The ø-algebra is generated
by ad-dimensional, d 2': 1, Brownian motion, wt_1
We assume, under the equivalent martingale measure Q, that the instan-
taneous continuously compounded forward rate at time s, as seen from time
lFor the case with both stochastic interest rates and a stock, we require, in order to
avoid perfect correlation between the stock and the interest rates, that d > 1.
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t, f(t, S), O::; t SS::; T, is given by
f(t, s) = f(O, s) +lt o"J(v, s)18a f(V, u)dudv +lt a f(V, s)dWv, (3.1)
where sufficient regularity conditions for af(t, s), O::; t ::; s ::; T, are given
in Heath et al. (1992).
The short-term interest rate rt = f(t, t). Wewill throughout assume that
af(t, s) is a deterministic function, implying Gaussian interest rates. When
considering deterministic interest rates we set af(t, s) = O.We also assume
that there is a continuum of zero-coupon bonds trading in the market and
the time t market value of the one maturing at time T > t is given by
P(t, T) = P(O, t) +lt rvP(v, T)dv -lt lT af(v, u)dudWv, (3.2)
with P(T, T) = 1.
We let the time t market value of a non-dividend paying stock, St, be
given under the equivalent martingale measure Q by the equation
St = So +lt rvSvdv +lt as(v)SvdWv, (3.3)
where rtSt satisfies the integrability condition J~ IrvSvldv < 00 almost surely
for all t. Here as(t) is a time dependent volatility function and satisfies the
square integrability condition E[ J~(as(v)Sv)2dv] < 00 (for further d~tails
on integrability conditions, see e.g., Duffie (1996)).
The money market account is an asset that accrues interest according
to the short-term interest rate. The time t market value, Mt, is given by
Mt = Mo +ltrvMvdv, Mo = 1, (3.4)
where rtMt satisfies the integrability condition J~ IrvMvldv < 00 almost
surely for all t.
From (3.3) and (3.4) we can see that the money market account, under
the equivalent martingale measure Q, is a special case of the stock since the
money market account has no diffusion term.
In the rest of this chapter we divide the time into periods. Period n will
be the time interval between time tn-l and tn. The initial investment to
accrue interest is normalised to one.
3.3 Hedging Multi-period Guarantees
In this section we first give a definition of a self-financing trading strat-
egy. We also present the hedging strategy for a maturity guarantee. The
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hedging strategy for a multi-period guarantee under deterministic interest
rates is derived in subsection 3.3.1, while the corresponding strategies under
stochastic interest rates are derived in subsection 3.3.2.
Definition 3.1. Given some price process Z, a trading strategy 'Y is said to
be self-financing if the following equation holds
'YtZt = 'YoZo + fot 'YvdZv.
Befare we derive hedging strategies for multi-period guarantees, we start
by showing the hedging strategy for a maturity guarantee. A maturity guar-
antee is a guarantee that only lasts for one period. This guarantee is a useful
building block for multi-period guarantees, and it also turns out that the
hedging strategy for the maturity guarantee is closely related to the hedging
strategies for multi-period guarantees.
Let X, E {Mt, St} and let 01 (t) be the variance of the return under
the equivalent martingale measure Q over the time interval from time t to
T on the asset with market value Xt. The time t < T market value of
the maturity guarantee maturing at time T is given by (the Brennan and
Schwartz (1976) modification of the seminal results of Black and Scholes
(1973) and Merton (1973))
(3.5)
where
In(XtlXo)-g-lnP(t,T) 1 ()
OX(t) + "2O'x t ,
d2 = dl - O'x(t),
4>(.) is the cumulative normal probability distribution, and g is the minimum
guaranteed rate of return.
The hedging strategy at time t < T for a maturity guarantee is given
by holding at(X) units of the underlying asset and bt(X) units of the bond
maturing at the same time as the guarantee. From Brennan and Schwartz
(1976) and Persson and Aase (1997) we have that
and
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3.3.1 Deterministic Interest Rates
Let us first assume that interest rates are deterministic and that the stock
is the underlying asset (indicated by d). The market value of an N-period
guarantee at time t E [tn-I. tn), for all n E {I, 2, ... ,N}, is given by (see
Lindset (2001))
where
n-1
Rn(d) = IImax (;tl ,egl)
1=1 tl-l
and
N-1
O(d) = II1rtl(d),
I=n
where 1rtl(d) is as in (3.5) with ~ = 1, deterministic interest rates, and
lasts for one period and gn is the minimum guaranteed rate of return in
period l. In period n we can interpret R" (d) as the realised gross return in
the previous n - 1 periods. Similarly, O(d) can be interpreted as the market
value (at time tn) of the guarantees in the remaining N - n periods. For
n = 1 let R" (d) = 1 and for n = N let O(d) = 1.
Proposition 3.1. The following number of units of the stock
ar(d) = Rn(d) (~<P(d1) )O(d)
t(n_l)
and the following number of units of the bond maturing at time tn
give a self-financing hedging strategy in the n 'th period.
Proof. Both Rn(d) and O(d) are independent of St and P(t, tn). The hedging
strategy follows therefore in the same way as the hedging strategy for the
maturity guarantee in Brennan and Schwartz (1976). O
3.3.2 Stochastic Interest Rates: Hedging with Zero-coupon
Bonds
For the case with deterministic interest rates, only two assets are needed in
each period to hedge the market value of a multi-period guarantee. Under
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stochastic interest rates the hedging strategies get somewhat more compli-
cated, and the hedge portfolios have in general to consist of the underlying
asset and a whole portfolio of zero-coupon bonds (however, only two assets
are needed in the last period). The strategies of this subsection are fairly
general. In section 3.4 we show, in the special case of a one-factor model
for the short-term interest rate, that the bond portfolio can be replaced by
a portfolio containing the money market account and a zero-coupon bond.
Thus, if the money market account is the underlying asset, also this hedge
portfolio consists of only two assets.
We start by looking at a two-period guarantee on both the return on
the money market account and on the stock. The guarantee starts at time
to and the first period ends at time tI and the second at time t2. In order
to derive the hedging strategies, we find it convenient to modify the pricing
formulas in Miltersen and Persson (1999) so that we can find the market
values at any time t in the contract-period, and not just at the initiation of
the contract. We do not give any proofs for these modifications, but they
should not be too hard to accept.
3.3.2.1 Hedging the Guarantee on the Money Market Account
The time tE [to, tI) market value of the two-period guarantee on the money
market account is given by ((3 now indicates that we are considering the
money market account and the superscript 1 that time t is in the first pe-
riod)2
'TrI ((3)
where
2Notice that F (t, ti, t2) is the time t forward price for delivery at time t l of a zero-
coupon bond maturing at time ta and is given by F(t, ti, t2) = ~~:::~l.
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it1 l,h lt2CI,2 = ( O"f(v,u)du)( O"f(v,u)du)dv,t v h
bz = bl + 0"{32' b3 = bl + PtO"{311 b4 = bl + PtO"{31+ 0"/32.
The hedging strategy for the first period is given in Proposition 3.2.
Proposition 3.2. The following number of units of the money market ac-
count
ai (,6)
the following number of units of the bond maturing at time tI
b1U3) = eg1<I>(a3, -b3, -p)
Mt!Mto F(t tI t2)eg2-p<1/31(7/32<I>(-a2 b2 -p)
P(t,tl) " " ,
and the following number of units of the bond maturing at time t2
y1U3) = e(gl +92) <I>(a4,b4, p)
+Mt! Mto F(t tI t2)eg2-p<1/31(7/32 <I>(-a2 b2 -p)
P(t, t2) " " ,
give a self-financing hedging strategy in the first period.
Proof. Since the stock is a more general product than the money market
account, the proof is just a special case of that given for the guarantee on
the stock return in section A.3, and the reader is referred to this proof. O
Now, let us turn to the second period. The return in the first period
has already materialised, and in the second period it can be treated as a
constant. It then follows that the market value of the guarantee at time
t E rh, t2) is given by (the superscript 2 indicates that time t is in the
second period)
where Xt!Xo in dl and d2 has to be replaced by Mt!Mt1 and O"x(t) by 0"{31
where the upper integrallimits tI are changed to ta-
The hedging strategy for the second period is given in Proposition 3.3.
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Proposition 3.3. The following number of units of the money market ac-
count
and the following number of units of the bond maturing at time t2
give a self-financing hedging strategy in the second period.
Proof. Since the stock is a more general product than the money market
account, the proof is just a special case of that given for the guarantee on
the stock return in section A.2, and the reader is referred to this proof. O
3.3.2.2 Hedging the Guarantee on the Stock Return
The time t E [to, tI) market value of the two-period guarantee on the stock
return is given by (8 now indicates that we are considering the stock under
stochastic interest rates)
7ri(15) = sSt 4>(-al,-bl,p) + sSt F(t,tI,t2)eg2-,ooOIG024>(-a2,b2,-p)
to to
+P(t, tI)egl4>(a3, -b3, -p) + P(t, t2)egl+g24>(a4,b4, p),
where
al =
-ln(StiSto) + gl + In(P(t, tI)) - ~a]l
a61
bl =
g2+ In(F(t, tI, t2)) - ~a]2
- pa61,a62
2
a~l + 2kl + a~l 'a61
2
a~2+ 2k3 + a~2'a62 =
lt
i
2 a~(v)dv, i E {1,2},adi max{t,ti_l)
p = CI,2 + kl,2
a61a62
itl ltlkl = t as(v) v af(v, u)dudv,
itl it2kiz = as(v) af(v,u)dudv,t ti
lt2 lt2k3 = as(v) af(v,u)dudv,ti ti
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b2 = bl + <702' b3 = bl + P<70l' b4 = bl + p<70l+ <702·
The hedging strategy for the first period is given in Proposition 3.4.
ai(o)
The following number of units of the stock
1 -
S<l>(-al' -bl,p)
to
Proposition 3.4.
+F(t~l' t2) eg2-{Ja6lU62<1>( -a2,~, _p),
to
the following number of units of the bond maturing at time tI
bi (o) = egl <I>(a3,-b3, - p)
_ St/Sto F(t tI t2)eg2-{Ja6l U62<I>(-a2 J:~ -p-)
P(t, h) " ,tr.l, ,
and the following number of units of the bond maturing at time t2
yi(o) = e(gl+92)<I>(a4,b4, p)
St/St - -+ o F(t tI t2)eg2-pa6l u02 <I> (-a2 b2 -p-)
P(t, t2) " " ,
give a self-financing hedging strategy in the first period.
Proof. See section A.3. o
Let us now turn to the second period (i.e., t E [tl,t2)) and see how the
market value of the guarantee can be hedged. In the second period, R2(0)
is independent of St and P(t, t2), and it then follows that the market value
of the guarantee is the same as the market value of a maturity guarantee
multiplied by R2(0), i.e.,
71-;(0) = R2(0) (SSt <I>(dl)+ P(t, t2)eg2<1>( -d2)),
tI
where Xt/Xo in dl and d2 must be replaced by St/StI and <7x(t) by <701
where the upper integrallimits tI are changed to ta.
The hedging strategy for the second period is given in Proposition 3.5.
Proposition 3.5. The following number of units of the stock
a;(o) = R2(0)Sl <I>(dl)
h
and the following number of units of the bond maturing at time t2
b;(o) = R2 (0)eg2 <1>( -d2),
give a self-financing hedging strategy in the second period.
Proof. Since R2 (o) is Ftl -measurable, the proof follows by the same lines as
the proof for the maturity guarantee in section A.2. O
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3.3.2.3 Hedging of an N-period Guarantee
Before we analyse qualitative characteristics of the hedging strategies and
illustrate them with numerical examples, we shortly indicate what the initial
hedging strategy for an N-period guarantee on the money market account
looks like (the hedging strategy for the guarantee on the stock return follows
in the exact same manner). Unfortunately, the notation required to express
the hedging strategy becomes fairly messy, though the "structure" of the
strategy is fairly simple.
From chapter 2 we have that the initial market value of an N-period
guarantee on the money market account is given by
2N
71"1((3) = ""ecjg-cjA+~cjI:Cj<l>(o' c·l;c·)
to L....t J'J J'
j=l
where g = (91, 92, ... , 9N )' is a vector determining the minimum guaranteed
rate ofreturn in period n E {I, 2, ... ,N}, A is an N x I-dimensional vector
containing the expectations under the equivalent martingale measure Q of
the stochastic variables {3 = ((31, (32, ... , (3N). l; is the variance-covariance
matrix for the stochastic variables (3. OJ determines the points to evaluate
the cumulative multivariate normal probability distribution, <1>(., .), at. Cj is
an N x l-dimensional vector only containing O'sand l's and Cj is an N x N-
dimensional symmetric matrix with diagonal equal to 1 - 2cj, where 1 is an
N x l-dimensional vector of l's. For further details, see chapter 2.
The number of the underlying asset to hold in the beginning of the first
period is given by
where Cj (~j) is equal to Cj (Cj), except that the first element is equal to
zero (minus one).
To hedge an N-period guarantee, we can trade N zero-coupon bonds so
that we have bonds maturing at the end of each period. The number of
units to be invested in the bond maturing at time ts, 8 E {I, 2, ... ,N - l},
is equal to
1
2(N-2)
L ijg-cjA+~cjI:Cj <1>(aj, ~l;~)
j=l
where Cj (Cj) is equal to Cj, except that element 8 (8 - 1) is equal to 1 (O),
conditional on element 8 - 1 (8) being equal to O (1). ~j (~j) is equal to Cj,
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except that element 8 (8 - 1) is equal to 1 (-1), conditional on element 8 - 1
(8) being equal to -1 (1).
Finally, the number of units of the bond maturing at time tN is given by
where ej (~) is equal to ej (ej), except that the last element is equal to 1
(-1).
By taking the realised return into account, we can proceed with about
the same set-up for the hedging strategy in later periods.
3.3.3 Qualitative Analysis of the Hedging Strategies
In this subsection we explore some of the features of the hedging strategies
we have found. It is assumed that the guarantees last for two periods,
but this can easily be extended to more periods. However, a two-period
guarantee brings to light the new and interesting features of the hedging
strategies compared to the hedging strategies for European options.
When the guarantee is binding in period n, n E {1,2}, the number of
units invested in the underlying asset turns to zero at the end of the period.
This can easily be seen by taking the limit of af(1]), 1] E {,B, 8,dl, as t --+ t;;
and conditioning on egn> xXt ,xXt E {jit ,~}, i.e.,
tn-l tn-l tn-l tn-l
(3.6)
This can be explained by the fact that at the end of the period the uncer-
tainty about the return in the period is almost fully resolved, and if the
return is going to be equal to the minimum guaranteed rate of return, the
underlying asset will no longer be needed. At the beginning of the second
period we start all over again, and to be prepared for the uncertainty, we
hold a mixture of the underlying asset and the bond. This causes a discon-
tinuity in the number of the underlying asset in the hedging strategy as we
go from period one to two. This is also the case when the guarantee is not
binding in the first period.
When the guarantee is not binding in period n = 2, the number of units
invested in the bond maturing at time t« turns to zero at the end of the
period. This follows since
(3.7)
For deterministic interest rates (1] = d), this also holds for n = 1.
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For the case with stochastic interest rates ('Tl E {,B, 8}) and n = 1, three
assets are traded. It is interesting to notice that the number of units of the
bond maturing at time tz is described by a continuous function, also as we
go from the first to the second period. This follows since
(3.8)
The economic explanation for this is that when interest rates are stochastic
we have to, in addition to hedge the market value of the guarantee, also
secure that we are able to buy the right amount of the bond at time tI.
When the guarantee is not binding in the first period, there will, at the
end of the first period, be held a short position in the bond maturing at
time tI and a long position in the bond maturing at time ta, i.e.,
and
This means that one has to trade a whole bond portfolio as one approaches
time tI, both when the guarantee is binding and not. However, it is inter-
esting to notice that the total amount invested in the bonds is equal to O
when the guarantee is not binding at the end of the first period, i.e.,
(3.9)
It is also easily seen that when the guarantee is binding in the first period,
the amount of money invested at time t, t --> fl' in the bond maturing at
time tI is equal to the amount invested in the underlying asset at time tI,
i.e.,
3.3.4 Numerical examples
To get some more intuition behind these hedging strategies, we now present
some numerical examples where we show the market value of the stock,
the money market account, the guarantees, and how many units we must
hold of the underlying asset and the bond(s). First we consider the case
with deterministic interest rates. We use the following parameter values
(we assume an initial flat term structure of interest rates and that the stock
price has a yearly drift rate J.L);
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1-- Stock price -- Guarantee ••••••• #Stocks period 1
••••••• #Stocks period 2 -- #p(t,1) period 1 -- #p(t,2) period 2
Figure 3.1: Hedging strategy for a two-period guarantee on the stock return under
deterministic interest rates. The guarantee is only binding in the first period. The
figure shows the market value of the guarantee and the stock and the number of units
of the stock and the bond in the hedging strategy.
So = 1, g = In(1.04), (1S = 0.20, r = 0.05, IL = 0.12.
We let t« = n, nE {O,1, 2}, i.e., each period is of length one.
In Figure 3.1 - 3.4 the time is represented on the x-axis with time Oto
the left, time 1 in the middle of the figure, and time 2 to the right. The
market value of the underlying asset and the guarantee and also the number
of units of the underlying asset and the bond(s) in the hedging strategy are
represented on the y-axis.
The first example is a guarantee on the stock return under deterministic
interest rates and is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The guarantee is only binding
in the first period, and in accordance with (3.6), we can see that the number
of stocks in the hedging strategy is equal to zero at the end of the first
period. At the same time the number of units invested in the zero-coupon
bond maturing at time 1 is equal to the market value of the guarantee. This
follows since P(l,l) = 1, and the hedging strategy has indeed the same
market value at time 1 as the guarantee. We can also see, in accordance
with (3.7), that the number of bonds in the hedging strategy turns to zero
at the end of the second period (where the guarantee is not binding). Figure
3.1 also clearly demonstrates the discontinuity in the number of assets in
the hedging strategy as we go from period 1 to period 2.
We now extend the example to a stochastic interest rate environment.
We use a specification for the volatility of the forward rates that corresponds
to the model ofVasicek (1977) (see e.g., Miltersen and Persson (1999)). More
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precisely, we let
and
where as, a, K, and cp are constants'
The following additional parameter values are assumed;
a = 0.03, K = 0.10, cp = -0.5.
In Figure 3.2 we have an example of a guarantee on the return on the
money market account and where the guarantee is binding in the first period.
We can see that the market value of the guarantee and the underlying asset
fluctuate less than what was the case in Figure 3.1 where the stock is the
underlying asset.
At the end on the first period there is no investment in the money market
account and is in accordance with (3.6), while there is no investment in the
bond at the end of the second period and is in accordance with (3.7). As
showed in (3.8), the number of units invested in the bond maturing at time 2
follows a continuous function when going from period one to two, something
we see is not the case for the number of units invested in the money market
account (there are of course no investment in the bond maturing at time
1 in the second period). Notice also how the number of units invested in
the two bonds in the first period seems to be negatively correlated. The
explanation for this is that the second term in the expression for bi (;3) is
subtracted, while it is added for yl(;3).
We have in Figure 3.3 and 3.4 illustrated the hedging strategies by two
examples for the guarantee on the stock return under stochastic interest
rates. In Figure 3.3 the guarantee is binding in both periods, and as expected
from (3.6), the number of units invested in the stock at the end of each period
is equal to zero.
3Under the equivalent martingale measure Q, the short-term interest rate can be ex-
pressed by the following stochastic differential equation
Tt = TO + lt ",(O - Tv)dv + lt erdWv,
where O is the mean reversion level. The parameter", can then be interpreted as the force
of gravitation and er as the diffusion of T. For details, see e.g., Miltersen and Persson
(1999). The parameter cp is used to impose correlation between the process for the stock
price and the interest rates (though, under the equivalent martingale measure Q, some
correlation already exists since the drift of stock price is the short-term interest rate).
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-0,200
-- M\1A -- Guarantee - - - - - - - #M\1A period 1 - - - - - - - #M\1A period 2
-#P(t,l) period 1 _- #p(1,2) period 1 -- #p(t,2) period 2
Figure 3.2: Hedging strategy for a two-period guarantee on the return on the money
market account under stochastic interest rates. The guarantee is only binding in the
first period. The figure shows the market value of the guarantee and the money market
account (M M A) and the number of units of the money market account and the bonds
in the hedging strategy.
In Figure 3.4 the guarantee is only binding in the second period. We can
then see, at the end of the first period, that there are a negative number
of units of the bond maturing at time 1 in the hedging strategy. Although
this cannot be directly seen from the figure, the total amount invested in
the two bonds at the end of the first period is equal to zero, cf. (3.9).
3.4 Alternative Hedging Strategies Under Stochas-
tic Interest Rates
Since the model we have used for the interest rates is effectively a one-
factor model, the bond maturing at time tI can be replicated by a portfolio
containing the bond maturing at time t2 and the money market account. To
this end we construct a portfolio with time t market value IIt that coincides
with the market value of the bond maturing at time tI for all t E [to, tI].
Let wl and wf be the amount invested at time t in the bond and the money
market account, respectively. The time t market value of the portfolio is
then
II - 2 Ot - wt +wt·
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Figure 3.3: Hedging strategy for a two-period guarantee on the stock return under
stochastic interest rates. The guarantee is binding in both periods. The figure shows
the market value of the guarantee and the stock and the number of units of the stock
and the bonds in the hedging strategy.
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Figure 3.4: Hedging strategy for a two-period guarantee on the stock return under
stochastic interest rates. The guarantee is only binding in second period. The figure
shows the market value of the guarantee and the stock and the number of units of the
stock and the bonds in the hedging strategy.
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Lemma 3.1. Let tE [to, td. A portfolio with the following amount invested
in the money market account
and the following amount invested in the bond maturing at time t2
replicates the market value of the bond maturing at time tI.
Proof. From Ito's lemma we have that the market value of the portfolio is
given by
(3.10)
and from (3.2) we have that P(t, tl) is given by
l
t lt lt2P(t,tl) = P(v,tl) (rvdv - O'f(V,u)dudWv).
to to v
(3.11)
We know from the unique decomposition property for Ito processes that if
the portfolio in (3.10) is to replicate the bond in (3.11), they must have the
same drift and diffusion terms. Thus, for all i e [to, tIl we have that
rwt t O'f(t,u)du
2 ()httlO'f(t,u)du
Wt = P t, tI t .
Jt 2 O'f(t,u)du
Further, inserting for w;, we find that
° P()( _ httlO'f(t,U)dU)Wt = t, tI 1 t .It 2 O'f(t,u)du
This completes the proof. o
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3.4.1 The Guarantee on the Money Market Account
Based on the result in Lemma 3.1 we can propose an alternative to the
hedging strategy in Proposition 3.2.
Proposition 3.6. The following number of units of the money market ac-
count
and the following number of units of the bond maturing at time t2
gi(j3) = e(91+92)<p(a4, b4, p)
Mt/Mt+ P(t, t2) F(t, tl,t2)e92-{K1i31(7i32<P(-a2, b2, -p)
+bi(j3)w; ,
give a self-financing hedging strategy in the first period.
Proof. This follows by combining Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.1. O
The hedging strategy in the second period will of course be the same as
in Proposition 3.3. The equation
is easily seen to hold since
and b;(j3) is finite for all t E [to, tI). Hence, also for this hedging strategy
the number of units invested in the bond maturing at time t2 follows a
continuous function as we go from the first to the second period. Since the
replicating portfolio is self-financing, the number of units invested in the
money market account will also follow a continuous function as we go from
the first to the second period. This can also be seen from the following
equation
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3.4.2 The Guarantee on the Stock Return
Following Proposition 3.6, similar hedging strategies can be derived for the
guarantee on the stock return.
Proposition 3.7. The following number of units of the stock al(8), the
following number of units of the money market account
il (8) = wfbi (8),
and the following number of units of the bond maturing at time t2
gl(8) = e(91 +92)<1>(£14, b4, [5)
St! St - -+P(t, t;) F(t, tl, t2)e92-paCl uC2 <1>(-0,2, bz, -[5)
+bi(8)w;,
give a self-financing hedging strategy in the first period.
Proof. This follows by combining Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 3.1. O
As for the hedging strategy in Proposition 3.6, the number of units in-
vested in the bond maturing at time t2 follows a continuous function. The
number of units invested in the stock will, as in Proposition 3.4, have a
discontinuity as we go from the first to the second period.
3.5 Which Hedging Strategies to Use?
The answer to this question should probably be based on empirical observa-
tions. This is however outside the scope of this chapter. Instead we choose
to relate the question to the choice of model for the term structure of inter-
est rates. Let us illustrate by using the following model for the short-term
interest rate
rt = ro + fot [Ov + arv]ds + fot udW"v,
where rt E ~M, Ot E ~M, a E ~MXd, and u E ~Mxd.
For instance, assuming that M = d and
(3.12)
Ot = [ ~ ] ,
[
-a
a= O
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and
Wt = [ ::~ ],
the model in (3.12) corresponds to the two-factor model of Hull and White
(1994). For this model we have that the bond price is given by
P(t, T) = A(t, T)eB(t,T)Tt-C(t,T)Ut,
for some functions A(t, T), B(t, T), and C(t, T) (see Hull and White (1994)
for details). Using Ito's lemma, the bond price can also be written as
P(t,T) =
i
t åP it åP 1 it å2P
P(O,T) + -å dv + -å dr; + -2 -å 2 (drv)2
o v o rv o rv
i
t åP 1 it å2 P 2 it å2P+ -å du; + -2 -å 2 (duv) + å å drvduv,o Uv o Uv o rv Uv
where P is short-hand notation for P(v, T). Rearranging, we get
where
åP åP 1å2p 2
= - + -(Bt +Ut - art) + ---0'11åt årt 2 årl '
åP I&P 2 å2p
--å bUt+ -2-å 20'21 + -å å 0'1,l'IjJ0'2,1,Ut Ut' rt Ut
0'1(P)
åP åP
= -å 0'1,1+ -å 'ljJ0'2,1,rt Ut
and
åP
0'2 (P) = - vh - 'ljJ20'2 1.
åUt '
From the unique decomposition property for Ito processes and the argu-
ments in section 3.4 we see that this bond cannot be replicated by a bond
maturing at time U > T and the money market account. We conclude that
two bonds maturing after time T, in addition to the money market account,
are needed. By induction we reason that for an M-factor model we need
M bonds, each maturing at time Uj > T, j E {I, 2, ... ,M}, and the money
market account to replicate the market value of the bond maturing at time
T.
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For a guarantee lasting for several periods, the hedging strategies in
subsection 3.3.2 may involve a rather large bond portfolio. Litterman and
Scheinkman (1991) found that two factors capture about 98% of the variance
of bond returns, i.e., a portfolio of two bonds and the money market account
does a fairly good job of hedging shorter bonds. Extending the hedging
strategies in Proposition 3.6 and 3.7 to a two-factor model and more periods
may therefore in practice lead to a more cost effective way to hedge the
guarantees than the strategies in subsection 3.3.2.
3.6 Conclusions
We have in this chapter derived self-financing hedging strategies for multi-
period rate of return guarantees. We showed, both under deterministic and
stochastic interest rates, that the hedging strategies typically are given by
path-wise continuous Ito processes. However, as we go from one period to
the next, there may, though not necessarily, be a discontinuity in the number
of units of the assets in the hedging strategy. This is in sharp contrast to
the hedging strategies for more traditional European options and maturity
guarantees. We also found, under stochastic interest rates that several bonds
with different time to maturity may have to be traded in each period. Several
numerical examples illustrating the hedging strategies have been presented.
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Chapterd
Relative Guarantees
Abstract
Many real-world financial contracts have some sort of minimum
rate of return guarantee included. One class of these guaran-
tees is so-called relative guarantees, i.e., guarantees where the
minimum guaranteed rate of return is given as a function of the
stochastic return on a reference portfolio. These guarantees are
the topic of this chapter. We analyse a wide range of differ-
ent functional specifications for the minimum guaranteed rate
of return, hereunder both so-called maturity and multi-period
guarantees. Several closed form solutions are presented.
Keywords and phrases: Stochastic minimum guaranteed rate of
return, stochastic average minimum guaranteed rate of return,
Heath, Jarrow, and Morton term structure model of interest
rates.
4.1 Introduction
The rapid innovation in the financial markets during the last 20 to 30 years
has led to a wide range of different kinds of investments and savings vehi-
cles. Several of these vehicles have some sort of minimum rate of return
guarantee embedded. Examples of such contracts could be guaranteed in-
vestment contracts, index-linked bonds, life insurance contracts, and pen-
sion plans. The tremendous amount of money under management by life
insurance companies and pension funds should justify the analysis of rate of
return guarantees.
In the existing literature it seems like the main focus has been on so-
called absolute guarantees (see e.g., Brennan and Schwartz (1976), Grosen
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and Jørgensen (1997), Hipp (1996), Persson and Aase (1997), and Miltersen
and Persson (1999)), i.e., guarantees where the minimum guaranteed rate of
return is deterministic, typically a constant. These articles can naturally be
divided into two categories. The first category contains maturity guarantees,
i.e., contracts where the guarantee only can become binding at the end of the
contract-period if the average return has been below the minimum guaran-
teed rate of return. Brennan and Schwartz (1976) and Grosen and Jørgensen
(1997) fall into this category, though Grosen and Jørgensen (1997) also al-
lowed for early exercise of the guarantee. The second category is annual, or
multi-period, rate of return guarantees and give a minimum guarantee for
the rate of return within each period. The work on multi-period guarantees
seems to have been initiated by Hipp (1996) and has later been extended by
Persson and Aase (1997) and Miltersen and Persson (1999).
Relative guarantees, Le., guarantees where the minimum guaranteed rate
of return is linked to an index, a portfolio, a specific asset, etc. (often called
the reference portfolio), does not seem to have received the same focus, but
some examples are found in Ekern and Persson (1996), Pennacchi (1999),
and Romero-Meza (2000). The minimum guaranteed rate of return in these
contracts is stochastic, and the guarantee is therefore fundamentally dif-
ferent from the absolute guarantee. Beside Pennacchi (1999) we have not
found any work focusing on relative guarantees involving stochastic interest
rates, which is the topic of this chapter. Ekern and Persson (1996) analysed
unit-linked life insurance contracts with a wide range of different types of
guarantees included, hereunder also relative guarantees. Pennacchi (1999)
analysed, among other issues, relative rate of return guarantees. His analysis
was relatively closely tied up to the guarantees embedded in pension plans
in Latin America. He also considered multi-period guarantees, though his
interpretation was fundamentally different from our interpretation in that
he did not take into account the compounding effect that is present in these
guarantees.' Romero-Meza (2000) analysed pension plans, and in particu-
lar the Chilean pension model that has a relative guarantee included. He
approached the valuation of the guarantee element by numerical methods,
i.e., by Monte Carlo simulation. However, he treated the pension plan as
a maturity guarantee and did not take into account the annual guarantee
that, according to Pennacchi (1999), is present in these pension plans.
The absolute guarantee has the feature that it can provide a relatively
high rate of return if the market as a whole, or, in particular, the underlying
asset of the contract that has the guarantee embedded, has a low rate of
return. This can make this guarantee rather expensive. Since many financial
assets are positively correlated, a low rate of return on the underlying asset
of the contract will often coincide with a low rate of return on the reference
lUsing Monte Carlo simulation, he also allowed for both stochastic interest rates and
wage level.
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portfolio. This will typically make the relative guarantee cheaper than the
absolute guarantee, simply because it gives a poorer protection against lower
rate of returns.
This chapter gives several contributions to the literature on relative guar-
antees, and in particular in the presence of stochastic interest rates. First
we show that for some specifications of the guarantee, the market value is
independent of the process followed by the interest rates. Since the mod-
elling of interest rates is in practice a complex task, this is an important
observation that speaks in favour of marketing relative guarantees instead
of absolute guarantees. The chapter also extends the literature on multi-
period guarantees by considering multi-period relative guarantees, and it is
shown that also these contracts can be constructed so that they are totally
independent of interest rates. In real-life situations the minimum guar-
anteed rate of return is often set lower than the return on the reference
portfolio. We consider contracts where the minimum guaranteed rate of
return is equal to the return on the reference portfolio subtracted a given
amount, contracts where the minimum guaranteed rate of return is equal to
a given fraction of the return on the reference portfolio, and contracts where
the minimum guaranteed rate of return is a combination of these two. An
analysis of the minimum guaranteed rate of return used in several countries
(e.g., Argentina, Chile, and Poland) is also given. Finally, the chapter also
deals with contracts, both so-called maturity and multi-period, where the
stochastic minimum guaranteed rate of return is the average return on the
reference portfolio over some given time period. We show that, although
some of the terms entering the expressions for the market values of these
"average" guarantees are somewhat messy, the structure of these guarantees
is fairly simple.
An outline of the chapter goes as follows: In section 4.2 we give a de-
scription of the underlying economic model. In section 4.3 we analyse sev-
eral different specifications of relative guarantees. We end the chapter in
section 4.4 with some concluding remarks. We have also supplied an ap-
pendix containing, in addition to a proof of Proposition 4.8 and 4.9, several
abbreviations used in the same propositions.
4.2 The Economic Model
We assume a continuous trading economy on the time interval [to,7), for
some fixed horizon T> to, and with no transaction costs. A filtered proba-
bility space (O,F, JF, P) is fixed, where O is the state space, F is a a-algebra,
JF = {Ft, to ::; t ::; T} is a filtration where FT = F and Fto = {Ø,O}, where
ø is the empty set, and P is a probability measure. The a-algebra is gener-
ated by ad-dimensional, d 2: 1, Brownian motion, Wt. We further assume a
complete market, i.e., there exists one unique equivalent martingale measure
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Q, see e.g., Harrison and Kreps (1979) and Harrison and Pliska (1981).
We let the forward interest rates be given by the model of Heath et al.
(1992). The instantaneous continuously compounded forward rate at time
s as seen from time t, to < t < s ::; T, under the equivalent martingale
measure Q, is given by
f(t, s) = f(to, s) + it a f(V, s)18l7f(V, u)dudv + it a f(V, s)dWv,
to v to
where l7f(t, s) is the volatility function for the instantaneous continuously
compounded forward rate at time s as seen from time t, satisfying some
technical regularity conditions (for further details, see Heath et al. (1992)).
The volatility function is a deterministic function of time, a fact that implies
Gaussian interest rates. The short-term interest rate is obtained by setting
s equal to t, i.e., Tt = f(t, t).
We assume that there exists a money market account that accrues inter-
est according to the short-term interest rate. This asset is instantaneously
risk-free, and the time t market value is given by
Mt = Mto + it TvMvdv,
to
Mto = 1, to ::; t.
The return on the money market account from time tn-l to t« (i.e., in
period n) under the equivalent martingale measure Q, (3n, is given by (see
e.g., Miltersen and Persson (1999))
where F(to, tn-I, tn) is the time to forward price for delivery at time tn-l of
a zero-coupon bond maturing at time tn and is given by
where P(t, T) is the market value at time t of a zero-coupon bond maturing
at time T ? t. Here l7~n is the variance of the rate of return on the money
market account in period n and is given by
l7~n= 1:n-1(1~:1l7f(V,u)durdv+ 1~:1(ltn l7f(V,u)durdV.
Further, en is the covariance between the return on the money market ac-
count over the time intervals from time to to tn-l and time period n. More
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generally, the covariance between the return in the two time periods from
time ta. to tb and from time te to te, to ~ ta. < tb ~ te < ta, is given by
Ctb-ta,td-tc = ita (l
tb
CTj(v,U)du) (ltd CTj(v,u)du)dv
to ta te
+ l:b (ltb CTj(V,u)du) (l:d CTj(V,u)du )dv.
We also assume that there exists two non-dividend paying portfolios with
time t ;:::to market value St, i E {I, 2}. The market value of portfolio i under
the equivalent martingale measure Q is given by
st = sto + it rvS~dv + it CTSi(V)S~dWv,
to to
where CTSi(t) is the volatility function and satisfies E[ Jt~(CTSi(V)S~)2dv] <
00.2 Also this volatility function is a deterministic function of time, hence,
In(Sf) is Gaussian under the equivalent martingale measure Q.
The return on portfolio i in period n under the equivalent martingale
measure Q is given by
with variance (also this under the equivalent martingale measure Q)
4.3 Relative Guarantees
4.3.1 The Maximum of Two Assets
We start by considering a contract with time T > to payoff max(S}, Sf).
If the initial market values of the two portfolios are equal (S£o = slo),
this contract can be thought of as an investment in the first portfolio with
a guarantee embedded such that the return on the investment never falls
below the return on the second portfolio.
Proposition 4.1. The time to market value of the guarantee with time T
payoffmax(S}, Sf) is given by
(4.1)
2Notice that in the multidimensional case both (Jf (t, s) and (J Si (t) are vectors, but the
interpretation should be obvious.
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where
v(T)
ln(#-) + !v2(T)
to
v(T)
and <I>(.) is the cumulative normal probability distribution.
Proof. The time to market value is given by
ni:·l) = EQ [e- Jt~Tvdv max(S}, Sf)]
EQ [e- Jt~Tvdv S}lA] + EQ [e- Jt~Tvdv Sf1A]'
where A = {S} > Sf} is the exercise set where the first portfolio is chosen
and A is the complement to A. Proceeding with a change of probability
measure by using the Radon-Nikodym derivative
we get
ni:·l) = StoEQSl [lA] + S;oEQs2 [104]
I 2-
= StoQsl(A) + StoQs2(A)
= sto <I>(dl) + slo <I>(d2).
The derivations of dl and d2 are fairly standard and are therefore omitted
in both this and the remaining proofs. O
Interest rates do not enter the formula, and hence, the result is indepen-
dent of the process followed by the interest rates. See Ekern and Persson
(1996) for a derivation under deterministic interest rates.
Let us now consider some special cases that are motivated by an observa-
tion of the privately managed pension funds in Chile where relative guaran-
tees have been in use for about 20 years. It has there been observed that the
pension portfolios and the reference portfolio are very similar. Translated
to our setting, if the return on the first and the second portfolio are equal,
the unique decomposition property for Ito processes implies that the volatil-
ities, represented by the vectors aSl and aS2, are equal, hence, v2(T) = O.
Considering the limiting case as v2(T) -+ 0+, we have three cases:
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1 Sl - S2 => d - d - O => 1r(4.1) - Sl - S2. to - to l - 2 - to - to - to '
2. slo> slo => dl = -d2 = 00 => 1ri:·1) = slo' and
Sl S2 d' - d - (4.1) - S23. to < to => l - - 2 - -00 => 1rto - to'
In the rest of this chapter we will only consider rate of return guarantees,
i.e., we assume that slo = Slo = 1. Using this, the expression in (4.1)
simplifies to
(4.1) 1
1rto = 2~( '2v (T)),
and since we have that v(T) > O,we can see that 1ri:·1) > 1 because ~(O) =
!, clearly demonstrating that the market value of the guarantee element in
the contract has a positive market value.
4.3.2 A Multi-period Relative Guarantee
In many applications, especially in life insurance, one deals with annual,
or periodical, guarantees. Extending the guarantee in Proposition 4.1 to a
periodical guarantee, the time tN payoff is given by
N
1r(4.2) = IImax(e8~ e8~)
tN ' ,
n=l
where n E {I, 2, ... ,N} is the number of the period and is such that period
N ends at time tN. 8~ and 8; are the return in period n on the first and
the second portfolio, respectively.
Proposition 4.2. The time to market value of the multi-period relative
guarantee with time t» payoff 1ri~2)= I1~=1max(e8~, e8~) is given by
N
(4.2) _ III)
1rto - 2~( '2Vn ,
n=l
where
Proof. The time to market value is given by
(4.2)
1rto
t N
EQ [e- ft: TvdV IImax(i~, e8~)]
n=l
N t
= EQ [ IIe- ft::_1 Tvdv max( i~,e8~)]
n=l
N
EQ [IImax(e8~, e8~)],
n=l
(4.2)
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where
i E {1,2}. (4.3)
The second equation follows from the linearity of integrals. From (4.3) it is
easily seen that max(J], JJ) and max(Jl, J~) are uncorrelated for all j =/:- k,
j,k E {1,2, ... ,N}. (4.2) can then be written as
Nllt2)= IIEQ [max( e8~, eS; )] .
n=l
We proceed by valuing the n'th guarantee, 7r(n), by a change of probability
measure using the Radon-Nikodym derivatives
i E {1,2}.
7r(n) = EQ [max(eS~, eS;)]
= EQSl [IAn] +EQS2 [IAn]
= QSl (An) + QS2(An)
1
2tI>("2vn),
where An = {o; > o~Jand An is the complement to An. This completes
the proof. O
Notice that Vn > O for all n E {1,2, ... ,N}, so 2tI>(~vn) > 1 and 7r;:.2)
increases strictly with the number of periods. This clearly demonstrates the
importance of pricing these guarantees, since the value can be substantial
for contracts lasting for several periods.
If erSl (v) = erS2(v) the market value of the contract is equal to the market
value of one unit of account accruing the return generated by one of the two
portfolios, and is equal to one. Hence, the market value of the guarantee
element in the contract is equal to zero.
As for the guarantee in Proposition 4.1 we observe that the market value
of this multi-period rate of return guarantee is independent of interest rates
and therefore also the process followed by the interest rates.
4.3.3 Additive Reduced Return on Reference Portfolio (1)
Another kind of guarantee gives the time T payoff max(e<l},e<l:}-A),where
). E JR. . This is a part of the guarantee offered in several countries. In
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practice, .A is likely to be positive, and this will then be a cheaper guarantee
than the one in Proposition 4.1 since it can never give a higher payoff, but
has the possibility of a lower payoff. There can be several rationales for this
kind of guarantee. One is simply that this is a cheaper guarantee than the
one in Proposition 4.1, and that it may therefore be easier to sell to potential
customers.
Proposition 4.3. The time to market value of the guarantee with time T
payoff max (eo} ,eo}-A) is given by
7r~:.3)= cp(d3) + e-Acp(d4),
where
and
-.A + lv2(T)
d - 2
4 - v(T) .
Proof. The proof follows the same lines as the proof of Proposition 4.1. O
If there is no rate of return guarantee included, this is equivalent to the
situation where .A = 00, and the time to market value is then equal to one.
Including the possibility of getting eO}-A if c5} is very low must of course
have a positive value, hence, 7r~:.3)> 1 for a finite X. For .A = O we obtain
the same market value as in Proposition 4.1.
4.3.4 Additive Reduced Return on Reference Portfolio (2)
The guarantee in Proposition 4.3 is easily extended to a multi-period rate
of return guarantee with a terminal payoff TI;;=l max(eO~, eO~-An), where
x, E JR.
Proposition 4.4. The time to market value of a multi-period rate of return
guarantee with time T payoff TI~=l max( eO~,eO~-An) is given by
N
7r~:.4)= II(cp(dJ) + e-AnCP(~)),
n=l
where
and
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Proof. The proof follows the same lines as the proof of Proposition 4.2. O
By the same arguments as in subsection 4.3.3, it follows that <p(~) +
e- An <P (d!l) > 1 for all n E {l, 2, ... ,N}, and also this guarantee is therefore
strictly increasing in N.
4.3.5 Multiplicative Reduced Return on Reference Portfolio
Consider now a guarantee with time T payoff max( e6} , e'Y6}), "( E Jæ. Also
this guarantee can be seen to be a part of the guarantee offered in several
countries. In practice, "( is likely to be between zero and one.
The motivation for this guarantee can be that the stochastic guarantee is
equal to the average return on several other portfolios. "( would then equal
one over the total number of portfolios that 82 is made up of. It could also
be a positive number less than one, meaning that the stochastic guaranteed
rate of return is, e.g., 80% of the return on the reference portfolio. Of course,
it can also be a combination of these two interpretations.
Proposition 4.5. The time to market value of the guarantee with time T
payoff max( e6}, e'Y6}) is given by
(4.5) =1rto
where
11:1 = ("(-1)( -ln(P(to,T))+~"(uh),
(1-"()( -lnP(to,T)+~uh) +"(~v2(T)
. /(1 - "()(U~l - "(U~2) + "(v2(T)V T T
d5
and
(1 - "()( -lnP(to, T) - ~uh + "(uh) - "(~v2(T)
V(1- "()(U~l - "(U~2) + "(v2(T)
T T
Proof. The time to market value is given by
1r~:.5) = EQ [e - Jt~Tvdv max(e6}, e'Y6})]
E [- ft
T
Tvdv 6}1 ] + E [- ft Tvdv 'Y6}1 ]= Qe o e A Qe o e A,
where A = {8} > "(8f} and il is the complement to A. Letting
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it follows by straightforward calculations that
= QS1(A)
= IP(d5).
Let
where
. - IT r dV+'Y82and IS equal to e to v T.
It then follows that the second term in the expression for the market value
of the guarantee is given by
EQ[e-Jt:rvdVe'Y8hA] =el;;lEQ"Y[lA] = el;;lQ"f(A)
el;;l IP( d6).
The time to market value then follows. D
The "extra" term in front of IP(d6), el;;l, is a consequence of the fact
that only a fraction 'Y of the return on the reference portfolio enters the
contract. For 'Y E (0,1) the term is positive but less than one and can be
interpreted as a "reduction-factor" due to the negative convenience yield '
from the reference portfolio. For 'Y > 1 the term will be greater than one.
Notice that for 'Y = 1 we get, as one would expect, the same time to market
value as in Proposition 4.1. A related result under deterministic interest
rates can be found in Miltersen and Persson (2002).
The guarantee in Proposition 4.5, and also the ones following in Propo-
sition 4.6 and 4.7, can of course be extended to multi-period guarantees.
However, the expressions for the market values of such guarantees are likely
to be fairly cumbersome and the guarantees will therefore not be analysed
here.
3We can think of convenience yield as a benefit the holder of the asset receives that
the holder of a forward contract on the asset does not receive. The dividend a stock is
paying is an example of a positive convenience yield, while the cost of carrying one barrel
of oil is an example of a negative convenience yield.
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4.3.6 Additive and Multiplicative Reduced Return on Ref-
erence Portfolio
One could also extend the guarantee to be a combination of the additive
and the multiplicative reduced return on the reference portfolio. This yields
the time T payoff max(e6}, e"Y6}-,X), and for a positive A and 'Y E (0,1) this
guarantee is of course cheaper than both the guarantee in Proposition 4.3
and 4.5.
Proposition 4.6. The time to market value of a guarantee with time T
payoff max( e6}, e"Y6}-'x) is given by
where
and
Proof. The proof follows the same lines as the proof of Proposition 4.5. O
4.3.7 The "Chilean" Minimum Guarantee
In this and the following two subsections we analyse guarantees that are
used in practice, and then in particular in Chile. That we have described
the guarantee used in Chile by three different models is both a consequence
of the fact that our models must be seen as simplifications of the real-world
guarantee and the fact that the descriptions of the guarantee that we have
found in the literature are mutual inconsistent. However, we believe that
each interpretation of the guarantee contains interesting features in it self.
Consider now a contract where the final payoff at time T is given by
where A and 'Y can be interpreted as before. This is the same minimum rate
of return guarantee that is embedded in defined contribution based pension
plans in Argentina (A = 0.02 and 'Y = 0.7), Chile (A = 0.02 and 'Y = 0.5),
and Poland (A = 0.04 and 'Y = 0.5). The first two countries also have a
maximum return included in the pension plans, but for simplicity this will
not be considered here.
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Proposition 4.7. The time to market value of the guarantee with time T
payoffmax(eO},min(eO}-.x,e"Yo})) is given by
where
and
Proof. Let
(4.7) =
11'to
a5 =
b5 =
a6 =
b6 =
a7 =
b7 =
a8 =
b8
cI>(a5,b5, iiI) + e-AcI>(a6, b6, -iiI) + cI>(a7,b7, -P2)
+eK1cI>(a8, b8, P2),
!v2(T) + .x
v(T)
InP(to, T) - !ah + ~
aOf
-!v2(T) +.x
v(T)
(1 - 'Y)( - InP(to, T) + !ah) + 'Y!v2(T)
. /(1 - 'Y)(a~l - 'Ya~2) + 'Yv2(T)V T T
InP(to, T) - h- !)ah +~
aOf
(1 - 'Y)( -In P(to, T) - !ah + 'Yah) - 'Yv2(T)
/(1 - 'Y)(a~l - 'Ya~2) + 'Yv2(T)V T T
!((1-3'Y+2'Y2)a~} +(1-'Y)(ah -v2(T)))
aOf . .)(1 - 'Y)(ah - 'Yah) + 'Yv2(T)
Al = {8} - >. > 'Y8f}= {8} - 'Y8}> .x},
A2 = {8}>8}-.x}={8}-8}>->'},
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and
A3 = {8} > 'Y8~}= {8} - 'Y8~> O},
and let further Al, A2, and A3 be the respective complements.
The time to market value of the guarantee can be expressed as
1ri:·7) = EQ [e - Jt~ Tvdv max (e.5}, min(e.5}-A, e'Y.5}))]
= EQ[e-Jt~TVdV{ max (e.5},e.5}-A)lA1 +max(e.5},e'Y.5})lA1}]
[-t:TvdV{ .51 .52-AEQ e to e TIA1nA2 + «r lA1nA2 (4.4)
Using the following Radon-Nikodym derivatives,
dQs1
dQ
dQs2
dQ
= e -~ Jt~ O"~dv)dv+Jt~ O"sl(v)dWv ,
= e -~ Jt~ 0"~2{v)dv+ Jt~ O"s2{v)dWv ,
and
dQs"!
dQ
'Yclf-!'tTTvdve o
=
(4.4) can be written as
(4.7) =1rto
Recall the definition of AI, A2, and A3, and let
Xl = 8~ - 'Y8~,
X2 = 8}- 8~,
and
X3 = 8} - 'Y8~.
Based on this, it follows that
iiI =
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and
Finally, from the above it follows that
7r;:.7) = <P(a5, b5, iiI) + e->'<P(a6, be, -iiI) + <P(a7, b7, -"P2)
+e1tl <P(as, bs, ih).
o
The guarantee in this subsection has close resemblance to an option on
the maximum or the minimum of two assets, cf. Stulz (1982) and Johnson
(1987). Following the approach laid out above, the results of Stulz (1982)
and Johnson (1987) can be extended to incorporate stochastic interest rates,
see e.g., Lindset (2002).
4.3.8 Average Return on Reference Portfolio (1)
In Chile the stochastic minimum guaranteed rate of return on pension port-
folios is given by the average return on the reference portfolio over the last
three year period, hence, the return on the underlying asset in, say, year
three will be compared with the average return on the reference portfolio in
year one, two, and three. Before 1999 the stochastic minimum guaranteed
rate of return in one year was the return on the reference portfolio in the
same year. However, a problem has been that the pension intermediaries
(the private managed pension funds) have been offering very similar portfo-
lios. By calculating the minimum guaranteed rate of return as a three year
average, the hope has been to increase the diversity in the offer of pension
portfolios.
Assume that you at time t-«. to ::; tm ::; tN-I, would like to value a
guarantee on the return from time tN-I to t», where the time tN payoff
. . cP _1_li2 .
IS given by max(e tN-tN_1, etN-to tN). Here c5lN-tN_1 IS the accumulated
return on the first portfolio from time tN-I to tN and 8;N is the accumulated
return on the second portfolio from time to to tN. See Figure 4.1 for an
illustration.
Assume further that the realised return on the reference portfolio from
time to to t-« is given by 8; . Let Rl = t lifIDt •
ID ID N- o
Proposition 4.8. The time t-« market value, to::; t-« :S tN-I, of the guar-
antee with time tN payoJJmax(eliiN-tN-1,etN~tolifN) is given by
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Averaging period
Guarantee period
Figure 4.1: Illustration of the averaging period and the guarantee period for the
"Average Return on Reference Portfolio (1)". The return on the first portfolio over
the guarantee period, c5L-tN_l' is compared with the average return on the second
(reference) portfolio over the averaging period, t:~!!to.
where
T t» - t-«.
-mm + (1
a
mm + (2
a
dg =
dlO =
and (1, (2, and a are defined in section B.l.
Proof. See section B.2. o
Notice that for tm = tN-1 = to and tN = T the result in Proposition 4.8
coincides with the result in Proposition 4.1.
4.3.9 Average Return on Reference Portfolio (2)
Let us now consider a multi-period version of the guarantee in Proposition
4.8. As we will see, this extension complicates matters somewhat, and we
therefore restrict our analysis to a guarantee that lasts for two periods. Even
though this is likely to be too short for practical applications, our approach
shows how these kinds of guarantees can be evaluated. Extending to several
periods is in principle straightforward, but a lot of algebra is likely to be
required.
The average stochastic minimum guaranteed rate of return will now have
some overlapping time for the two periods. We assume that the averaging
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First averaging period
v
First guarantee period
Second averaging period
Second guarantee period
Figure 4.2: Illustration of the two averaging periods and the two guarantee periods
for the "Average Return on Reference Portfolio (2)". The return on the first portfolio
in the first guarantee period, 8iN-tN_l' is compared with the average return on the
second (reference) portfolio over the first averaging period, tiN/rl' The return on the
first portfolio in the second guarantee period, 8IN+1-tN, is compared with the average
return on the second (reference) portfolio in the second averaging period, 8';N+l-t,!r2.
period for the first guarantee period (from time tN-l to tN) is the time
interval from to to tN and the averaging period for the second guarantee
period (from time t» to tN+l) is the time interval from t: to tN+l' Let
Tl = tN - to and T2 = tN+l - tI. An illustration is given in Figure 4.2.
Proposition 4.9. The time to market value of a guarantee with time tN+l
payoffmax (e6iN-tN-l, eTll6;N) . max (e6;N+l-tN , e ~6'tN+l-tl) is given by
7r~:.9) eK3 cp( al, bl, p) + eK4cp( a2, b2, - p)
+eK5cp(a3, b3, -p) + eK6cp(a4, b4, p),
where Ki, i E {3,4,5,6}, aj,bj, j E {1,2,3,4}, and p are given in section
B.3.
Proof. See section BA. o
Notice the similar structure of the expression for the market value of
this two-period guarantee and the two-period guarantees in Persson and
Aase (1997) and Miltersen and Persson (1999). The four additive terms is a
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consequence of the four different possible combinations of the realised return
for the contract. Also notice how this guarantee differs from the multi-period
guarantee in Proposition 4.2 where only the cumulative univariate normal
probability distribution is used.
4.3.10 Numerical Examples
We end this section with some numerical examples. Assume the following
specification of the volatility
'Pl
o'j(v, u) = oe-K(U-V) 'P2
where o, !il, 'PI, and 'P2 are constants and 'PI and 'P2 are such that 'PI+'P~ :::;
1. This choice of volatility corresponds to the model of Vasicek (1977), see
e.g., Heath et al. (1992). We further assume that
01,1
O"S! (v) = O
O
and
0"2,1
O"S2(V) = 0"2,2
O
where 0"1,1, 0"2,1, and 0"2,2 are constants. As our base case we use the follow-
ing parameter values:
Slo = 1,
'P2 = -0.25,
'Y = 0.8,
slo = 1,
0"1,1 = 0.2,
t» = 4.
O"= 0.03,
0"2,1 = 0.1,
!i = 0.1,
0"2,2 = 0.15,
'Pl = -0.5,
>. = 0.1,
Based on the choice of volatility structure and parameter values, we have
in Table 4.1 calculated the market values of the guarantees in Proposition
4.1 to 4.8.
From Table 4.1 we can see from the case with 'P2 = 0.25 that changing
the correlation between the return on the reference portfolio and the interest
rates seems to have little effect on the market values of the guarantees. This
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Table 4.1: Market values of the guarantees in Proposition 4.1 - 4.8. Base case
parameter values are Slo = 1, Slo = 1, (7 = 0.03, K = 0.1, 'Pl = -0.5, 'P2 = -0.25,
(71,1 = 0.2, (72,1 = 0.1, (72,2 = 0.15, A = 0.1, 'Y = 0.8, and tN = 4. For the multi-period
guarantee An = /;v' il E {l, 2, 3, 4}.
Base case (/)2 = 0.25 0"2,1 = O 0"2,1 = -0.2 0"2,2 = O
Prop. 4.1 1.14307 1.14307 1.19741 1.33077 1.07966
Prop. 4.2 1.31975 1.31975 1.46131 1.86839 1.16931
Prop. 4.3 1.09382 1.09382 1.14410 1.26947 1.03753
Prop. 4.4 1.25901 1.25901 1.39298 1.77956 1.11794
Prop. 4.5 1.09009 1.08625 1.13623 1.23222 1.05399
Prop. 4.6 1.05471 1.05167 1.09479 1.18334 1.02543
Prop. 4.7 1.08305 1.07951 1.13296 1.23050 1.03452
Prop. 4.8 0.95806 0.96122 0.95550 0.95780 0.95091
Base case A = 0.5 A = -0.3 'Y = 0.3 'Y=1
Prop.4.3 1.09382 1.01048 1.39697 1.09382 1.09382
Prop. 4.4 1.25901 1.10129 1.57300 1.25901 1.25901
Prop. 4.5 1.09009 1.08625 1.13623 1.02736 1.14307
Prop. 4.6 1.05471 1.00400 1.29592 1.01415 1.09382
Prop. 4.7 1.08305 1.01048 1.09009 1.01345 1.09382*
* Since the formula is not well defined for 'Y = 1, we have used 'Y = 0.999.
is in accordance with the knowledge that equity derivatives are not very
sensitive to interest rate movements. By setting 0"2,1 = O, i.e., make the
return on the two portfolios uncorrelated (except for the correlation through
the drift term), the market values increase, except for the guarantee in
Proposition 4.8. This guarantee seems to behave somewhat differently from
the others and will therefore in the following not be commented on. We see a
further increase by setting 0"1,2 = -0.2, i.e., introducing negative correlation
between the return on the two portfolios. In the same way we can also see
a severe reduction in the market values when the correlation is increased
through setting 0"2,2 = o. We can also see that decreasing A increases the
market values of the guarantees that are sensitive to A, while an increase in
'Y increases the market values of the guarantees that are sensitive to 'Y. We
can also see that when 'Y is close to 1 that the guarantee in Proposition 4.7
has the same market value as the guarantee in Proposition 4.3. This follows
since Df - A will always be less than Df for a strictly positive A and the two
guarantees will therefore coincide.
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4.4 Conclusions
We have in this chapter analysed and found closed form solutions for the
market values of a wide range of different relative rate of return guaran-
tees within a stochastic interest rate framework. Even though the minimum
guaranteed rate of return is stochastic in relative guarantees, some of the
results we have derived are in fact less complicated than the corresponding
results for absolute guarantees. This accounts for the guarantees in Propo-
sition 4.1 and 4.3, and even further so for the guarantees in Proposition 4.2
and 4.4. These multi-period rate of return guarantees have the nice feature,
something that is not the case for the absolute multi-period guarantees, that
there are no correlation between the returns, after subtracting the risk-free
interest rate (under the equivalent martingale measure Q), in the different
periods.
We further considered a contract where the minimum guaranteed rate of
return was only a fraction of the return on the reference portfolio, and we saw
that this complicated matters somewhat. A slightly related contract where
the minimum guaranteed rate of return was given as the average return on
the reference portfolio over a given time period was also considered. Also
a multi-period version of this guarantee was considered. However, these
average guarantees led to fairly cumbersome expressions. In addition, the
minimum guaranteed rate of return embedded in pension plans in several
countries, i.e., Argentina, Chile, and Poland, was also analysed and a closed
form solution for the market value was presented. This result also extends
the literature on pricing of options on the maximum or the minimum of two
assets (and related claims) to a stochastic interest rate framework.
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Chapter 5
Defined Contribution and
Defined Benefit Based
Pension Plans
Abstract
In this chapter we address the problem of valuing (corporate)
pension plans, and in particular defined contribution based pen-
sion plans. Several pension plans are proposed, both with and
without rate of return guarantees. Both maturity and annual
guarantees are considered. Emphasis is also given on the risk
exposure for the employees' pensions. For comparison, we have
also given a short analysis of defined benefit based pension plans.
To tie the analysis closer to real-world problems, we allow for
both periodic premium and pension payments and mortality risk
is taken into account. Some new results on forward-start guar-
antees are also derived.
Keywords and phrases: Pension plans, defined contribution based
pension plans, defined benefit based pension plans, forward-start
guarantees.
5.1 Introduction
The aging of the population in most parts of the western world has led to an
increased focus on private pension arrangements, see e.g., The Economist,
May 11'th, 2002 p. 80. Many employees have pension arrangements through
their employers and are members of different corporate pension plans. Tra-
ditionally, most of these pension plans have been so-called defined benefit
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based pension plans. In later years, so-called defined contribution based pen-
sion plans, where the pensions are a function of (among other things) the
return in the financial markets, have increased in popularity. This is likely
to be both because of changes in the laws regulating corporate pension plans
(for instance, defined contribution based pension plans were in Norway not
allowed prior to 2001) and by the fact that the financial markets have his-
torically given a high return on investments.
Pension plans where the employer pays the premiums can be of sig-
nificant economic value for the employee. For instance, for a person who
considers different potential employers, the values of the pension plans the
employers are offering should be taken into account when evaluating the of-
fers. The goal of this chapter is to present a way for the employees to value
and rank different pension plans. We also propose and analyse several fairly
general pension plans.
Many defined contribution based pension plans are not embedded with
any sort of guarantees to reduce the financial risk. This risk can be reduced
by embedding the pension plans with nominal guarantees; i.e., rate of re-
turn guarantees. The theory of arbitrage pricing of contingent claims from
financial economics has proved to be a useful tool in the valuation of rate of
return guarantees, see e.g., Brennan and Schwartz (1976) and Miltersen and
Persson (1999). For an excellent treatment of more complicated guarantees,
see Tiong (2000).
A crucial assumption underlying arbitrage pricing is that the payoff of
the claim that is to be priced can be replicated with some self-financing
trading strategy involving the underlying asset(s) of the claim. The price
of the claim can by arbitrage arguments be seen to coincide with the initial
price of the trading strategy and is termed the arbitrage price. Normally,
neither the employer nor the employee has the possibility to replicate the
(financial) claim that a pension plan represents. However, it does not seem
unreasonable to assume that a pension fund has the possibility, at least
to some extent, to replicate the (financial) claims that are present in its
customers pension plans. In a competitive market, this possibility should
therefore make the arbitrage price of the pension plan equal to the price the
pension fund can charge for the financial part of a pension plan.
The arbitrage price does not take mortality risk into consideration, an
important aspect about pension plans. We use the standard assumption
about independence between financial and mortality risk. By issuing many
similar and statistically independent pension plans, mortality risk can (at
least to some extent) be diversified. We therefore also use the assumption
about risk neutrality with respect to mortality risk. However, it is not possi-
ble for the employees to diversify this risk. Since the employees can neither
replicate the arbitrage price of a pension plan nor diversify mortality risk,
the market value, here defined as the arbitrage price adjusted for mortality
risk, will typically not be the only measure that can be used to rank differ-
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ent pension plans, but as a price measure it may still be better than other
measures not based on economic arguments.
To justify the use of these two assumptions, assume that the employ-
ees can sell (or more realistically, borrow against) the future random cash
flow from their pension plans and use the funds from the sale to construct
portfolios that give them the "optimal" consumption. We can imagine a
market for buying these pension plans. If the buyers are sufficiently large
in terms of the number of policies bought, they should also be risk neutral
with respect to mortality risk. In a competitive market, this and the hedg-
ing possibilities for the buyers of the pension plans should make the market
value equal to the price the employees can sell their pension plans for. Using
these assumptions, the employees can rank different pension plans based on
their market values.
This chapter differs from most of the existing literature on pension plans
and guarantees, not only in that mortality risk is included, but mainly be-
cause we consider both periodic premiums and pension payments. Periodic
premiums were also considered by Brennan and Schwartz (1976), but they
had another approach based on numerical solution of a partial differential
equation. Our approach has the nice feature that it involves closed form so-
lutions based on some extensions of already known pricing results for rate of
return guarantees. Using these guarantees and the concepts laid out above,
we propose different pension plans and show how they can be valued.
Our main focus is on defined contribution based pension plans. Both
pension plans with and without guarantees embedded are analysed. For the
sake of comparison, we also give a short and simplified analysis of defined
benefit based pension plans. The main purpose of this analysis is to show the
difference in financial risk between these two kinds of pension plans. Two
of the main differences is when the risk is present and who gets exposed to
the risk. The defined contribution based pension plan, in its simplest form,
invests deterministic amounts (the premiums) in the financial market. The
premiums accumulate some uncertain return, leading to uncertain pension
payments. Again, in its simplest form, a defined benefit based pension plan
has deterministic pension payments. To achieve these pension payments
when the premiums are invested in an uncertain financial market, the size
of the premiums has to change in accordance with the financial market.
Hence, the financial risk is borne by the employees in a defined contribution
based pension plan, whereas the employers bear this risk in a defined benefit
based pension plan.
A criticism that has been raised against defined contribution based pen-
sion plans has been that the employees get exposed to too much risk, risk
they may not be interested in bearing. We show, by numerical examples
with realistic parameter values, that these pension plans indeed are risky,
even when rate of return guarantees are included. This is supported by
findings in Burtless (2000). He showed by an example, using historical data
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from the US, that the annual pension for a "typical" US citizen who retired
in 1969 would be nearly 100% of his pre-retirement earnings, while a "typ-
ical" US citizen who retired in 1975 only would receive 42%, if they had a
defined contribution based pension plan. This illustrates the high risk in
these kinds of pension plans and why nominal guarantees are of interest.
On the other hand, one of the arguments that has been set in favour for
the contribution based pension plans, contra defined benefit based pension
plans, is that one should expect a higher rate of return when the premiums
are invested in the financial market, leading to a higher expected pension.
The chapter is organised as follows: In section 5.2 we give a description of
our economic model and general set-up. In section 5.3 we analyse different
pension plans. Defined contribution based pension plans are analysed in
subsection 5.3.1 and defined benefit based pension plans are analysed in
subsection 5.3.2. Some concluding remarks are given in section 5.4.
5.2 The Economic Model and Preliminaries
5.2.1 Financial Factors
We use the model of Black and Scholes (1973), in the following referred to
as a Black and Scholes economy. This is a rather simplified, though widely
accepted, model of the financial market. We assume there exists a pension
fund that has a given investment policy. This policy generates some random
return 8[ over the time period from time t to T. We further assume that
there exists an equivalent martingale measure Q, under which the return is
given by the following equation
T 1 28t = (r - "2O"s)(T - t) + O"S(WT - Wt),
where r is the risk-free interest rate and is assumed constant, O"S is the
instantaneous standard deviation of the return on the pension fund and
is also a constant, and WT is a standard Brownian motion with Wt = O.
Sometimes 8 will be referred to as the return on the pension fund.
The customers of the pension fund have accounts that are referred to
as pension accounts. In the rest of this chapter we let the term level of
participation denote what fraction of the return on the pension fund that is
the underlying return on the pension account. The level of participation is
throughout denoted by the parameter 'Y.
The time t arbitrage price of an investment maturing at time T > t of one
unit of account and that accrues the same rate of return as the underlying
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return on the pension account, is given by!
lit (e'Y8T) EQ [e-r(T-t)e 'Y((r-~O"~)(T-t)+O"S(WT-Wt)) l.rt] (5.1)
= e('Y-1)(r+~'Y0"~)(T-t).
More generally, the time t market value of some cash flow XT at time T is
given by
(5.2)
5.2.2 Mortality Factors
The remaining lifetime of a person aged x is given by the stochastic variable
Tx. The probability for a person aged x to survive t more years we denote by
?(Tx > t) = tPx. It is assumed that mortality risk is given on another prob-
ability space than the uncertainty in the financial market; hence, mortality
risk and financial risk are independent by construction.
Given the independence between financial and mortality risk and an
assumption about risk neutrality with respect to mortality risk, it can be
shown that the market values (as defined on page 96) of the claims in (5.1)
and (5.2), if the payment to the investor only will be made if he is alive at
time T, are given by
(5.3)
and
(5.4)
respectively.
5.3 Pension Plans
Let Pi, i E {I, 2, ... ,I}, be the size of the premium payment at time ti if
the employee is still alive. Further, let Pi = PiI{Tx>t;} where I{Tx>t;} is an
indicator function returning the value 1 if the employee is alive at time ti
and Ootherwise. In the same way, let aj, j E {I, 2, ... , J}, be the size of
the pension payment at time Tj and aj = aj I{Tx>Tj}. We define a pension
plan as a sequence of payments
p = {-Pl, -'h, ... ,-PI, al, 0,2, ... , aJ},
lWe let EQ[·] denote the expectation under the equivalent martingale measure Q and
EQ[·IFt] the expectation conditional on F«, the information available at time t.
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thus, the premiums are paid to obtain pension payments at some later points
in time. Further, no premium or pension payments are made after the
employee's death. For a lifelong pension we can think of TJ as being infinite.
The terms of. the pension plan determine the relationship between the
premium payments and the pensions. However, since we are here concerned
with how the employee can value the pension plan and the premiums are
assumed paid by the employer, only the pension payments are of interest,
thus, specifying the premiums will not be necessary. Because of mortality
risk, time-lag between the inception of the pension plan and the premium
payments, level of participation, # 1, and rate of return guarantees that
may possibly be embedded, the premiums will typically not coincide with
the contributions made to the pension account.
For defined contribution based pension plans the contributions to the
employee's pension account are typically a fraction of his salary", while for
defined benefit based pension plans the pension payments are typically a
fraction of the salary. In real-life situations the salary may fluctuate, but
we will implicitly assume that it follows a deterministic function. Since the
uncertainty in the financial market is likely to be higher than what is the
case for the salary, we believe that the mistake done by this assumption is
relatively small.3
5.3.1 Defined ContributionBased Pension Plans
We assume that the employee has a pension account with the pension fund,
and at each time of premium payment the account is debited (contributions
are being made to the account), and when pension payments are being made,
the account is credited. The account will also be debited with the rate of
return that the terms of the pension plan prescribe. If the account has any
positive balance at the time of death, the balance will be distributed to the
pension fund (negative balance will not occur in our pension plans). If the
employee's death occurs before time T (the time of retirement), no more
premium payments will be made.
A crucial assumption for the analysis performed in this subsection is
that any return on the pension fund that exceeds the return debited on the
pension account is not in any way distributed back to the employee. How
this excess return is distributed between the pension fund and the employer
is not of any importance here. However, for the valuation of the pension
plan as seen from the stand point of the pension fund and the employer, this
is highly important, see e.g., Grosen and Jørgensen (2000), Miltersen and
Persson (2002), and Hansen and Miltersen (2002).
2In practice, the contributions may be a more complicated function of the salary.
3Pennacchi (1999) assumed that the salary follows a stochastic process with the same
source of uncertainty as a (hypothetical) asset and used this asset in the determination of
the market value of the contract.
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Maturity Guarantee Since many pension plans have some sort of mini-
mum rate of return guarantee embedded, we will in this and the next para-
graph give a short analysis of two of these guarantees.
Let g be the minimum guaranteed rate of return per unit of time (i.e.,
per year). If the amount ,x is debited on the pension account at time to
and with a maturity guarantee embedded and a level of participation" the
time T payoff is given by ,x max(e 'Y8To,egeT-to)). If no minimum guaranteed
rate of return is included, we can formally set g = -00, and the payoff
then becomes 'xe'Y8T. We denote the time to market value of this contract
G('x, T - to, 'xeg(T-to); ,) and is given by (see e.g., Tiong (2000))
G('x, T - to, 'xeg(T-to); ,) = 'xeh-l)(r+hu~)(T-to)q,(dI) (5.5)
+'xe(g-r)(T-to)q,( d2),
where
( -g+,(r-l)(r+(r-~)17~))(T-to)
,17sJT - to
(g - ,(r - ~17~)) (T - to)
,17sJT - to
and q,(.) is the cumulative normal probability distribution.
Definition 5.1. For some function f(xl, X2, ... , xn), we say that f is. ho-
mogeneous of degree k if
f(txl, tX2, ... , txn) = tk f(xl, X2, .. ·, xn), t > o.
Lemma 5.1. The market value of a maturity guarantee in a Black and
Scholes economy is homogeneous of degree one in the number of units it is
written on.
Proof. This follows trivially from (5.5) since both dl and d2 are independent
of'x. D
Although the above is trivial and can be thought upon as "price = unit
price x quantity", it is an important observation in the case where for
instance ,x is equal to the time to market value of the underlying asset,
something that often is the case for forward-start options and guarantees.
Lemma 5.2. The market value at time O ~ to of the guarantee with time to
market value G('x, T - to, 'xeg(T-to); ,) is given by G(>',T - to, >'eg(T-to); ,),
where >. = e-rto,X.
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Proof. From Lemma 5.1 we have that G(>', T-to, >'eg(T-to); 'Y) can be written
as >'G(l, T - to, eg(T-to); 'Y). The time O market value is then given by4
EQ [e-rto >'G(l, T - to, eg(T-to); 'Y)] = AG(l, T - to, eg(T-to); 'Y)
= G(A, T - to, Aeg(T-to); 'Y).
o
Multi-period guarantee Let us now consider a multi-period (rate of
return) guarantee, or annual guarantee. Again, the amount>' is debited on
the pension account at time to, but now with an annual guarantee embedded.
The investment lasts for N years (let t« be the beginning of the (n + 1)'st
year and tN = T). The final payoff is given by
N-l
x II max (e'Y.5:~+l,eg).
n=O
We denote the time to market value ofthis contract by MG(>', T-to, >.eg;'Y).
It is easily seen that the market value at time to is given by (see e.g., Tiong
(2000))
N-l
MG(>', T - to, >'eg) = >. II G(l, tn+l - tn, eg; 'Y).
n~O
(5.6)
Lemma 5.3. The time O :=:; to market value of the contract with time to
market value MG(>', T - to, >.eg;'Y) is given by MG(A, T - to, egA; 'Y).
Proof. This follows trivially since (5.6) is homogenous of degree one in >.. O
The contracts in Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3 give us the market value of
some contract with a rate of return guarantee included and that starts to
run at some future point in time. We will call these contracts forward-start
guarantee and annual forward-start guarantee, respectively. The result in
Lemma 5.2 with 'Y = 1 can be found in, e.g., Pennacchi (1999), while for
'Y #- 1 and the annual forward-start guarantee in Lemma 5.3 seems to be
new results.
4Notice that for to = Owe have a standard maturity guarantee as analysed by Tiong
(2000) and if we also have that "t = 1 we have the same guarantee as in Brennan and
Schwartz (1976). The result also holds in the case where>. is a linear function of the
market value of the pension fund.
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Annuity Contract with No Guarantee The first pension plan we anal-
yse is one with no rate of return guarantee included. At each time ti,
i E {l, 2, ... , I}, of premium payment, an amount 'xi is debited on the
employee's pension account. The balance on the account earns the fraction
'Y of the return on the pension fund. At the time the employee retires (at
time T ~ tt), the balance on the account is converted to an annuity. We
assume that the annuity only lasts as long as the employee is alive, or pos-
sibly only to some final time horizon TJ ~ T. For a lifelong pension, we can
think of TJ as being infinite. For a finite TJ, the employee can outlive the
pension plan and he may therefore face financial problems if he is still alive
after time TJ. Since there is no minimum guaranteed rate of return on the
pension account, he also faces the risk of a low rate of return on the pension
fund. In particular, his pension is very much exposed to the cumulative
return on the pension fund at the time of retirement when the balance on
his pension account is converted to an annuity. We let Ai = e-rti'xi.
Proposition 5.1. If at each time of premium payment, an amount 'xi is
debited on the employee 's pension account, the time O market value of the
pension payments for a man aged x at time O is given by
I
71'0 =L Aie(!'-I)(r+hCT~)(T-ti)TPx,
i=l
with an annual pension (the first at time Tl)
L:I ~ "fliT'-1 Aie tia = ,- .
L:f=l e-r(Tj-T) (Tj-T)P(x+T)
Proof. Since the balance on the employee's pension account accrues a frac-
tion 'Y of the return on the pension fund, the time T market value of the
account is given by L:{=l 'xie "fliT;. The employee will only be able to convert
the balance on the pension account to an annuity (that at time T has the
same market value as the pension account) if he is still alive at time T.
Using the results in (5.1) and (5.3) and the definition of Ai, it follows that
the time Omarket value of the pension plan is given by
I
71'0 = EQ [e-rT L 'xie "fliT;] TPx
i=l
I
= L Aieb-l)(r+~"fCT~)(T-ti)TPx.
i=l
In the spirit of the principle of equivalence", we require that the time T
5The principle of equivalence roughly states that the insurance premium should be the
present value of the expected cash flow from the insurance contract (see e.g., Persson and
Aase (1994».
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market value of the pension payments (i.e., the annuity) must equal the
market value of the pension account at time T, i.e., (notice that the man is
now aged x + T)
J I
'" -r(T -T) '" \" 'YoTL-t ae J (Tj-T)P(x+T) = L-t /\ie i.
j=l i=l
It then follows that
o
Example: We assume that one company hires a man aged 66 and
who will retire, if still alive, at age 70. If we let today be time O, he will
retire at time 4. The company is to pay three premiums for the man; at
age 67, 68, and 69. He will receive his pensions at the age of 71 and 72,
if still alive. No payments are to be made to his heirs. The pension fund
is assumed to develop as follows: c5? = 0.25, c5~ = -0.10, and c5j = 0.06.
With a level of participation "(= 0.75, this yields a return on the pension
account of 18.75%, -7.50%, and 4.50%. We let r = 0.08 and >-i= 100 for all
i E {l,2, 3}. Mortality risk is taken into account by using mortality table
N1963 (see e.g., Aase (1996)).
The time O market value of the pension payments is equal to
3
'" -o.o8.i100 (O.75-1)·(O.08+1·0.75·0.22)·(4-i)7ro = L-t e . e 2 • 4P66
i=l
= 214.68,
where 4P66 = 0.8775. This plan yields an annual pension of
100. eO.1875-0.075+0.045+ 100· e-O.075+0.045+ 100 . eO.045
a = e-O.08. 1P70+ e-O.08·2. 2P70
= 191.12,
where 1P70= 0.9597 and 2P70= 0.9173.
Annuity Contract with Guarantee Assume that we have the same
kind of pension plan as the one above, but now with a minimum rate of
return guarantee included. The market value of the pension plan varies
with what kind of guarantee that is included. A contract with a maturity
guarantee is typically less expensive than a contract with an annual guar-
antee. With a maturity guarantee included, the employee's pension is not
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so sensitive to the accumulated return on the pension fund at the time of
retirement as the contract with no guarantee. If the accumulated return
on the pension fund is "low" when the employee retires, the guarantee will
become binding and the pension payments will be higher than would have
been the case if no guarantee was included. The maturity guarantee secures
that the average rate of return on the pension plan do not become "low".
However, it is difficult for the employee to make a relatively precise estimate
of the size of the pension payments prior to the time of retirement since the
accumulated return on the pension fund can fluctuate much. The annual
guarantee on the other hand "locks in" the annual return, securing that the
average return within each single year is not too low. This guarantee is
sometimes given the descriptive name "cliquet", which is French for rocket.
With this guarantee the employee can at the end of each year monitor the
realised return on his pension account, reducing the uncertainty in his esti-
mate of the future pension payments. This is probably the reason why the
annual guarantee is used in many countries.
The disadvantage of eliminating the probability of a low rate of return
on the pension account is that it comes at a cost. In particular the annual
guarantee can be quite expensive, and if the employer offers a pension plan
where each employee is given some amount to spend on premium payments,
the idea of having a rate of return guarantee may not be that appealing.
Since the guarantee element comes at a cost, a guarantee will necessarily
reduce the amount of the premium that can be debited on the pension
account. Even in the case of a low rate of return on the pension fund, one
may get a higher pension by choosing the contract with no rate of return
guarantee since it allows one to debit a greater amount on the pension
account."
Proposition 5.2. If at each time of premium payment, an amount Xi is
debited on the pension account and there is a maturity guarantee embedded,
then the time Omarket value of the pension payments for a man aged x at
time O is given by
I
7ro! = '"' G(.x· T - t· .x·eg(T-ti). '"V)TP~ ", t, t 'I x»
i=!
6Assume that there is only one premium and that it is paid at time 0, and that there
is just one pension payment that is made at time T. It is easily seen that the following
inequality has to be satisfied for the contract with a maturity guarantee to give a higher
pension than the contract with no guarantee
"T gT -lnG(l,T,egT;,)
UD < .,
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with an annual pension
""! A·max(eI'6[; e9(T-ti»)al _ L...-t=l t ,
. - 2:}=1 e-r(Tj-T) (Tj-T)P(x+T) .
Proof. By using the forward-start guarantee in Lemma 5.2 the result follows
in the exact same manner as in the proof of Proposition 5.1. O
Proposition 5.3. If at each time of premium payment, an amount Ai is
debited on the pension account and there is an annual guarantee embedded,
then the time Omarket value of the pension payments for a man aged x at
time O is given by
I
7r5 =LMG(Ai, T - ti, Aie9; 'Y)TPx,
i=l
with an annual pension
""I - nN-1 (,6tn+1 9)
2 L...-i=l Ai n=i max e tn ,e
a = 2:}=1 e-r(TrT) (TrT)P(x+T)
Proof. By using the forward-start guarantee in Lemma 5.3 the result follows
in the exact same manner as in the proof of Proposition 5.1. D
Example: Let us now see what would have happened in the above
example if the pension plan had a rate of return guarantee included: We
assume that the minimum guaranteed rate of return is given by g . (4 - i),
i E {l, 2, 3}, where g = 0.04.
3
7r6 =LG(100 . e-o.os.i, 4 - i, e-O.OS.i . 100· eO.04.(4-i); 0.75) . 4P66 = 228.42,
i=l
where we have used that
G(lOO . e-o.os, 4 - 1, e-o.os . 100· eO.04.(4-1); 0.75) . 4P66 = 81.38,
G(lOO . e-O.OS.2, 4 - 2, e-O.OS·2 . 100· eO.04.(4-2); 0.75) . 4P66 = 76.16,
and
G(lOO· e-O.OS.3, 4 - 3, e-O.OS.3 . 100· eO.04.(4-3); 0.75) . 4P66 = 70.88.
In table 5.1 we have computed the gross return at the time ofretirement
on the pension account, both with and without a maturity guarantee. As
we can see, it is only for the second premium that the guarantee becomes
binding.
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Table 5.1: The gross return on the pension account at the time of retirement. Maturity
guarantee. The "values" are at time T.
Value of one unit
deposited on the
pension account
Value of one unit Value of one
with the minimum unit invested in
guaranteed return contract with
First premium
Second premium
Third premium
eO.1875-0.075+0.045 = 1.17058
e-O.075+0.045 = 0.97045
eO.045 = 1.04603
eO.04.3 = 1.12750
eO.04.2 = 1.08329
eO.04 = 1.04081
guarantee
1.17058
1.08329
1.04603
Table 5.2: The gross return on the pension account at the time of retirement. Annual
guarantee.
Value at time of retirement of an investment of one unit in the pension
contract with an annual rate of return guarantee included
First premium max(eO.1875, eO.04) . max(e-O.075, eO.04) . max(eO.045, eO.04)
= eO.1875+0.04+0.045 = 1.31324
max(e-O.075, eO.04) . max(eO.045, eO.04) = eO.04+0.045 = 1.08872
max( eO.045, eO,04) = eO.045 = 1.04603
Second premium
Third premium
Using the numbers in Table 5.1, we find that this plan gives an annual
pension of
100. eO.1875-0.075+0.045 + 100· eO.04·2 + 100 . eO.045
e-O.08 . lP70 + e-O.08·2 . 2P70
= 197.89.
The difference in the annual pension of 6.77 for this plan and the one
with no guarantee is fully due to the fact that the guarantee is binding for
the second premium, yielding a higher rate of return. I.e.,
100 . (eO.04.2 _ e-O.075+0.045)
8 ° 2 =6.77.e-o.o . lP70 + e- .08· . 2P70
If the pension plan had an annual guarantee included, the time Omarket
value of the pension payments would be
3
7l'5 = LMG(lOO . e-O.08.i, 4 - i, eO.04 . 100· e-O.08.i; 0.75) . 4P66 = 237.45.
i=1
Using the numbers in Table 5.2, we find that this plan gives an annual
pension of
100 . eO.1875+0.04+0.045 + 100 . eO.04+0.045 + 100 . eO.045
a
2 = 008 0082 = 206.77.e-' . lP70 + e-' . . 2P70 ---
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The increase in the annual pension is now due to the increased return on
the first and the second premium.
Alternative Contract with Guarantee In the plans analysed above the
employee does not enjoy any "high" return on the pension fund after he has
retired. Assume instead a pension plan where the balance on the employee's
pension account accrues a fraction 'Y of the return on the pension fund until
the time of pension payment. There are many ways in which such a plan
can be constructed, but we will here only consider one of the possibilities.
We let each premium be divided into J parts, one for each pension
payment." We further equip each part of the premium that is debited on
the employee's pension account with a rate of return guarantee maturing at
the time of pension payment, i.e., time Tj, j E {I, 2, ... , J}.
The advantage of this plan, compared to the one where the balance on
the pension account is converted to an annuity at the time of retirement, is
that the employee now will benefit from any high return on the pension fund
also when he is retired. The pension payments are no longer so sensitive
to the accumulated return on the pension fund at time T when he retires.
This gives a better diversification over time. In addition, he also has a floor
for how low the pension can get, though the floor may be lower than the
pension the annuity would have given.
- J-
We assume that an amount Ai = 2::j=l Ai,j, i E {l, 2, ... ,I}, j E
{I, 2, ... , J}, is debited on the pension account at each time ti. It is further
assumed that each ~i,j is embedded with a guarantee maturing at time Tj.
Let A' . = e-rti~. ..t,] t,]
Proposition 5.4. If at each time of premium payment, the J amounts ~i,j,
i E {1,2, ... ,1}, j E {1,2, ... ,J}, are debited on the employee's pension
account and there are maturity guarantees embedded, each maturing at each
time Tj, then the time O market value of the pension payments for a man
aged x at time O is given by
I J
7ro3 = "'" "'" G(A' . T· - t· A' ·eg(Tj-ti). "')T·pL....tL....t t,],] t, t,] , I J x,
i=l j=l
with a pension at time Tj
Proof. By using the forward-start guarantee in Lemma 5.2 the result follows
in the exact same manner as in the proof of Proposition 5.1. O
7To avoid to much uncertainty in the return after the employee has retired, we will
only consider plans with rate of return guarantees included.
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Proposition 5.5. If at each time of premium payment, the J amounts )..i,j,
i E {1, 2, ... ,I}, j E {l, 2, ... , J}, are debited on the employee 's pension
account and there are annual guarantees embedded, each maturing at each
time 'Ij, then the time O market value of the pension payments for a man
aged x at time O is given by
I J
7r6 =L L MG(Ai,j, Tj - ti, Ai,jeg; 'Y)TjPx,
i=l j=l
with a pension at time Tj
where tNj = Tj > tI.
Proof. By using the forward-start guarantee in Lemma 5.3 the result follows
in the exact same manner as in the proof of Proposition 5.1. O
Example: Assume, in addition to the assumptions in the previous ex-
amples, that <S~ = 0.30 and <SE = -0.15, i.e., if no guarantee was included,
the return on the pension account would have been 22.5% and -11.25%. We
let )..i,5 = )..i,6 = 50, i E {l, 2, 3}.
The time O market value of the pension payments with a maturity guar-
antee included is equal to
3 2
7r5 L L G(e-O.OS.i ·50,4 + j - i, e-O.OS.i ·50· eO.04'(4+j-i); 0.75)4+jP66
i=l j=l
= 209.93,
where 5P66 = 0.8421 and 6P66 = 0.8049.
The pension at age 71 and 72 are equal to
a~l = max (50, eO.lS75-0.075+0.045+0.225, 50· eO.04.(4+1-1))
+max (50, e-O.075+0.045+0.225, 50. eO.04.(4+1-2))
+max (50. eO.045+0.225, 50. eO.04'(4+1-3))
= 199.56
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and
a~2 = max (50. eO.l875-0.075+0.045+0.225-0.1125, 50. eO.04.(4+2-l))
+max (50. e-O.075+0.045+0.225-0.1125, 50. eO.04.(4+2-2))
+max (50 . eO.045+0.225-0.1125, 50 . eO.04'(4+2-3))
= 182.70,
respectively. With an annual minimum rate of return guarantee the corre-
sponding numbers are 7l"6 = 231.85, ajl = 215.90, and aj2 = 224.71.
Comparison of the Contracts Finally, we end the analysis of defined
contribution based pension plans by showing the probability density func-
tions for the pensions received in the different plans. This is done to give
a feeling of the risk in each of the pension plans we have considered above,
and it also makes it easier to compare the risk in the different plans.
We assume that there are seven premium payments, the first at time O
and the last at time 6. The employee retires at time 7. The pensions are paid
at time 8,9, and 10. To make a fair comparison between the different plans,
the employer will at each time of premium payment pay one unit of account
in premium. This premium shall both cover any guarantees included in the
plans and the amount to be debited on the employee's pension account.
It is assumed that the fund has a yearly drift rate Il = 0.12, (TS = 0.20,
and 9 = 0.04. Mortality risk is not included in these calculations and "Y = 1.
The density for the pensions at time 8, 9, and 10 are given in Figure 5.1,
5.2, and 5.3, respectively.
The pension plans with the annuity and a maturity guarantee and an
annual guarantee embedded are denoted #1 and #2, respectively. The
second kind of pension plans with the corresponding guarantees are denoted
#3 and #4.
From figure 5.1 - 5.3 we can see, even when rate of return guarantees
are included, that the pension is fairly risky in a defined contribution based
pension plan, supporting the findings in Burtless (2000).
It should be mentioned that for these pension plans to have a zero time O
market value, the premiums the employer pays must be eri, i E {O,1, ... , 6}.
The difference eri - 1 can be thought upon as a compensation to the pension
fund for "delaying" the premium payments from time Oto i, though this is
not important for the example.
5.3.2 Defined Benefit Based Pensions Plans
For the defined contribution based pension plans we saw that the employee's
pension account accrued a fraction "Y of the stochastic return on the pension
fund, possibly with a minimum rate of return guarantee embedded. This
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Figure 5.1: Probability density functions for the pensions in the first year. #1 and #2
are contracts with annuity and maturity guarantee and annual guarantee embedded,
respectively. #3 and #4 are the second kind of contract with a maturity guarantee
and an annual guarantee embedded, respectively. Premiums of one unit of account are
paid at time 0,1, ... ,6, with pension payments at time 8, 9, and 10. The employee
retires at time 7. Mortality risk is not included. IL = 0.12, Us = 0.20, and 9 = 0.04.
gave some, randomly sized, pension payments when the employee had re-
tired. The size of the contributions to be made by the employer was fixed
in the plan. The defined benefit based pension plans are somewhat opposite
of the contribution based pension plans. Here it is the size of the pension
payments in the plan that is fixed, and it is therefore the premiums that
will fluctuate in accordance with the financial market.
Historically, the defined benefit based pension plans have in some coun-
tries, e.g., in Norway, been the only available corporate pension plan.
To model the financial uncertainty in a defined benefit based pension
plan, we will now assume that there exists a bond market, and the risk-free
interest rate will no longer be assumed constant. More precisely, we assume
that the instantaneous forward rate at time s, as seen from time t ::; s, is
given by, under the equivalent martingale measure Q,
f(t, s) = f(O, s) + fot uf(v, s)18Uf(V, u)dudv + fot u(v, s)dWv,
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Figure 5.2: Probability density functions for the pensions in the second year. #1 and
#2 are contracts with annuity and maturity guarantee and annual guarantee embedded,
respectively. #3 and #4 are the second kind of contract with a maturity guarantee
and an annual guarantee embedded, respectively. Premiums of one unit of account are
paid at time 0,1, ... ,6, with pension payments at time 8, 9, and 10. The employee
retires at time 7. Mortality risk is not included. JL = 0.12, Us = 0.20, and 9 = 0.04.
where erf(t, s) is a volatility function. The short-term interest rate Tt =
f(t, t). This specification of the interest rates is due to Heath et al. (1992).
The analysis performed in this section is highly idealised and its main
purpose is only to shed some light into the underlying structure of these
kinds of pension plans and to make it easier to see the differences between
defined contribution and defined benefit based pension plans.
A Simple Defined Benefit Based Pension Plan Consider a pension
plan where the employee receives a pension payment aJ at each time Tj,
j E {I, 2, ... , J}, if still alive. This would be a defined benefit of aJ, and
would coincide with what pensions the employee typically could get in a
defined benefit based pension plan.
Let
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Figure 5.3: Probability density functions for the pensions in the third year. #1 and
#2 are contracts with annuity and maturity guarantee and annual guarantee embedded,
respectively. #3 and #4 are the second kind of contract with a maturity guarantee
and an annual guarantee embedded, respectively. Premiums of one unit of account are
paid at time 0,1, ... ,6, with pension payments at time 8, 9, and 10. The employee
retires at time 7. Mortality risk is not included. IL = 0.12, as = 0.20, and 9 = 0.04.
i.e., for aJ = 1, aj is the time Omarket value of a zero-coupon bond maturing
at time Tj, P(O, Tj).
Proposition 5.6. The time Omarket value of the pension payments aJ at
time Tj, j E {l, 2, ... , J}, in a defined benefit based pension plan for a man
aged x at time O is given by
J
11'8 = LajTjPX'
j=1
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Proof. The time Omarket value can be expressed as
J T
7r8 = L aJe- Jo J !(O,v)dvTjPX
j=1
J
= LajTjPx,
j=1
and follows from (5.4) and the definition of aj. D
Example: Assume that the same employee as in the previous examples
instead can get a defined benefit based pension plan. Let the initial term
structure of interest be flat and equal to 8.00%, i.e., f(O, s) = 0.08 for all
s E [0,6]. The time O market value of the pension payments is then given
by (for an annual benefit of 100)
6
7r8 =L 100 . e- Jg O.08dvjP66 = 106.25.
j=5
Protection Against High Premiums Especially for contracts that last
for a long time, changes in the level of interest rate can expose the employer
to a considerably amount of risk. It can therefore be of interest to reduce
some of this risk by using the market for financial derivatives. For instance,
assume that the employer wants to secure that a future premium payment
will not be too high. This can easily be done by buying call options that are
written on a money market account (i.e., an asset that accrues the short-
term interest rate) and that matures at the time of premium payment.
For simplicity we assume that there is one premium to be paid at time
t ~ O for a pension to be received at time Tj > t. Since we require that the
time O market value of the premiums must equal the time O market value of
the pension payments, it is easily seen that the premium at time t is given
by
a. T-PxPt = e'" P(O, Tj)_J_,
tPx
where e{3t= eJ~ rvdv. This follows since the premium only will be paid if the
employee is still alive at time t.
If the employer wants the premium to stay below some ceiling X, this is
equivalent to saying that he wants the premium Pt to satisfy
Pt = min(pt, X) = - max( -Pt, -X)
= Pt - max(pt - X, O)
= e{3tP(O,T)TjPX _P(O,T)TjPX max(ef3t -X,O),
tPx tPx
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where
This means that if the employer wants the premium not to exceed X, he can
achieve this by buying P(O, T) TjPx units of a call option maturing at time
tPx
t and that is written on the money market account and with strike price
equal to X.
The market value of a call option on the money market account can be
found in Persson and Aase (1997) and Miltersen and Persson (1999), and
for our problem it is given by
Co = cfI(ds) - XP(O, t)cfI(d6),
where
ds
-ln(XP(O,t)) + !O"~t
O"(3t
and
Example: It is known that for the model of Vasicek (1977) we have
the relationship (see e.g., Miltersen and Persson (1999))
We will assume that O"v = O" and litt = Ii are constants. By straightforward
calculations we find that
We use the same term structure as above. In addition we let Ii = 0.10
and O" = 0.03. Let us consider a premium to be paid at age 69 for a pension
to be received at age 71 for an employee aged 66.
If the employer wants to secure that the average annual interest he is
paying for delaying the premium payment from time Oto 3 does not exceed
10%, this means that X = 0.824, yielding X = 1.3495, where we have used
that 3P66 = 0.9109 and SP66 = 0.8421. The market value of one call option
is equal to 0.011. This means that for Q = 100, the employer has to pay, at
time O, 0.68 for the protection against a high premium at time 3. This is
about 1.20% of the market value of the pension payment.
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5.4 Conclusions
We have in this chapter taken the viewpoint of an employee and showed
how he can value defined contribution based pension plans. Both contracts
with and without guarantees have been constructed and analysed. Forward-
start guarantees have been shown to be a well-suited tool for analysing
these pension plans when guarantees are embedded. We have also showed
that, even when there is a rate of return guarantee included in the pension
plan, that the contribution based pension plan imposes a lot of risk on
the employee upon retirement. Finally, we have showed how to evaluate a
defined benefit based pension plan by using zero-coupon bonds. In contrast
to the defined contribution based pension plan that imposes risk on the
employee, we have showed that for a defined benefit based pension plan,
the financial risk is basically born by the party paying the premiums, i.e.,
the employer. We also showed how the employer could use the market for
financial derivatives to reduce the risk of high premiums.
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Chapter 6
Numerical Evaluation of
Compound Options
Abstract
In this chapter we study the pricing of compound options within
the model proposed by Amin and Jarrow (1992), i.e., an ex-
tension of the model of Heath et al. (1992) to also incorporate
risky assets such as stocks. There is, to the best of our knowl-
edge, no known closed form solution for the market value of a
compound option under stochastic interest rates, so the pricing
issue is approached by Monte Carlo simulation. A unified and
arbitrage-free approach for simulation within the Heath, Jarrow,
and Morton framework is presented. Using variance reduction
techniques, we are able to obtain very efficient estimators and we
are also, for practical purposes, able to eliminate known prob-
lems with discretisation bias. In addition, we also show that
so-called exact simulation can be used within a Gaussian Heath,
Jarrow, and Morton framework, leading to very efficient and un-
biased estimators.
Keywords and phrases: Compound options, Heath, Jarrow, and
Morton term structure model of interest rates, Monte Carlo sim-
ulation, stratified sampling, importance sampling, the control
variate method.
6.1 Introduction
A compound option is an option that has another option as the underlying
asset. Geske (1977) and Geske (1979) were the first to analyse compound
options and the focus was primarily on applications in corporate finance.
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Other interpretations and applications within the same framework have later
been presented; see e.g., Carr (1988) who dealt with an exchange option that
was written on another exchange option.
We limit our .analysis to a call option written on a call option, which
again is written on a stock. The major difference between our framework
and that of Geske (1979) is that we allow for stochastic interest rates. This
is, to the best of our knowledge, a problem that has not previously been given
much attention in the literature. However, an attempt to value the claim
in closed form solution was given by Geman et al. (1995). The structure
of the compound option is such that a closed form solution for the market
value is not easily obtainable under any model with stochastic interest rates.
We have therefore analysed the claim by the use of numerical methods, i.e.,
Monte Carlo simulation. For generality we have adopted the model of Heath
et al. (1992) and the extensions made by Amin and Jarrow (1992). This is a
framework that includes most of the term structure models of interest rates
analysed in the literature as special cases.
In general, simulation within the Heath, Jarrow, and Morton framework
requires a discretisation of the stochastic differential equation describing
the forward rates. To avoid arbitrage opportunities in the discrete model, a
great deal of care is required when choosing the discretisation. We show how
the stochastic differential equation must be discretisised in order to avoid
arbitrage opportunities.! We have implemented several variance reduction
techniques to reduce the time consumption in the simulations. One of the
techniques, the control variate method, also seems to eliminate any problem
with discretisation bias.
It is not a general feature of the control variate method that it eliminates
the problem with discretisation bias. However, the simplicity of the method
makes it very appealing. If we are to obtain a realistic model of the financial
market, we often end up with a model that is analytical intractable in the
sense that market values cannot be expressed by closed form solutions. By
constructing assets within an analytical tractable model that are highly
correlated with the assets in an analytical intractable model, the control
variate method may often be very effective. We illustrate this at the end of
the chapter by using the model of Vasicek (1977) as the analytical tractable
model and the model of Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) as the analytical
intractable model. The asset in the analytical tractable model is then used
as a control variate in the estimation of the market value of the asset in the
analytical intractable model.
As a special case, we show that it is possible to perform the simulation
without a discretisation of the stochastic differential equation(s) when as-
suming a Gaussian Heath, Jarrow, and Morton framework. The advantage
lA similar result that is better suited for calibration to market data can be found in
Andersen (1997).
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of this is twofold. First, it makes calculations way faster. For a given time
budget, this makes it possible to increase the number of simulations and
thereby increasing the precision in the estimate of the market value of the
option. Second, the problem with discretisation bias is totally circumvented.
The chapter is organised as follows: In section 6.2 we give a description
of our economic model. In section 6.3 a short description of a compound
option is given. In section 6.4 we give an overview of Monte Carlo simulation,
including some variance reduction techniques. Some of the special features
of Monte Carlo simulation within the Heath, Jarrow, and Morton framework
are analysed in section 6.5. Section 6.6 analyses so-called exact simulation
within a Gaussian Heath, Jarrow, and Morton framework. Numerical results
are presented in section 6.7. Section 6.8 concludes. In addition, appendix C
contains the derivation of a closed form solution for the market value of a
control variate for the compound option. It also shows how exact simulation
can be used to estimate the market value of the compound option and the
control variate.
6.2 The Economic Model and Preliminaries
We assume a continuous trading economy on the time interval [0,7], for
some fixed horizon T > O, and with no transaction costs. A filtered proba-
bility space (O,:F, IF,P) is fixed, where O is the state space, :F is a ø-algebra,
IF= {:Ft, °~t ~ T} is a filtration where :FT = :F and :Fo = {Ø, O}, where ø
is the empty set, and P is a probability measure. The ø-algebra is generated
by ad-dimensional, d 2: 1, Brownian motion, Wt. When Wt is multidimen-
sional, the i'th element, i ~ d, is denoted wf. We further assume a complete
market, i.e., there exists one unique equivalent martingale measure Q, see
e.g., Harrison and Kreps (1979) and Harrison and Pliska (1981).
Following the model of Heath et al. (1992), the instantaneous continu-
ously compounded forward rate at time s as seen from time t, t ~ s ~ T,
under the equivalent martingale measure Q, is given by
f(t,s) = f(O,s) + fot CTf(V,s) 18CTf(v,u)dudv+ fot CTf(v,s)dWv, (6.1)
where CTf(t, s) is the volatility function for the instantaneous continuously
compounded forward rate at time s, satisfying same technical regularity
conditions, see Heath et al. (1992). This volatility function can be a fairly
general function of both time and the forward curve, implying that neither
the short-term interest rate, obtained by setting s equal to t, i.e., Tt = f(t, t),
nor the forward rates need to be Markov. We also assume that there is a
continuum of bonds that trade in the market. Deterministic interest rates
correspond formally to CT f (t, s) = O.
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We let the market value of a non-dividend paying stock be given under
the equivalent martingale measure Q by the equation
St = So + fot TvSvdv + fot O"s(v)SvdWv,
where TtSt satisfies the integrability condition J~ ITvSvldv < 00 almost surely
for all t. Here O"s(t) is a volatility function and satisfies the square integra-
bility condition E [J~(O"s(v)Sv)2dv] < 00 (for further details on integrability
conditions, see e.g., Duffie (1996)).2
We also assume that there exists an instantaneously risk-free asset that
accrues interest according to the short-term interest rate. This asset is
denoted a money market account and the time t market value is given by
Mt = Mo + fot TvMvdv, Mo= 1, (6.2)
where TtMt satisfies the integrability condition J~ ITvMvldv < 00 almost
surely for all t.
To perform numerical evaluation of the compound option, we need a
closer specification of the volatility structure. We use two different models.
Model 1 We first study a Gaussian model with the volatility structure
and
O"f(v, u) = O"e-K(u-v) ( 'P )
~'
where o"s, 0", K, and 'P are constants. This corresponds to the model of Va-
sicek (1977), and is Gaussian since the volatilities are only time dependent.
Here K is the force at which the short-term interest rate reverts to some
long-term mean level.
The return on the money market account in a Gaussian model, under
the equivalent martingale measure Q, is given by (see e.g., Miltersen and
Persson (1999))
r 1 rit!3t= Jo Tvdv=-lnP(0,t)+20"~t+ Jo v O"f(v,u)dudWv, (6.3)
2Note that in the multidimensional case both (1/(8, t) and us(t) are vectors, but the
interpretation should be obvious.
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where P(O, t) is the time zero market value of a zero-coupon bond maturing
at time t and O'~ is the variance of the return on the money market account
and is given by
O'~t= lt (it O'f(V, u)du r dv.
The return on the stock under the equivalent martingale measure Q is
given by
(6.4)
with variance
0'1t = O'~t+ 2l
t
O's(v) it O'f(v,u)dudv + lt O'~(v)dv. (6.5)
Unless otherwise specified, this will be the model that is used throughout
the chapter.
Model 2 For the second model, we do the following change in the volatility
structure (see e.g., Miltersen and Persson (1999))
where
In this model the volatility structure depends on the short-term interest
rate, and is therefore non-Gaussian.
The Heath et al. (1992) model with the above volatility structure corre-
sponds to a short-term interest rate model of the form
Tt = TO+ fot ",((}v - Tv)dv + lt O'y'TvdWv,
under the equivalent martingale measure Q. This is the term structure
model proposed by Cox et al. (1985). As for model T, '" can also here
be interpreted as the force of gravitation. Further, (}v is associated with the
reversion level and O'is a volatility parameter. The parameter .A is associated
with the risk premium, ¢(Tt), in the following way (for details, see Heath
et al. (1992))
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6.3 The Compound Option
In this chapter we assume that the compound option is written on a standard
call option that iswritten on a stock. From Merton (1973) we know that the
time Omarket value of the call option under (Gaussian) stochastic interest
rates is given by
where
ln( So ) + 1(72
dl(T) = XP(O,T) 2 fiT,
(7f1T
T is the time to maturity, X is the exercise price, and <p(.) is the cumulative
normal probability distribution.
Geske (1979) analysed a compound option within the framework of Black
and Scholes (1973), i.e., under deterministic interest rates. He found that
the time Omarket value is given by the following expression
1r6 So<p(dl, d2, p) - X2P(O, T2)<P(dl - (7sV'K., d2 - (7sJT;, pX6.6)
-XIP(O, TI)<p(dl - (7sV'K.),
where
p = fKVT;'
and <p(a, b, p) is the cumulative standard bivariate normal probability distri-
bution evaluated at the points a and b and with correlation p. The compound
option can be exercised at time Tl at a cost of X l, while the call option can
be exercised at time T2 > Tl at a cost of X2. Here s" is the critical value of
STI that makes the inequality''
hold with equality. Thus, s" is the lowest time Tl stock price for which
the compound option will be exercised. That there exists a unique s" for
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all Xl E (0,00) follows since the market value of the call option is strictly
increasing in the stock price.
The only work that we have found that deals with the evaluation of
compound options under stochastic interest rates is Geman et al. (1995).
They derived an expression for the market value which is equal to equation
(6.6).
Of course, also under (Gaussian) stochastic interest rates the inequality
in (6.7) has to be satisfied for the compound option to be exercised. However,
P(TI, T2) is an FT1-measurable random variable. Since s" is a function of
P(TI, T2), it is also a random variable, not a parameter known at time
t < Tl. Hence, the result in Geman et al. (1995) is likely to be flawed. To
us it seems like a closed form solution for the market value of a compound
option is not obtainable under stochastic interest rates.
6.4 Monte Carlo Simulation
Monte Carlo simulation has proved to be a useful tool in the pricing of deriva-
tive assets, see e.g., Boyle, Broadie, and Glasserman (1997). The market
values of financial derivatives in a complete market are found by calculating
expected deflated cash flows under the equivalent martingale measure Q.
Monte Carlo simulation can be used to estimate this expectation.
As an illustration we first study the case with a constant interest rate
T. Let4 e-rTn-T(i) be a random variable representing the discounted simu-
lated time T payoff of a derivative asset of European type. The variance of
e-rT n-T(i) is defined as <T;. An estimate of the market value at time O using
N simulations is given by
1 N
A '"' -rT A (')71"0 = N ~ e 7I"T z ,
i=l
(6.8)
a random variable with variance
2
2 <T7r
<Tir = N'
The variance <T; is normally not known, but can be estimated by (the random
variable)
N 1 N 1 N 2
A2 ('"'( -rT A ('))2 ( '"' -rr A (')) )<T7r = N _ 1 N ~ e 7I"T z - N ~ e 7I"T z .
i=l i=l
To get a more efficient estimate of 71"0, we can increase N or use variance
reduction techniques to reduce <T;.
4That a quantity is estimated or simulated is emphasised by using a hat.
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6.4.1 Variance Reduction Techniques
There is a wide range of different techniques that can be applied to reduce a;.
For a broad description of several techniques that have proved to be useful
in financial applications, see Boyle et al. (1997). We will in this subsection
illustrate three techniques; stratified sampling, importance sampling, and
control variates. The techniques are illustrated on a standard call option
and on a compound call option. We consider a call option that matures
in six months (T = 0.5). The underlying option of the compound option
is assumed to mature in one year, while the compound option has to be
exercised in six months (Tl = 0.5 and T2= 1). We use the results of Black
and Scholes (1973) to calculate the time Tl market value of the underlying
option. The initial stock price is set equal to 100. We assume a constant
interest rate equal to 8.00%. The exercise price for the compound option
(Xl) is set equal to 10. The remaining parameter values, i.e., the volatility
and the exercise price for the call option, are changed from example to
example.
Using the stock price process in section 6.2, assuming deterministic in-
terest rates and a time independent volatility function, the i'th simulated
time t stock price is given by
where ei is a random variable. For standard Monte Carlo simulation, impor-
tance sampling, and the control variate method, we have that ei '" N(O, 1).
More details about the sampling procedures for the different variance reduc-
tion techniques are given in the paragraphs below.
Closed Form Solution (CF) and Monte Carlo Simulation (MC)
The estimates of the market values of the call option and the compound
option using the different variance reduction techniques are given in Table
6.1 and 6.2 on page 130 and 131, respectively. For comparison, we have also
reported the market values found by the closed form solutions of Black and
Scholes (1973) and Geske (1979)5 and by standard Monte Carlo simulation.
The Monte Carlo simulation is based on 10.000 simulations (the estimates
5The only parameter in the formula of Geske (1979) that is not directly observable is
the critical time Tl stock price s" that makes 1l"Tt = Xl. s" can be calculated numerically
by Newton's method.
Let hes) = 1l"Tt - Xl for s = STt. We need to find s" such that 9(S') = O. Using
Newton's method, this yields, for the n + 1'st iteration, n E {O,1, ... ,N - I},
Sn+l
h(sn)
Sn - h'(sn)
Xl +X2P(TI,T2)<I>(dl- us~)
<I>(dl)
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of the standard errors are reported in parenthesis below the estimates of the
market values).
Stratified Sampling (SS) Consider dividing the interval [0,1] into N
uniform and disjoint subintervals. These subintervals are known as strata.
Denote the i'th stratum, i E {I, 2, ... ,N}, by Uio Then, by sampling a uni-
formly distributed random variable U, we can obtain a uniformly distributed
random variable Ui in stratum U; by doing the following transformation
i+u-l
Ui = N
By using an inverse transform for the cumulative normal probability distri-
bution, Ui can be used to obtain a random variable ei in the i'th stratum of
the normal probability distribution, i.e.,
ei = ~-1 (Ui),
where ~-1(.) is the inverse cumulative normal probability distribution and
has to be approximated numerically. We have used the approximation
of Hasting (1955).6 By construction, the probability that a normal dis-
tributed random variable will lie in the i'th stratum is equal to ~ for all
iE{1,2, ... ,N}.
The stratification that minimises the variance, for a fixed number of
random variables, is the stratification that has the same probability in each
stratum and where only one random variable is sampled from each stratum,
see e.g., Fishman (1996).
When we have a vector with the ei 's, the market value can be estimated
by the formula in (6.8). The estimates of the market values of the call
option and the compound option are given in Table 6.1 and 6.2, respectively.
For the estimates of the market values we have used 3.000 strata with one
sample from each stratum, and for the estimates of the standard errors we
have used 1.000 samples from each stratum. We found that sampling one
random variable by stratified sampling is approximately three times as time
consuming as sampling one by standard Monte Carlo, and we have therefore
only used 3.000 simulations for this approach, compared to 10.000 for the
others.
This seems to be a fairly efficient method in terms of low standard er-
rors. Notice three things about the standard errors; they increase with the
volatility, they are constant in the exercise price of the call option, and they
are also about the same for both the call option and the compound option.
where
dl = ln( P(Tl:T2)X2) + ~(7HT2 - Tl)
(7S~
and N is the smallest integer such that Ih(sN)1 < E, where E is small and we let s" = SN.
6This approximation has an error less than 0.45 x 10-3.
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Importance Sampling (IS) Importance sampling takes into account
that there may exist another probability measure than Q, under which we
can obtain a more efficient estimator for the market value of the derivative
asset. As usual, the change of probability measure is done by the use of
a Radon-Nikodym derivative, also called a likelihood function. Both Boyle
et al. (1997) and Andersen (1995) have used this technique to financial appli-
cations with success. For a more general discussion of importance sampling,
see e.g., Fishman (1996).
Boyle et al. (1997) showed that by defining a likelihood function L and
by replacing the drift term runder Q (assuming a constant interest rate)
by J.l under some equivalent probability measure QJ-L, the following equation
holds
EQ [ max (Sr - X, O)] = EQI1-[ max (Sr - X, O)L],
L = (Sr) (r-J-L)/u
2
. ((J.l2 - r2)T (r - J.l)T)
So exp 20"2 + 2 .
The idea is to find the probability measure QJ-L that minimises the variance
of max(Sr - X, O). Finding the optimal J.l is not trivial, but we can often
find a J.l that reduces the variance compared to the variance under Q.
The choice of L made by Boyle et al. (1997) is best suited for the case
with a stock and deterministic interest rates. We will here pursue a similar
approach where we define a Radon-Nikodym derivative L, under a proba-
bility measure Q"Y, as8
l rt 2d rt dWQ"YL - e-2 Jo '"tv V-Jo '"tv vt - ,
thus,
N
-ITo = ~ L: e-ØT-ITr(i)Lr.
i=l
Andersen (1995) describes this approach as a "reversed" change of prob-
ability measure. For instance, we have under the probability measure Q'"t
that
1 t it [tit(3t=-lnP(0,t)+20"~+ Jo "tv v O"f(v,u)dudv+ Jo v O"f(V,u)dudW;r
7Notice that there is a typo in Boyle et al. (1997) p. 1284. L is there defined as
_ (ST) (r_p.)!q2 • (J-L2 - r2)T)
L- S exp 2 •o 2u
SIf we want to increase the drift of, say, a stock, the sign in front of the dW -term must
be negative and positive otherwise (given that J; 1vdv > O).
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and
1 rt t8t = f3t - 20"~(v)dv + Jo "tvO"s(v)dv + Jo O"s(v)dW~"Y,
where W~"Y is a standard Brownian motion under Qr. Using this (and
assuming some technical regularity conditions), e-f3tStLt is a martingale
under the probability measure Qr since e-{3o = Lo = 1, hence
EQ"Y [e-{3tStLt] = So.
The technique is illustrated for the two above claims in Table 6.1 and
6.2. We have assumed that "tt = "t is a constant. For each set of parameter
values we have used the "t E [0,5] that minimises the standard error.? Also,
the -y's are reported in square brackets below the estimates of the standard
errors (10.000 simulations).
For our examples importance sampling consequently outperforms stan-
dard Monte Carlo simulation in terms of standard errors. However, keep in
mind that the "t's are unknown and have to be estimated, something that
does not speak in favour of the method.
The Control Variate Method (CV) The general idea behind the con-
trol variate method is to use the correlation between the random variable
that we wish to estimate the expectation of and some other random variable
for which the expectation is known. Let X and Y be two random variables
where E(X) is known and E(Y) is not. Let
Y(b) = Y - b(X - E(X)). (6.9)
Y(b) is then an unbiased estimator for E(Y) with variance
2 2 2b b2 2O"Y{b) = O"y - O"XY + O"X,
where O"} is the variance ofY, O"~ the variance of X, and O"XY the covariance
between Y and X. The optimal, or variance minimising, b is given by
b* = O"XY2 .
O"x
It is easily seen that O"}{b) is less than O"} as long as b E [0,2b*] for O"XY ~ °
and bE [2b*, O]for O"XY ::; O. The ratio, also called the speed-up factor,
0"2 1
~= 2'
O"Y{b*) 1- PXY
90ur numerical results indicate that the optimal 'Y lies in this interval.
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where
O"Xy
PXy=--,
aXay
shows by what proportion the variance is reduced by using the optimal b
compared to standard Monte Carlo simulation.
Having, say, I control v_ariates,and letting X be an I-dimensional column
vector with j'th element x, = x, - E(Xj), it follows that
Y(b) = Y - bX,
where b is now an I-dimensional row vector. In practice, b has to be esti-
mated by b and can be found by multiple regression with a zero intercept.
The control variate method has earlier been used by e.g., Kemna and
Vorst (1990) in the pricing of arithmetic average Asian options by using the
geometric average Asian option as a control variate and by Carverhill and
Pang (1995) in the pricing of bond options.l"
We have used the underlying stock as a control variate for the call option,
i.e., the i'th simulation of the discounted option payoff, i E {I, 2, ... ,N},
where N is the total number of simulations, is given by
iro(i) = e-rT max(BT(i) - X, O) - b*(e-rT BT(i) - So),
where 8T(i) is the i'th simulated time T stock price. Thus
1 N
iro = NL iro(i).
i
We have used two control variates for the compound option; a stan-
dard European call option and the underlying stock, i.e., the i'th simulated
discounted compound option payoff is given by
e-rT1 max(irTl (i) - Xl, O)
-bi (e-rT1 irTl (i) - '1ro)- b2(e-rT1BTl (i) - So),
where bi and b2 are estimates of the variance minimising weights and are
found by multiple regression.
The results are reported in Table 6.1 and 6.2 with estimates of the op-
timal weights given in curly brackets below the estimates of the standard
errors (10.000 simulations).
From the illustration of the control variate method on the standard Eu-
ropean call option using the stock price as a control variate, we know that
1°Carverhill and Pang (1995) termed this approach martingale variance reduction vari-
ates. Note however that in the presence of discretisation bias, discounted asset prices will
typically not be martingales.
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the call option and the stock are highly correlated, causing a possible prob-
lem with multicollinearity when using both the call option and the stock
as control variates for the compound option, cf. the assumptions behind
regression analysis. However, as we can see from the estimates of the stan-
dard errors, the weights do in fact reduce the variance quite significantly
compared to standard Monte Carlo simulation. Notice that the estimates
of the standard errors for the compound option are relatively insensitive to
the level of the volatility.
6.5 Simulation within the Heath, Jarrow, and Mor-
ton Framework
6.5.1 Simulation of the Whole Term Structure
To use Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the market value of a derivative
asset that matures at, say, time T, we need to find a discrete approximation
of the integral f3T = 1:;rvdv. This can be approximated as follows
M-I
f3T ~ L f(ti, ti) (ti+l - ti),
i=O
(6.10)
where O = to < tI < ... < tM = T. Here f(ti, ti) is interpreted as the
short-term interest rate over the time interval from time ti to ti+l. More
generally, we let f(ti, tj), i ::;i, be the forward rate from time tj to tj+l
prevailing at time ti. The initial term structure is given by f(to, ti) for all
i E {O, 1, ... ,M-I}.
In general, the approximation in (6.10) requires, within the Heath, Jar-
row, and Morton framework, the whole term structure up to time T to be
simulated. To see this, assume a one-factor model and the following dis-
cretisation of the forward rates
for some drift function J.L("') and where Ci "-' N(O, 1). This approximation
may be seen as an Euler scheme of (6.1). For i = 1 we have that
f(tl, tI) = f(to, tI) + J.L(to, tl)(tl - tO) + O"f(to, tl)Vtl - tocl,
f(tl, t2) = f(to, t2) + J.L(to, t2)(tl - tO) + O"f(to, t2)Jtl - tocl,
f(tl, tM-l) = f(to, tM-l) + J.L(to, tM-I)(tl - tO)
+O"f(tO,tM-I)Vtl - tocl·
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Table 6.1: Market values of a standard call option using closed form solution (CF),
standard Monte Carlo simulation (MC), stratified sampling (SS), importance sampling
(IS) (the ,'s are reported in square brackets), and the control variate method (CV)
with the underlying stock as the control variate (the b*'s are reported in curly brackets).
Standard errors are given in parentheses. The parameter values are So = 100, r = 0.08,
and T = 0.5. For stratified sampling 3000 strata are used with 1 sample from each
stratum (the standard error is based on an estimate of the variance of 1000 samples
from each stratum). For the others, 10.000 simulations are used.
CF MC SS IS CV
as = 0.1 0.90124 0.95745 0.90312 0.89088 0.93966
(0.02460) (0.00076) (0.00628) (0.01836)
[2.36J {0.23641}
X = 110 as = 0.2 3.39103 3.55128 3.39527 3.35480 3.48610
(0.07112) (0.00197) (0.02058) (0.04292)
[2.03J {0.39834}
as = 0.3 6.13620 6.40542 6.14421 6.07307 6.27820
(0.12228) (0.00380) (0.03533) (0.06611)
[2.01J {0.47736}
as = 0.1 5.15632 5.23034 5.15799 5.13692 5.17530
(0.05540) (0.00076) (0.02017) (0.01826)
[1.31J {0.73158}
X = 100 as = 0.2 7.70641 7.87982 7.71002 7.66371 7.77200
(0.10265) (0.00197) (0.03475) (0.04003)
[1.54J {0.65911}
as = 0.3 10.3881 10.6736 10.3952 10.3238 10.5000
(0.15346) (0.00381) (0.04891) (0.06100)
[1.66J {0.65093}
as = 0.1 13.5770 13.6512 13.5787 13.5595 13.5780
(0.06982) (0.00076) (0.02128) (0.00411)
[0.69J {0.97125}
X=90 as = 0.2 14.5661 14.7163 14.5708 14.5397 14.5740
(0.12761) (0.00197) (0.04376) (0.02523)
[1.11J {0.87133}
as = 0.3 16.4094 16.6733 16.4180 16.3584 16.4580
(0.18136) (0.00381) (0.05990) (0.04705)
[1.34J {0.80905}
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Table 6.2: Market values of a call option on a call option using closed form solution
(CF), standard Monte Carlo simulation (MC), stratified sampling (SS), importance
sampling (IS) (the ,'5 are reported in square brackets), and the control variate method
(CV) with the underlying option and the underlying stock as control variates (the b*'s
are reported in curly brackets, the first ones are for the call option). Standard errors
are given in parentheses. The parameter values are So = 100, r = 0.08, Xl = 10,
Tl = 0.5, and T2 = 1. For the stratified sampling 3000 strata are used with 1 sample
from each stratum (the standard errors are based on estimates of the variances of 1000
samples from each stratum). For the others, 10.000 simulations are used.
CF MC SS IS CV
as = O.l 0.23303 0.24998 0.23488 0.23136 0.24101
(0.01250) (0.00076) (0.00197) (0.00591)
[3.11] {0.50237}
{-0.03620}
X2 = 110 as = 0.2 2.26747 2.30487 2.27207 2.25290 2.27749
(0.05704) (0.00196) (0.01406) (0.00745)
[2.27] {0.85089}
{-0.04433}
as = 0.3 5.35205 5.42900 5.36017 5.33203 5.36623
(0.10946) (0.00380) (0.02808) (0.00592)
[2.05] {0.88091}
{-0.OOO59}
as = O.l 2.02371 2.04540 2.02510 2.01246 2.00833
(0.03711) (0.00076) (0.01142) (0.01241)
[1.93] {0.94756}
{-0.26998}
X2 = 100 as = 0.2 5.16747 5.23292 5.17111 5.15146 5.15495
(0.08459) (0.00195) (0.02538) (0.01120)
[1.78] {0.98250}
{-0.13428}
as = 0.3 8.59616 8.71115 8.60374 8.57661 8.59317
(0.13620) (0.00380) (0.03855) (0.00822)
[1.74] {0.94166}
{-0.04795}
as = O.l 7.82306 7.86636 7.82491 7.81015 7.81874
(0.06351) (0.00076) (0.02289) (0.00966)
[1.03] {2.27960}
{-1.361OO}
X2 =90 as = 0.2 10.1817 10.2797 10.1861 10.1640 10.1896
(0.11222) (0.00197) (0.03701) (0.01278)
[1.34] {1.23120}
{-0.32964}
as = 0.3 13.20760 13.35370 13.21590 13.18430 13.19820
(0.16305) (0.00380) (0.04897) (0.01097)
[1.46] {1.065OO}
{-0.14843}
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For each i there is one forward rate less that has to be simulated. For i = 2
this yields
f(h, tM-l) + /L(tl, tM-l)(t2 - tI)
+O"f(tl, tM-l)Vt2 - tlc2,
and so on. The sum in (6.10) can now be calculated.
6.5.2 Arbitrage-free Drift Term under Euler Discretisation
The arbitrage-free drift term of the forward rates in the continuous case was
given in (6.1). A natural question to ask now is what is the arbitrage-free
drift term for the discrete forward rates.
We define a discrete zero-coupon bond
(
j-l )
P(ti, tj) = exp - L f(ti, ti) (tl+1 - ti)
l=t
(6.11)
on a discrete time grid O = to < tl ... < ti < tj ... < tu = T. Again,
f (ti, ti) must be interpreted as the forward rate over the period ti to tl+ 1
as seen from time ti ::; ti. This is therefore a discrete approximation of the
instantaneous forward rate. We want to formulate an arbitrage-free discrete
scheme for the forward rates. For simplicity we study a one-factor model
where the forward curve is modelled with an Euler scheme, cf. subsection
6.5.1.
Under the martingale measure Q, the discrete bond price satisfiesl!
(6.12)
First we study the expression
II In the continuous case the bond price is only used as a deflator under the forward
probability measure. However, in the discrete case pet;, tHl) and the inverse of the money
market account, i.e., e-f(t,.t,)(tHl-t,), coincide and this bond price can also be used as a
deflator under the probability measure Q. In fact, Q and the forward probability measure
for time tHl coincide in the discrete case.
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Assume that f(ti+1, ti) (under Q) is given from the discrete scheme
f(ti+1, ti) = f(ti, ti) + J.L(ti, tl)[ti+1 - til + Uf(ti, tlh/(ti+1 - ti)ci+1 (6.14)
for l E {i + 1, i + 2, ... ,M} and for i E {O,1, ... ,M - I}. We take the
volatility structure u f as given, and try to find a J.Lsuch that the discrete
model is arbitrage-free. This discretisation gives that
P(ti+l, tj) = exp (m - vfvc) ,
where
j-1
m = - L [{f(ti, ti) + J.L(ti, tl)(ti+l - ti)} (tl+l - tl)l ,
1=i+1
V = (I: Uf(ti,tl)(tl+1-tl))2 (ti+l-ti),
l=i+l
and
c '" N(O,I).
This implies that
This combined with (6.13) implies that J.Lmust satisfy
,f,"('"")("+1 - ,,) ~ ~ (fl" f( ",t')('l+ l - ,,),
If we let j - 1 = i+ 1 this gives that
1 2J.L(ti, tHl) = '2U (ti, tH1)(ti+2 - tHl),
and j - 1= i+ 2 implies that
1'('" '1+2)("+3 - '1+2) ~ ~ (%1"'('" ")("+1 _ ,,») 2
-J.L(ti, ti+l)(ti+2 - tHl)
~ ~(%1"f( '" 'l)("+1 - ,,)r
1 2 2-'2U (ti, ti+l)(ti+2 - ti+1) .
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Continuing recursively we get
For an approach that is better suited when calibrating to market data, see
Andersen (1997).
6.6 Exact Simulation of Modell
We know from (6.1) that
f(t, s) = f(O, s) + M(t, s) + N(t, s),
where
M(t, s) = lt CTf(v, s)lsCTf(v, u)dudv
and
N(t, s) = fot CTf(v, s)dWv.
For model 1 we have that
M(t s) = CT
2
[e-K(S-t) + ~e-2KS _ e-KS _ ~e-2K(S-t)]
',..2 2 2 .
Further, N(t, s) is Gaussian with zero expectation and variance
Using this, we can use exact simulation, i.e., only simulate the terminal
values, not the entire path followed by the stock price and the interest rates.
6.6.1 Simulation of Jr .de
Since Ts = f(s, s) we can write
lT Tsds= lT f(O,s)ds+ lT M(s,s)ds+ lT N(s,s)ds.
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We find that
(6.15)
Further,
foT N(s, s)ds = foT foS o"! (V, s)dWvds = foT iT af(v, s)d~dWv.
This can be written as
foT N(s, s)ds = ~ ['p foT g(v)dW; + ~ foT g(V)dW;] ,
where g(v) = 1-e-K,(T-v). The variance of foT N(s, s)ds is easily seen to be
given by (see e.g., Miltersen and Persson (1999))
0'2
a~ = 211:3 [211:T - e-
2K,T - 3 + 4e-K,T] ,
and based on (6.3) this could have been directly derived from (6.15).
We now illustrate how this may be utilised to price contingent claims
under stochastic interest rates of this type.
6.6.2 A Call Option and Exact Simulation
Suppose we want to price a call option on a stock. Let X be the exercise
price and T the time of maturity. The time zero market value is then given
by
71"0 EQ[e- J;{ rvdv(ST - X)+]
= EQ[e- J;{ rvdv(SoeU;{ rvdv-~u~T+J;{ usdwll_ X)+]
[
(Inp(O,T)-~U~ -~['P J;{ g(v)dW;+~ J;{ g(v)dW;l)= EQ eT.
(Soe( -In P(O,T)+~u~T -~u~T+ J;{ (~'Pg(v)+us)dW;) .
e(~~ J;{ g(v)dW;) - x)+].
The covariance between the random variables
asp iTZl = - g(v)dW;
11: o
and
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is given by
COV(Zl, Z3) = foT a: g(v) [a: g(v) + as] dv
= (ia~T+ as~a [KT - 1+ e-KT] .
K
Further we find that
and
The correlation is
a1a3
The pricing problem can now be solved using exact simulation, i.e.,
E [
lnp(O,T)-~U(32 -Zl-Z2(8 -lnP(O,T)+~u(32 --21U~T+Z2+Z3 X)+]7ro = Q e T oe T -
where
Zl = Icpl at3rY1,
Z2 = VI - cp2a,6TY2,
Z3 = a3(pY1 + J!=P2Y3),
and
Yi '" N(O, l), i E {l, 2, 3}.
Using the methods of this section we are also able to use exact simulation
to find the market value of the compound option under stochastic interest
rates. The details of this simulation are given in section C.2 on a more
analytical tractable claim that is closely related to the compound option.
6.7 Numerical Results
In this section we present numerical results for the estimates of the market
values of the compound option under stochastic interest rates. For model
1, i.e., the tenn structure of Vasicek (1977), both exact simulation and the
more general discrete method of subsection 6.5.2 are used. For exact simula-
tion both standard Monte Carlo simulation and the control variate method
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are used. For the second approach we have in addition used importance
sampling. For model 2 (the term structure of Cox et al. (1985)) we have
only used the control variate method. From the examples in section 6.4, we
saw that stratified sampling was the superior method. However, we neither
found this method to be very practical when the whole price path is needed
nor when the Brownian motion is multidimensional, and the method will
therefore not be used.
Since the most important dimension with respect to uncertainty in the
model stems from the movements in the stock price, we let the Radon-
Nikodym derivative L, when using importance sampling, only correlate with
the Brownian motion that is common for the stock and the interest rates.
Thus, L can be thought of as being driven by a one-dimensional Brownian
motion.
We saw in section 6.4 when pricing the compound option using the con-
trol variate method that this was a fairly effective method. However, the
effectiveness of the method is of course highly dependent on the correlation
between the asset and the control variate being high. We have therefore
constructed a modified compound option. This asset (the control variate)
has the same underlying asset as the compound option. The only difference
is that the exercise price is P(TI, T2)XI instead of Xl. Thus, to exercise
the control variate, the holder has to deliver Xl units of the zero-coupon
bond maturing at time T2. This asset can be evaluated in closed form (in
a Gaussian setting) and is highly correlated with the compound option (see
section C.l for details). Based on the standard errors in Table 6.5, we found
the speed-up factor to range from 195 to 8179(!), implying a correlation be-
tween 0.9974 to 0.9999. It should be mentioned that the correlation between
these two assets can be increased even further by not using the same value
of Xl for the two assets. We can then choose an Xl for the control variate
that makes the time Tl exercise price closer to the exercise price for the
compound option.
For model 1 we use the formula in section 6.3 to calculate the time Tl
market value of the underlying option.
Throughout the chapter we use the following parameter values: So =
100, Xl = 10, j(O, t) = 0.08 for all t E [0,7], K, = 0.1, cp = -0.5, and
>. = _0.2.12
The market values of the control variate using the closed form solution of
section C.l are presented in Table 6.3. Estimates of the market values of the
control variate using standard Monte Carlo simulation for both exact simu-
lation and for different number of time discretisations are also presented. As
expected, there does not seem to be any evidence or indications of discreti-
12The idea behind this choice of.x is simply to assure that (at least for the initial term
structure) the Feller condition (see Heath et al. (1992» is satisfied. However, using .x= O
we found no significant changes in the estimates of the market values, but the Feller
condition is not satisfied for the initial term structure.
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Table 6.3: Market values of the control variate using closed form solution (CF), exact
simulation (ES), and standard Monte Carlo simulation for different number of time
discretisations, Åt, of the time interval [0,T2J. Estimates of the standard errors are re-
ported in parentheses below the estimates of the market values (1.000.000 simulations).
Modell.
Standard Monte Carlo simulation
CF ES ilt = 4 ilt = 10 ilt = 20
Us = O.l 0.17334 0.17201 0.18495 0.17758 0.17454
(0.00096) (0.00101) (0.00098) (0.00097)
X2 = 110 Us = 0.2 2.13238 2.12809 2.17345 2.14926 2.13919
(0.00522) (0.00532) (0.00527) (0.00525)
Us = 0.3 5.21947 5.21525 5.27530 5.24087 5.22815
(0.01034) (0.01045) (0.01040) (0.01038)
Us = O.l 1.92893 1.92870 1.96913 1.94453 1.93676
(0.00340) (0.00347) (0.00343) (0.00342)
X2 = 100 Us = 0.2 5.06871 5.06868 5.12429 5.08980 5.07904
(0.00803) (0.00812) (0.00807) (0.00805)
Us = 0.3 8.50934 8.50918 8.57303 8.53351 8.52069
(0.01306) (0.01317) (0.01312) (0.01301)
Us = O.l 8.02641 8.03160 8.05542 8.03916 8.03489
(0.00600) (0.00602) (0.00598) (0.00596)
X2 =90 Us = 0.2 10.2268 10.2333 10.2810 10.2492 10.2397
(0.01080) (0.01089) (0.01084) (0.01082)
Us = 0.3 13.2128 13.2184 13.2773 13.2391 13.2272
(0.01578) (0.01589) (0.01584) (0.01581)
sation bias for exact simulation. For 4 time discretisations there are clear
evidence of discretisation bias. The results also seem to support the hypoth-
esis that there is bias for 10 time discretisations as well. The estimates seem
somewhat high for 20 time discretisations too, but in case of any bias, it is
not statistically significant. The estimates are based 1.000.000 simulations.
We can notice that the standard errors are approximately the same across
the four estimates.
In a further search for bias, we have in Table 6.4 reported estimates of
the market values of the compound option using importance sampling and
the control variate method for 10 and 20 time discretisations and 100.000
simulations. Exact simulation with the control variate method and 1.000.000
simulations is used as a benchmark.
The compound option and the control variate are two very similar assets.
This indicates that the prices have correlation close to one and also variances
of the same magnitude. Hence,
where (17rC,7r1 is the covariance between -rrf and -rr6 {7rf is the time Omarket
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value of the control variate). Further, (J"2c and (J"21 are the respective vari-7r 7r
ances. By choosing b = 1, we found very large speed-up factors (cf. page
137). This confirms that b* is close to one.
There is some evidence of bias for the estimates based on importance
sampling, especially for 10 time discretisations.P There does not seem to
be any bias for the control variate method. This can be explained by the
fact that the compound option and the control variate are two very similar
assets, and any bias is likely to affect the two in the same direction. Because
of the way in which the estimator is constructed, the discretisation bias in
the simulated discounted payoff for the compound option is cancelled out
by the bias in the simulated discounted payoff for the control variate, hence,
any bias in the estimator for the market value of the compound option is
insignificant.
In Table 6.5 we have reported estimates of the market values of the com-
pound option found using standard Monte Carlo simulation, importance
sampling, and the control variate method. The estimates are based on only
10.000 simulations and 10 time discretisations. Only using 10.000 simula-
tions is fast enough for practical applications (just a few seconds). The
standard errors of both the estimates found using importance sampling and
the control variate method are fairly low, though the estimates based on the
control variate method are by far the most efficient in terms of low standard
errors.
Finally, we have in Table 6.6 reported estimates of the market values of
the compound option using model 2. Both the market value of the under-
lying call option and the compound option are estimated using the control
variate method. We have used a standard call option based on model1as
a control variate in the estimation of the time Tl market value of the call
option underlying the compound option. The same approach is used in the
estimation of the market value of the compound option, but then by using
the control variate from section C.l. These assets are highly correlated, and,
for the sake of simplicity, b is in both cases set equal to one. The variance
is reduced as long as b E [0,2b*] (see Fishman (1996) p. 278). The size of
the standard errors seems to confirm that b is in this interval.
The estimate of the market value of the call option, that has to be esti-
mated for each simulation of the discounted payoff for the compound option
and is used as a parameter value, is found using 1.000 simulations. The
market value of the compound option is then estimated by doing 100 simu-
lations. Using few time discretisations, estimating the market values takes
only a few seconds and is fast enough for practical applications. However,
only doing 100 simulations results in relatively high standard errors. The
13Notice that for D..t = 20 the variance minimising i'S are found by doing (only) 100
simulations. For instance, increasing the number of simulations to 1.000 we found i to
change from 3.72 to 3.18 for X2 = 110 and as = 0.1, though the variance does not seem
to be too dependent on the choice of i.
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Table 6.4: Estimates of the market values of the compound option under stochas-
tic interest rates (modell) using importance sampling (IS) and the control variate
method (CV) for different number of time discretisations, Åt, of the time interval
[O,T2]. Estimates of the standard errors are reported in parentheses below the esti-
mates of the market values, the "('s are reported in square brackets below the estimates
of the standard errors, and the b's are reported in curly brackets (100.000 simulations).
Exact simulation with the control variate method (ESCV) is reported as a benchmark
(1.000.000 simulations).
IS CV
ESCV At = 10 At = 20 At = 10 At = 20
Us = 0.1 0.15582 0.15985 0.15846 0.15560 0.15570
(0.00001) (0.00052) (0.00059) (0.00024) (0.00024)
[3.08] [3.72] { l.00} {l.00}
X2 = 110 Us = 0.2 2.04481 2.06016 2.05215 2.04460 2.04429
(0.00015) (0.00421) (0.00443) (0.00048) (0.00048)
[2.20] [2.59] {1.0o} {LOO}
us = 0.3 5.08585 5.10426 5.09196 5.08609 5.08589
(0.00017) (0.00863) (0.00886) (0.00055) (0.00055)
[2.00] [2.22] {l.00} {LOO}
Us = 0.1 1.79074 1.80739 1.79989 1.79137 1.79072
(0.00018) (0.00360) (0.00378) (0.00056) (0.00056)
[1.85] [2.12] {LOO} {LOO}
X2 = 100 Us = 0.2 4.89696 4.91629 4.90492 4.89777 4.89704
(0.00018) (0.00786) (0.00801) (0.00058) (0.00058)
[1.75] [1.91] {LOO} {LOO}
Us = 0.3 8.31815 8.33754 8.32435 8.31850 8.31830
(0.00018) (0.01199) (0.01200) (0.00058) (0.00058)
[1.73] [1.77] {LOO} {LOO}
Us - 0.1 7.69918 7.70722 7.70307 7.69989 7.69943
(0.00014) (0.00735) (0.00740) (0.00046) (0.00046)
[0.98] [1.00] {1.0o} {1.0o}
X2 =90 Us = 0.2 9.95724 9.97336 9.96442 9.95782 9.95762
(0.00017) (0.01157) (0.01158) (0.00055) (0.00055)
[1.33] [1.35] {1.00} {LOO}
Us = 0.3 12.9591 12.9770 12.9647 12.9593 12.9595
(0.00018) (0.01527) (0.01528) (0.00056) (0.00056)
[1.45] [1.48] {1.0o} {LOO}
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Table 6.5: Estimates of the market values of the compound option under stochastic
interest rates (modell) using standard Monte Carlo simulation (MC), importance sam-
pling (IS), and the control variate method (CV). Estimates of the standard errors are
reported in parentheses below the estimates of the market values, the -y's are reported
in square brackets below the estimates of the standard errors, and the b's are reported
in curly brackets (10 time discretisations, 10.000 simulations). Exact simulation with
the control variate method (ESCV) is reported as a benchmark (1.000.000 simulations).
ESCV MC IS CV
us = O.l 0.15582 0.17921 0.16398 0.15552
(0.00001) (0.01040) (0.00167) (0.00075)
[3.08] {l.00}
X2 = llO Us = 0.2 2.04481 2.09556 2.07996 2.04470
(0.00015) (0.05389) (0.01335) (0.00151)
[2.20] {l.00}
Us = 0.3 5.08585 5.18360 5.13849 5.08313
(0.00017) (0.10659) (0.02723) (0.00174)
[2.00] {l.00}
Us = O.l 1.79074 1.83029 1.82384 1.78758
(0.00018) (0.03390) (0.Oll40) (0.00179)
[1.85] {LOO}
X2 = 100 Us = 0.2 4.89696 4.98367 4.94785 4.89365
(0.00018) (0.08132) (0.02479) (0.00183)
[l.75] {LOO}
us = 0.3 8.31815 8.45570 8.38234 8.31443
(0.00018) (0.13332) (0.03770) (0.00185)
[1.73] {LOO}
Us = O.l 7.69918 7.80066 7.74471 7.69650
(0.00014) (0.05965) (0.02200) (0.00144)
[0.98] {LOO}
X2 = 90 Us = 0.2 9.95724 10.1085 10.0230 9.95340
(0.00017) (0.10882) (0.03623) (0.00173)
[1.33] {LOO}
Us = 0.3 12.9591 13.1558 13.0388 12.9551
(0.00018) (0.16007) (0.04782) (0.00117)
[1.45] {LOO}
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Table 6.6: Estimates of the market values of the compound option under stochastic
interest rates (model 2) using the control variate method for different number of time
discretisations, !:l.t, of the time interval [O,T2]. A standard call option in modell is used
as a control variate in the estimation of the market value of the underlying call option
(1.000 simulations). The control variate of section C.l is used as a control variate in the
estimation of the market value of the compound option (100 simulations). Estimates
of the standard errors are reported in parentheses below the estimates of the market
values. b = 1.
At = 4 At = 10 At = 20
as = 0.1 0.24403 0.25087 0.21103
(0.03094) (0.03717) (0.02413)
X2 = 110 as = 0.2 2.34732 2.32260 2.29933
(0.05440) (0.05081) (0.04010)
as = 0.3 5.50743 5.48185 5.48741
(0.05644) (0.05132) (0.04989)
as = 0.1 2.21802 2.17076 2.17252
(0.06424) (0.05721) (0.05561)
X2 = 100 as = 0.2 5.42402 5.40027 5.37470
(0.06153) (0.05908) (0.05501)
as = 0.3 8.86248 8.85306 8.84663
(0.05711) (0.05683) (0.05118)
as = 0.1 8.42344 8.37126 8.41119
(0.07390) (0.07860) (0.06434)
X2 =90 as = 0.2 10.6477 10.6396 10.5990
(0.06213) (0.06419) (0.05522)
as = 0.3 13.6285 13.6240 13.5834
(0.05666) (0.05678) (0.05013)
size of the standard errors also makes it impossible to detect any discretisa-
tion bias.
6.8 Conclusions
We have in this chapter addressed the problem of valuing compound options
by Monte Carlo simulation within a Heath, Jarrow, and Morton framework.
A general approach for an arbitrage-free discretisation of the forward rates
has been applied. Known problems with discretisation bias have been de-
tected for some of the valuation approaches, but methods where this problem
seemed to be eliminated have also been used. At the same time, we have
also been able to find estimators that are efficient in terms of a low stan-
dard error and that require a low computational time. In addition, we have
also presented a very fast and unbiased approach for simulation within a
Gaussian Heath, Jarrow, and Morton framework. This approach does not
require any discretisation of the stochastic differential equations describing
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the economy and we can therefore use exact simulation.
The results regarding simulation within the Heath, Jarrow, and Morton
framework have of course a much wider application than just for the pricing
of compound options.
A problem with numerical evaluation of compound options that has not
been considered in this chapter is that the estimator for the true market
value of the compound option is biased, even when using exact sampling.
As before, let frTl be the estimator for 1fTl. We know that (frTl - X1)+ is a
convex function. Suppose that E[frTlIFTl] = 1fTl. We then have that
E[(frn - X1)+] = E[E[(frTl - X1)+IFTl]] 2::
E [(E[frTlIFTl] - X1)+] = E[(1fTl - XI)+],
Le., E[(frTl - XI)+] 2:: E[(1fTl - XI)+]. The result follows from Jensen's
inequality. However, we have not been able to conclude that this bias has
been significant in the estimates that have been presented in this chapter.
Based on the promising results in section 6.4, an interesting topic for
future research is to explore the effectiveness of stratified sampling in a
setting with stochastic interest rates. Another interesting topic may be to
combine importance sampling with exact simulation. This can be of great
importance if we do not have a highly correlated control variate. Another
natural extension is to explore the effectiveness of using quasi Monte Carlo,
or low discrepancy sequences, in the pricing of (compound) options under
stochastic interest rates.
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Appendix A
Proposition 3.4 and 3.5
Å.I Useful Relationships for Section Å.2 and Å.3
In this section we supply some relations that turn out to be useful for the
calculations done in section A.2 and A.3.
First we can notice that under the equivalent martingale measure Q, the
bond price can be expressed in the following way
where
O'p(t) = -IT O'f(t, u)du.
In the following we let O'p(t) = - ittlO'f(t, u)du and O'y(t) = - Jtt2 O'f(t, u)du.
-(Itl O'f(t,u)du)2 = -O'~(t),
= _(l
t2
O'f(t, u)du)2 = -( -O'y(t) + O'p(t))2,
ti-(Itl O'f(t,U)dU)(lt2 O'f(t,u)du)
t tI
-O'p(t)(O'y(t) - O'p(t)),
= -O's(t) Itt O'f(t, u)du = O's(t)O'p(t),
= -O's(t) It2 O'f(t,u)du = O's(t)(O'y(t) - O'p(t)),
ti
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8x
8(CI 2 + k2)'at = (O"S(t) - O"p(t)) (O"y(t) ~ O"p(t)),
= -O"~(t) - O"S(t) itl O"j(t,u)du - (itl O"j(t,U)dU)2
= -(O"S(t) - O"p(t))2,
= ¢(X),
= "'(dl) St
'I' esi Ptt, tl)'
-aU2 St
e es Ptt; tl)'
-2/2 Ste-a2 e-g2-(XT{Jl a{J2-=-:_-:-
P(t, tl) ,
-2 1e-bd2 e-g2+(XT{Jla{J2
~(t,tl,t2) ,
-b2/2 1e 3
eg2~(t, tl, t2)
For two variables, x and y, and two continuously differentiable functions,
wand z, the cumulative bivariate normal probability distribution is given
by
e-aV2 =
e-aV2 =
e-bV2 =
-2/e-b4 2 =
1 jW jZ _x2_2px!!+y2
cI>(w; z; p) = e 2(l-p2) dxdy.
27r J1=fli -00 -00
From this we have that
8cI>(w; z; p)
8w
A.2 Proof of Proposition 3.5
In this section we prove that the hedging strategy for the maturity guarantee
on the stock return in the Amin and Jarrow economy is self-financing and
that it hedges the market value of the guarantee.
a2(å)Both lLt(8) = a(t,St,P(t,tl)) (= R~(å)) and bt(8) = b(t,St,P(t,tl)) (=
'fb~~)) are twice continuously differentiable on [0,(0) x JR. x JR.. Since St and
P(t, tl) are Ito processes, it follows that at(8) and bt(8) also are Ito processes
(see e.g., Øksendal (1995)). Define Ma, O"aand Mb, O"bas the drift term and
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the diffusion term of at and bt, respectively. Applying Ito's lemma to the
hedging strategy now yields (without loss of generality we have set to = O,
and for simplicity we have written at(8), bt(8), and 7l"t(8) as ~, bt, and 7l"t,
respectively)
atSt + btP(t, ti) = aoSo + boP(O, ti) + fot avdSv + fot bvdP(v, tl)
+ fot Svdav + fot P(v, tl)dbv + fot davdSv + fot dbvdP(v, tI). (A.l)
Condition A.l. For the hedging strategy for the maturity guarantee to be
self-financing, the sum of the last line in (A.l) has to equal zero (see e.g.,
Duffie (1988)).
By Ito's lemma the market value of the guarantee can be expressed as
From Condition A.l we get the following expression for the market value
of the hedging strategy
(Jt = aoSo+boP(O,tl)+ fot (avrvSv+bvrvP(v,tl))dv
+ fot (avSvO"s(v) + bvP(v, tl)O"p(v))dWv. (A.3)
Condition A.2. By the unique decomposition property for tts processes,
we know that (A.2) and (A.3) must have the same drift and diffusion term
if the hedging strategy is to hedge the market value of the guarantee, i.e.,
(A.2) - (A.3) = O, for all t E [0,1] almost surely.
We can now state a proof for that the hedging strategy is self-financing
and hedges the market value of the guarantee.
Proof. Calculate the derivatives and check that Condition A.l and A.2 are
satisfied. O
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A.3 Proof of Proposition 3.4
In this section we prove that the hedging strategy in Proposition 3.4 is self-
financing and that it hedges the market value of the guarantee.
Both aU8) = ~1(t,St,P(t,tI),P(t,t2)), bU8) = bl(t,St,P(t,tl),P(t,t2))
and yl(8) = yl(t, St, P(t, tI), P(t, t2)) are twice continuously differentiable
on [0,00) x JR x JR x JR, and are thereby Ito processes.
An application of Ito's lemma gives the following expression for the mar-
ket value of the hedging strategy (without loss of generality we have set
to = 0, and for simplicity we have written aU8), b}(8), y£(8), and n}(8) as
ai, bi, Yl, and nl, respectively)
ai St + bi P(t, tI) + yl P(t, t2)
= a5So + b5P(0, tI) + Y5P(0, t2)
+ fot a~dSv + fot b~dP(v,tl) + fot y;dP(V,t2) (A.4)
+ fot Svda~ + fot P(v, tl)db~ + fot P(v, t2)dy;
+ fot da~dSv + fot db~dP(v, tI) + fot dy;dP(v, t2).
Condition A.3. For the hedging strategy in Proposition 3.4 to be self-
financing, the sum of the last two lines in (A.4) has to equal zero.
An application of Ito's lemma yields the following expression for the
market value of the guarantee
From Condition A.3 we get the following expression for the market value
of the hedging strategy
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Ot = a5So + b5P(0, tI) + yJP(O, t2)
+ lt [a~dSv+b~dP(v,tl)+y~dP(v,t2)]. (A.6)
Condition A.4. By the unique decomposition property for Itå processes,
we know that (A.5) and (A.6) must have the same drift and diffusion term
if the hedging strategy is to hedge the market value of the guarantee, i.e.,
(A.5) - (A.6) = 0, for all t E [0,1] almost surely.
We can now prove that the hedging strategy in Proposition 3.4 is self-
financing and that it hedges the market value of the guarantee.
Proof. Calculate the derivatives and check that Condition A.3 and A.4 are
satisfied. O
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Appendix B
Propostion 4.8 and 4.9
B.I Abbreviations in Proposition 4.8
l{ l l 2 }- -lnP(tm,tN)+(---)062
T T 2 'N
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and
2{ ItN-1 ItN+; - O"S2(V) O"f(V, u)dudv
tffl tN_l
B.2 Proof of Proposition 4.8
The time t-« market value of the guarantee is given by
where A = {8tN-tN_1 > ~8tN} and A is the complement to A. To evaluate
the first expectation, we use the Radon-Nikodym derivative
dQ1 = e -~(al-'tN_1 +Itt::_1 a~1 (v)dv) .
dQ
- IttN-1 ftN-1 af(v,u)dudWv+ fttN as, (v)dWve m v N-1.
It then follows (after some algebra) that
To evaluate the second expectation, we use the Radon-Nikodym derivative
EQ(lJtN)
--2' (1-1)2a{32 _~' s: as22 (v)dv-1( ~-1) IttN as2 (v) fvtN a f(v,u)dudv= e T tN T m T I m •
e(~-1) s: I~N af(v,u)dudWv+~ c: a S2 (v)dWv ,
where J;N = ~8;N - s: Tvdv. Some algebra then leads to the solution of
the second expectation
EQ [e- Itt;;:e~6rN 1A] = elt2 cI>( dlO),
and this completes the proof.
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B.3 Abbreviations in Proposition 4.9
In this section we write out the remaining expressions of Proposition 4.9.
"3 = ln P(to, tN-I),
1 ( 1 2 )(- -1) -lnP(to,tN) + -2 (jli, ,
Tl Tl N
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al
(f bl = d, a2 = (~, bz = d, (~, a3 =-,
Ua Ub Ua Ub Ua
b3 d (g b4 = a, c, a4= -, p=--,
Ub Ua Ub UaUb
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l ltl ltN ltN+l+- ( O'f(v,u)du O'f(v,u)dudv
7172 to v tlr ltN r+ O'f(v,u)du O'f(V,u)dudv
tl v v
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rr ltN- O"f(v,u)du O"f(V,u)dudvto v v
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l { l 2 l ltN 2-- -lnP(to,tN)+-O"!3t -- O"S2(v)dvn 2 N 2 ~
ltN r ltN+1- O"f(v,u)du O"f(v,u)dudvto v v
l t r r:+-{ O"f(v,u)du O"f(v,u)dudv
T2 to v t,r r r+ O"f(v, u)du O"f (v, u)dudvtI V v
ltN t: lt1 t:+ O"S2(V) O"f(V,u)dudv+ O"S2(V) O"f(V,u)dudvt, V to t,
157
rr r:- uf(v,u)du uf(v,u)dudvto v. vt: ItN+ to v Uf(v,u)du tN-l Uf(v,u)dudv
1 ( 1 1 )- -lnP(to,tN) + (- - -U{;2
Tl Tl 2 'N
tt: r+ uf(v,u)du Uf(V,u)dudvto tl v
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r ItN r+ Uf(v,u)du u/(v,u)dudv)
to tN-l V
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B.4 Proof of Proposition 4.9
We have that
This can also be written as
where
and, finally,
We show how to evaluate the third expectation (the solution is denoted
?rlo)' The other three expectations can be evaluated in the exact same
manner and are therefore not presented here.
Using the Radon-Nikodym derivative
where
some algebra shows that
?rlo = ell:5EQ3 [lA3] = eIl:5Q3(A~ nA~),
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where
1 ( 1 2 )"'5 = (--1) -lnP(to,tN)+-2 (F82 •
Tl Tl tN
Here Q3(', .) denotes the joint probability, under the probability measure Q3,
for the events A~ = C;18tN > 8tN-tN_J and A~ = {8tN+I-tN > ;2 8tN+I-tN},
i.e., the event A3. Some more algebra then leads to the solution of the third
expectation, i.e.,
3 =1rto
where
a3 (~,
(Fa
b3
(g
,
(Fb
and
c
p =
(Fa(Fb
As already mentioned, the other three expectations can be found in the
exact same manner, but notice that the structures of the problems cause
the solutions of the second and the fourth expectation to require some more
algebra than the solutions of the first and the third expectation.
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Appendix C
A Control Variate for the
Compound Option
C.l Closed Form Solution for the Control Variate
We want to construct a control variate that is identical to the compound
call option except for one difference; the exercise price for the control variate
is given by P(TI, T2)XI instead of just Xl as for the compound option.
Define three probability measures, QTl' QT2' and Qs equivalent to Q.
The probability measures are defined by the Radon-Nikodym derivatives
dQTl =
dQ
dQT2 =
dQ
P(t, TI)/Mt
P(O, Tl)/Mo'
P(t, T2)/Mt
P(O, T2)/Mo'
and
dQs
dQ
St/Mt= So/Mo'
respectively.
The time Omarket value of the control variate can now be calculated in
the following way (let Al = {1I"Tl > XIP(TI, T2)} and A2 = {ST2 > X2},
i.e., Al is the exercise set for the control variate and A2 is the exercise set
for the underlying option)
11"[; = P(O, TI)EQTl [max (P(TI, T2)EQT2 [max(ST2 - X2, O)IFT1]
-XIP(TI, T2), O)]
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= P(0,Tl)EQT1 [max (P(Tl,T2)EQT2 [(ST2lA2 - X2lA2)IFTI]
-XlP(Tl, T2), o)]
= P(O, Tl)EQTI [max (STI EQs [lA2IFTI]
-X2P(Tl, T2)EQT2 [lA2IFn] - XlP(Tl, T2), O)]
P(O, Tl)EQTI [ST! Qs(A2)lA! - X2P(Tl, T2)QT2(A2)lA!
-XlP(Tl, T2)lA!]
= SoQs(Al n A2) - X2P(0, T2)QT2(Al, A2)
-XlP(O, T2)QT2(Al)
= So<J>(al,bl,p) - X2P(0,T2)<J>(a2,b2,p) - XlP(0,T2)<J>(a2),
where
al =
a2
bl
b2 =
2 =aRT!
aRTI
al - aRT!'
l( So )+12n X2P(O,T2) ZaOT2
aOT2
bl - aOT2,
foTI a~(V)dV+2foT! as(v) lT2 af(v,u)dudv,
+ foT! (lT2 af(v,u)du)2dv,
= aRT!
p
and R* is the critical value that makes
(C.l)
That such an R* exists for all Xl E (0,00) follows since the right-hand
side of (C.l) can be interpreted as a call option with Rt being the time t
market value of the underlying asset, and we know that the call option is
monotonically increasing in the market value of the underlying asset.
Using modell, it follows that
akTI = a~Tl + 2a:~'P (",Tl + e-KT2 _ e-K(T2-T!»)
+ a2 (e-2K(T2-TI) _ 4e-K(T2-TI) + 2",Tl _ e-2KT2 + 4e-KT2)
2",3
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and
O"JT2 = 0"~T2 + 20":~r.p (,..,T2 + e-KT2 - 1)
+ 0"2 (2,..,T2 _ 3+ 4e-KT2 _ e-2KT2).
2,..,3
This formula can be implemented in about the same way as the Geske
(1979) - option.
C.2 Exact Simulation of the Control Variate
In this section we present a scheme that gives us the possibility to use exact
simulation for model 1 to estimate the market value of the control variate
in section C.l. The scheme for the compound option is similar.
We want to price the claim
7rf = EQ [e- J:l Tsds(7rTl - XIP(TI, T2))+],
where
and
P(T 'T') - Ji2 f{Tl,S)ds E [- Ji2 rsds I-r: ]l , .1. 2 = e l = Q e l .rTl'
Under our functional assumptions the price «r, is known in closed form
solution (cf. section 6.3) as a function of P(TI, T2) and the time Tl stock
price Sn. We call this function II(S, P).
We need to calculate
rT2 Tsds = rT2 f(O, s)ds + rT2 M(s, s)ds + rT2 N(s, s)ds.t; i: i; iTl
We find that
lT2 0"2M(s, s)ds = - [2,..,(T2 - Tl) - e-2KT2 + e-2KTl + 4(e-KT2 _ e-KT1)]Tl 4,..,3
and
lT2 N(s, s)ds =Tl
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Here Ii rv N(O, anT2) and h rv N(O, aOTJ where
2
a2 =.!!_ [2~(r.2 - Tl) - e-2K(T2-T!) + 4e-K(T2-Tl) - 3]TlT2 2~3
and
Now, the random variable h is independent of the other variables in the
problem. The variable 12 however, correlates with the variables e- J[l r.ds
and BTl. Using exact simulation, it is crucial to get this correlation correct.
To this end we define
h =
and
h = loTI ~ (VI ~ cp2) sr, (v)dWv
= ~ [cp loTI g(v)dWJ + VI - cp2loTl 9(V)dW;] == 13+ Ig.
We find that
var(12) = aJa =2
var(I~) = aIb =
2
var(13) = aJa3
2 2cp aOT!,
(1 - cp2)a5T!'
2 2cp a(3Tl'
and
We further find that
cov(12,13) = cp21/J,
cov(lt Ig) = (1 - cp2)1/J,
and
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This gives that
'P2'ljJ 'ljJ
p* = p(I~,I~) = -r===~===;::= = --- = p(I~,I~) .
. 111')20'2 {()2a2 aOTlarhlV"" OTl"" Ørl
We must also calculate the covariance between I~ and Z3. We find that
and
A _ (la Z ) _ cov(I~, Z3)p - p 2, 3 - .
aOTla3
For the exact simulation we now sample the following time Tl random vari-
ables
21 = I'PI a/hl Yl,
22 = vh- 'P2af3Tl Y2,
23 = a3(pYI + VI - p2y3),
24 = 'aOTl I'PI (P*YI + aY3 + VI - (p*)2 - a2Y4),
and
where
A pp*
a=p- .J1=P2'
0'3 and p are as defined in subsection 6.6.2, and Yi rv N(O, 1), i E {I, 2, ... ,5}.
Using exact simulation, the market value is now given by
C E [lnp(O,Tl)-~O"~ -Zl-Z3( ())+]
11'0 = Q e Tl lI'Tl - XIP Tl, T2 ,
where
= II(STl' P(TI, T2)),
-In P(O,Tl)+~O"~ -~O"~Tl+Z3+Z2
= ~e ~ ,
and (F(O, Tl, T2) is the time ° forward price for delivery at time Tl of a
zero-coupon bond maturing at time T2)
P(TI, T2) = EQ [e - J~2 rvdv!FTl]
= EQ [elnF(0,Tl,T2)- J~2 M(v,V)dS-ZrZs-O"TlT2Y6],
where also Y6 rv N(O, 1). Since 21,22, ... ,25 are Fn measurable, we get
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